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Introduction and methods

1

1
Introduction
How can the events in space and time
which take place within the spatial boundary of a living organism
be accounted for by physics and chemistry?
Erwin Schrödinger

A

consensus on the definition of life is notoriously diﬀicult to reach, but most
efforts at doing so agree that living systems perform complex functions such
as reproduction, metabolism, homeostasis and response to stimuli [1–4].
In living organisms, these functions are carried out by a fascinating machinery of
biomolecules [5]. The inner workings of these systems, however, often fall in a vexed
range of time and space scales [6]. Many molecular processes occur too quickly
and at too small scales to be resolved by experimental techniques. Ironically, these
same processes also happen at system sizes and rates that are too large and infrequent to be sampled by most standard molecular simulation methods. While
various enhanced sampling techniques are able to expand the timescales accessible on simulations, the prowess of these schemes steeply decays for highly intricate
biomolecular transitions. In this thesis, we aim to unveil some of the mysterious
microscopic mechanisms of biomolecular processes by advancing the capacities of
simulation methods. Particularly, we focus on incrementing the level of complexity
that can be handled with current state-of-the-art enhanced sampling techniques.
Therefore, as part of our quest to understand complex biomolecular function, we
build a framework to sample intricate biomolecular transition pathways and apply
it to conformational and chemical changes in various types of biomolecules. The resulting advancements provide us with unique microscopic insights about: the rugged
free-energy landscapes, the mechanistic pathways, the kinetic rates and thermodynamic equilibria, and, ultimately, the intricate functioning of various examples of
life’s little machines.
3
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1

Introduction

1.1. Biomolecules: structure and function
The astonishing variety of terrestrial living organisms is in fact notably uniform at
the molecular scale [5]. While eukaryote and prokaryote cells might differ in their
structure—i.e. by the presence or absence of a well-defined nucleus, respectively—
they are built from similar biomolecules, with only slight variations. This uniformity
points to the existence of a common ancestor, from which modern organisms have
evolved. Across different branches of the tree of life, biomolecules have similar
structures and perform similar functions. For example, nucleic acids generally act
as genetic information carriers, containing and transferring the instructions of how
to assemble proteins. In turn, proteins are the workhorses of living systems, and
perform a plethora of functions; including providing structure, regulating responses
and catalyzing the formation of other biomolecules, such as polysaccharides.
Biomolecules are usually divided into two categories. The first type includes
small molecules, such as lipids, vitamins or metabolites. The second kind includes
large biopolymers, such as nucleic acids and proteins, which are built by covalently
bonded monomeric units. The properties of biopolymers are dictated by their particular monomer composition. Strong covalent bonds are key to understand the formation and long-term structure of the different biopolymers. Weaker, noncovalent
forces—such as electrostatic, Van der Waals and hydrogen-bond interactions—allow
for flexibility and play key roles in numerous biological functions. In fact, biomolecular structures and processes can be understood in terms of an interplay of covalent
and noncovalent interactions between biopolymers, as well as with their environments [5]. Water, an essential ingredient for life on earth, mediates interactions
by screening electric charges—not only of biomolecules, but also of ions and polar
species—and by solvating and stabilizing molecules via hydrogen-bonding. Furthermore, water molecules also have a crucial role in biochemical reactions [7]. In this
thesis, we investigate conformational and chemical changes in different biomolecules,
which occur in various environments and fulfill specific biological functions. The systems that we study belong to the three main kinds of biopolymers—polypeptides,
polynucleotides and polysaccharides—which are described in further detail below
(see Fig. 1.1).

1.1.1. Proteins
Proteins are large molecules that perform multiple functions in living organisms,
such as responding to external stimuli, catalyzing reactions, replicating genetic information, providing structural support and transport, among others [5]. Each
protein is formed by a specific sequence of amino acid residues connected by peptide bonds, i.e. a polypeptide [8]. In some proteins, the polypeptide chain can be
cross-linked. The particular sequence of amino acids—which is usually referred to
as the protein’s primary structure—is determined by genes [9]. Each amino acid
consists of a central carbon atom, C𝛼 , an amino group (-NH+
3 , in aqueous solution
at neutral pH), a carboxyl group (-COO− ), and a side chain. Remarkably, almost
all proteins are built by combinations of 20 encoded amino acids, which have been
subject to natural selection in order to maximize the coverage of various properties,
while minimizing the energy cost [10]. Indeed, amino-acid side chains vary widely

1.1. Biomolecules: structure and function

A

B

5

C

D

Figure 1.1: Examples of the biomolecules studied in this thesis. (A) An oligopeptide, polyproline,
with its helical structure shown in red (studied in Chapters 4 and 5). (B) A light-sensing protein,
with 𝛼-helices and 𝛽-sheets shown in purple and yellow, respectively; and a chromophore shown in
licorice representation (studied in Chapters 8). (C) A DNA double helix, with colored bases—A
in red, T in green, G in blue and C in yellow—showing the specific pairing (studied in Chapters 6
and 7). (D) A polysaccharide, hyaluronan, with its disaccharide unit made of N-acetylglucosamine
and glucuronic acid (studied in Chapter 3).

in shape, size, charge, hydrophobicity, hydrogen-bonding and reactivity; thus providing varied building blocks for proteins.
While a polypeptide’s main chain, i.e. the backbone, is somewhat flexible, it
is also restricted to some favorable conformations. The peptide bond—formed between the carboxyl group of one residue and the amino group of the next one—is
essentially planar. This means that the dihedral angle defined around a peptide
bond, 𝜔, can either be in cis—with both C𝛼 atoms on the same side of the bond—
or in trans form—with both C𝛼 atoms on opposite sides of the bond (see Fig. 1.2).
Most peptide bonds are trans. Two other types of dihedrals determine the local
shape of the backbone. A 𝜙 dihedral describes the rotation around a bond between
an amino N atom and a C𝛼 atom, while a 𝜓 dihedral describes the rotation around
a bond between a C𝛼 atom and a carbonyl C atom. Due to steric hinderance, not
all configurations on the (𝜙, 𝜓)-plane are feasible [11]. This restriction of conformational space is key to allow for protein folding—i.e. the process through which a
linear polypeptide acquires a specific 3D structure [12]—and function. Most natural
proteins have chains of ∼50 to ∼2000 amino acids. Sequences of fewer residues are
referred to as peptides, which, like proteins, are also involved in multiple biological
functions. In Chapters 4 and 5, we study conformational changes of peptides (see
Fig. 1.1).
The primary structure of a protein dictates its three-dimensional form, also
known as secondary structure. There are regular structures in which polypeptides
fold. For example, 𝛼-helices [13] are tight coils—usually right-handed—in which
the backbone forms an inner rod held by hydrogen-bonds, with the side chains
extending outward. Another common structural motif, 𝛽-sheets [14], are formed by
𝛽-strands—i.e. sections where side chains of adjacent amino acids point in opposite
directions— which are linked by hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 1.1). Adjacent 𝛽-strands
may run in parallel or antiparallel directions. Additionally, 𝛽-turns mark reversals
in the direction of a polypeptide chain.

1
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ψ
Cα

ω

R

φ
Cα

R

Figure 1.2: Protein backbone dihedral angles: 𝜔 describes the rotation around a C-to-N peptide
bond between two amino acid residues; 𝜙 describes the rotation around a residue’s N-to-C𝛼 bond;
and 𝜓 describes the rotation around a residue’s C𝛼 -to-C bond.

The tertiary structure of a protein is determined by the placement of secondary
structures—i.e. helices, sheets or turns—stabilized by hydrophobic, electrostatic and
hydrogen-bonding interactions, as well as cross-linking via disulfide bonds. The quaternary structure refers to assemblies of several protein subunits—either of the same
or of different kind—which together can perform complex functions, such as signal
transduction. Moreover, proteins can bind other kinds of molecules to fulfill specific
functions. For example, light-sensing proteins—such as the ones studied in Chapter 8—bind molecules that absorb photons within a certain range of wavelengths in
order to trigger specific responses (see Fig. 1.1).

1.1.2. Nucleic Acids
Nucleic acids—mainly, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA)—
are carriers of genetic information, essential for all forms of life on earth [5]. Biochemically, nucleic acids are polymers whose monomer units, nucleotides, contain a
sugar, a phosphate and a base. The sugars of the nucleotides are linked by 3’→5’
phosphodiester bridges, forming the backbone of the nucleic acid. DNA and RNA
differ in their sugar—deoxyribose and ribose, respectively—and in one of the bases
they use. DNA has two purine bases, adenine (A) and guanine (G), and two pyrimidine bases, cytosine (C) and thymine (T). In RNA, T is replaced by uracil (U).
One of the most important aspects of DNA is that it enables not only the storage,
but also the replication of genetic information. As discovered in 1953 by Franklin
and Gosling [15], and Watson and Crick [16], DNA has a double-helix structure,
with two antiparallel polynucleotides coiled around the same axis. The nucleobases
are inside of the double helix, and the backbone is outside (see Fig. 1.1). More
importantly, the nucleobases of the opposite strands follow a specific pairing via
hydrogen bonds—A⋅T and G⋅C—which is crucial to enable the replication of a
complete DNA double helix from either single strand. In Chapters 6 and 7, we
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study DNA base-pairing conformations. In eukaryotic organisms, DNA is packed in
linear structures called chromosomes with are mainly stored in the nucleus of the
cell. In contrast, prokaryotes store DNA in circular chromosomes in the cytoplasm.
DNA replication is done by several proteins, including polymerase enzymes [17].
During this process, the double helix is unwinded and set apart by helicase enzymes.
The two separated original strands serve as templates. DNA polymerases synthesize
new complementary strands, by catalyzing the formation of phosphodiester bonds
with the corresponding nucleotides according to the base-pairing rules. In some
viruses, this process is carried out by RNA.
The sequence of bases in DNA, i.e. the genetic code, can be translated to sequences of amino acids in proteins. Indeed, each amino acid is encoded by a group
of three bases, known as a codon [9]. Briefly described, a gene can be copied from
DNA to messenger RNA (mRNA) in a process called transcription. Then, in a process called translation, mRNA is read by the ribosome, which uses ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) to synthesize a new protein utilizing amino acids brought by transfer RNA
(tRNA).

1.1.3. Polysaccharides
Polysaccharides—also known as polycarbohydrates—are long chains of sugars joint
by glycosidic bonds, which function as energy storage and structural support in various organisms [5]. Distinct polysaccharides are assembled by several enzymes, called
glycosyltransferases. Each glycosyltransferase catalyzes the formation of a glycosidic
bond between two specific monosaccharides. The wide variety of monosaccharides
and possible linkages originates the structural complexity of polycarbohydrates.
In animals, the most common homopolysaccharide is glycogen, which is a large
branched polymer of glucose used for energy storage. In plants, this glucose reservoir
role is fulfilled by starch, which can be either unbranched (amylose) or branched
(amylopectin). Another unbranched glucose polysaccharide found abundantly in
plants, cellulose, serves a structural role. The types of glycosidic bonds are the key
differences between these polysaccharides. The 𝛼 linkages if glycogen and starch
yield an open helix, which is suitable for an accessible sugar storage. In contrast,
the 𝛽-linkages of cellulose give a straight chain, which can be used to construct
strong fibers.
In animals, a key structural role in the extracellular matrix is fulfilled by glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), which are linear polyelectrolyte chains formed by repeating disaccharide units [5]. The GAG disaccharide unit has one amino sugar and one
uronic sugar, and at least one of the two has a negatively charged functional group
(see Fig. 1.1). GAGs perform multiple functions in animal organisms, such as regulating inflammatory [18, 19] and immune responses [20]. In Chapter 3, we study the
glycosaminoglycan hyaluronan. Interactions between proteins and carbohydrates,
which are a rich field of study, are not covered in this thesis.
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1.2. Biomolecular dynamics simulations
Modern biomolecular simulations are boosted by several developments, such as enhanced sampling, multiscale modeling, data-based analysis, experimental-data integration, machine learning, and so on [21]. Undoubtedly, the field of biomolecular
simulations has come a long way from its beginnings. In 1959, the late B. Alder proposed the first general method for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [22], and
tested it on a Lennard-Jones fluid. A few years later, in the mid and late 1970s, the
first simulations of biological systems were performed by, among others, M. Levitt,
A. Warshel and M. Karplus [23–25]. Since then, the technique has boosted the
study of almost every imaginable biological system. Biomolecular functions can be
understood in terms of structures1 , dynamics2 and free energies3 , all of which can
be meticulously extracted from MD simulations (see also Chapter 2).

1.2.1. State of the art
Nowadays, computing facilities and algorithms are able to run enormous systems,
for longer times than ever before. This immense computational power is exemplified
by milestones, such as the ms-long simulations of fast-folding proteins performed on
the Anton supercomputer [26], or the recent billion-atom simulation of an entire
gene (GATA4) with a stunning performance of 1 ns/day [27]. However, even these
heroic simulations are dwarfed when compared to the actual biological timescales.
If we were to simulate the whole process of the GATA4 gene transcription and
translation, which takes ∼1 min [28], the MD run would take 164 million years with
our current best performance. And this is not an isolated case. The majority of the
relevant biological processes occur on timescales that cannot be reliably sampled
with MD simulations. This is referred to as the rare event problem; meaning that
the probability of observing such an occurrence during a simulation is vanishingly
small. Note that these considerations are done for an affordable force-field level of
MD simulations, where interatomic interactions are calculated based on empirical
potentials. MD runs based on first principles, e.g. density functional theory, are
even more limited by computational cost. Coarse-grained models can access longer
timescales and larger systems, but sacrifice atomistic resolution (see Fig. 1.3).
Waiting for increases in computational speed to enable larger and longer simulations has never been an option for the impatient simulation community. In order
to overcome the rare event problem, an arsenal of enhanced sampling techniques
has been generated [6]. In particular, free-energy methods have become a method
of choice to extract insight from molecular simulations. We present these techniques in more detail in Chapter 2. The essence of this class of methods relies on
biasing key atomic degrees of freedom—e.g. bond distances or dihedral angles—to
1 The

distinct stable atomic configurations of a biomolecule, which are determined by interatomic
interactions, enable specific functions, e.g. a protein might have an open and a close state with
distinct binding aﬀinities.
2 The transitions of a biomolecule between different stable configurations occur via atomistic mechanisms, e.g. there might be one or several pathways through which a protein can open or close.
3 The feasibility of each configuration and each transition pathway is determined by their energetic
and entropic contributions, e.g. a protein might be more stable in the closed conformation and
prefer a certain closing mechanism.
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Figure 1.3: Characteristic timescales and systems sizes of different molecular simulation approaches. Ranges based on [29].

favor the occurrence of the desired transition. We refer to these key descriptive
degrees of freedom as collective variables (CVs). The genius of free-energy schemes
is to bias the CVs with an external potential that can be quantified and corrected
for afterward. Then, one can calculate the underlying free-energy surface of the
system—projected onto the CVs—which delivers interpretable stable states, transition channels and barriers. These free energies also allow to relate the simulations
to experimental measurements. However, as the number of CVs grows, the computational time for converging a free-energy estimation rises exponentially. Thus, our
ability to simulate intricate processes, which involve many CVs, is limited.

1.2.2. Future directions
Path-based approaches offer a solution to handle many CVs [30–32]. The idea, in
simple terms, is to exert the bias—and calculate the free energy—not on the CVs
themselves but on the progress parameter along an adaptive path connecting two
known stable states in CV-space. A minimum free-energy path (MFEP) can be
found by updating the adaptive path on the fly. Since the progress along the path
is a one-dimensional parameter, the convergence of the free energy is freed from the
exponential scaling. Our in-house developed path-based approach [33, 34] is further
explained in Chapter 2.
Path-based methods have a promising future thanks to their ability to navigate
high-dimensional CV-spaces. The advancement of computational power will continue to enable simulations of larger systems, which allow for more complex kinds
of transitions. Machine-learning potentials will also enable first-principles accuracy
in simulations of larger systems [35, 36], where one might also find elaborate mech-
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anisms. Moreover, path-based approaches are well-suited to handle the sets of CVs
discovered by novel machine learning and data-based approaches [37–40], as done in
[41]. In this thesis, we develop and apply new strategies for path-based free-energy
calculations, which we hope will expand their capability to tackle even more complex
biomolecular processes hereafter.

1.3. This thesis
If we are to consider that the long-term goal of biomolecular simulation is to compute the atomic motions of a living organism, in all its complexity, for a relevant
amount of time, then the purpose of this thesis is to make a small but significant step
in that direction. The main objective of this thesis is to develop a robust enhanced
simulation framework and apply it to study a variety of complex biomolecular processes. This is accomplished by means of path-based biasing methods, which are
uniquely well-suited to navigate the high-dimensional CV-spaces of intricate transitions. Moreover, the path-formalism enables a seamless usage of standard freeenergy methods, by simply applying them on the path progress parameter, rather
than on the CVs. We extend path-based methods with capabilities used in other
enhanced sampling schemes, such as parallel replicas. Furthermore, we also develop
novel approaches, such as our scheme to explore multiple pathways simultaneously,
as well as the switchings between them. Additionally, we employ path-based freeenergy calculations in combination with multiscale modeling. Further developments,
not included in this thesis but referred to in the appendices, deal with using machine
learning and data-driven approaches to find sets of CVs, which can then be handled in path-based calculations. The flexibility, compatibility and eﬀiciency of our
path-based methodology allows us to overcome various challenges arising in the different biomolecular systems that we study: oligopeptides, polysaccharides, nucleic
acids and light-sensing proteins. Across all systems, we identify and solve different
sampling issues in order to extract valuable insight in the form of free energies,
structures and mechanisms. This information can then be compared with, explain,
or predict experimental measurements.
Part I of this thesis starts with the current introduction chapter. In Chapter 2,
we provide an overview of the methods used in this thesis. Starting from the fundamentals of statistical mechanics, we explain how time-averaged atomic properties
measured in an MD simulation can be matched to macroscopic experimental observables. We then dive into how an MD simulation is propagated in time and
how the interatomic interactions can be calculated either at the force-field or the
density-functional-theory level. Next, to address the rare event problem, we introduce enhanced sampling techniques. Specifically, we cover four well-established
biasing methods: umbrella sampling, constrained MD, steered MD and metadynamics. Finally, we present the workhorse of this thesis, path-based free-energy
methods; illustrating their theoretical foundation, numerical implementation, parameter options and software details.
Part II of this thesis is concerned with connecting experiments and simulations
of polyssacharides. In Chapter 3, we combine 2D infrared spectroscopy, single-chain
force spectroscopy and molecular simulations to understand the ion-responsive rigid-
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ity of hyaluronan, a natural polyelectrolyte abundantly present in the extracellular
matrix. Two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy and MD simulations agree on the
formation of a key structure between Ca2+ cations and specific hyaluronan sidechains, which weakens the polysaccharide’s intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Such
binding does not occur with Na+ cations. Free-energy calculations and force spectroscopy agree that the presence of Ca2+ ions induces a ∼ 50% decrease on the persistence length of hyaluronan. Thus, we discover the atomistic mechanism through
which hyaluronan, known to regulate cell growth and migration, can modulate its
flexibility.
Part III of this thesis is concerned with developing novel path-based schemes,
particularly involving parallelism, and testing them in oligopeptides. In Chapter 4,
we assess the performance of multiple-walker path-metadynamics by studying the
right- to left-handedness transition in polyproline helices of varying length. Polyproline provides an ideal test system, in which adding one more residue to the chain
also implies adding one more CV—i.e. one more 𝜔 dihedral—to describe the helix
handedness. We study polyproline in tetrameric, pentameric and hexameric form,
i.e. using three, four and five CVs. The convergence time for the pathways and freeenergy profiles calculated with path-metadynamics scales sub-exponentially, even
sub-linearly, with the dimensionality of the CV-space; thus surpassing the limitations of standard methods. Moreover, the use of multiple walkers accelerates the
calculations beyond trivial parallelism, because the more uniform sampling along
the path also helps in its optimization. Additionally, we learn details about the
preferred mechanisms for the helix handedness change, either end-to-end or centerto-ends; thus explaining previous experimental and computational results.
In Chapter 5, we develop and assess novel path-based methods. First, we introduce multi-path-metadynamics, a technique in which multiple repulsive paths are
used to simultaneously explore different competing transition mechanisms. The key
to the technique is the use of special walkers that induce repulsion between the
multiple paths, or pinpoint known distinct intermediates. We test the new technique in the prototypical system alanine dipeptide, with two paths, as well as on
tetrameric polyproline, with six paths. The polyproline result compares well to
the previous chapter. We also introduce path-based schemes to handle cyclic and
switching paths. Moreover, we introduce another new concept: the PathMap. Once
the multiple paths between two states have been captured, a PathMap provides an
easily-interpretable view of the free-energy along each pathway, and of the switching
from one path to another.
In Part IV, we use path-based methods to study a base-pairing transition in
DNA. Hoogsteen (HG) base-pairing is an alternative motif to Watson-Crick-Franklin
(WCF) in which the purine base rotates 180° around the glycosidic bond. This
rotation can occur either inside or outside—i.e. with the purine flipping out—of the
double helix. Recently, it has been discovered that WCF and HG base pairs exist
in a dynamical equilibrium and that many biological functions require HG base
pairs. In Chapter 6, we perform a mechanistic study of the Watson-Crick-Franklin
to Hoogsteen transition of a specific A⋅T pair in a well-studied DNA sequence (A6 DNA). We apply several enhanced sampling methods in combination with the path-
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CV; including steered MD, metadynamics, umbrella sampling and constrained MD.
This exercise shows the flexibility of the path-CV, as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of each technique. The path also allows us to consider more CVs
than just the purine base rotation, e.g. the purine base flipping, key hydrogenbond distances, and distances between the neighbors and the backbone atoms near
the transitioning pair. The relevance of the CVs is discussed in the appendix of
the chapter. We identify key mechanistic details that distinguish the WCF-to-HG
transitions occurring inside and outside of the double helix. Moreover, we find a
marked preference for the latter pathway.
In Chapter 7, we exploit the multiple-path framework developed in Chapter 5.
The eﬀiciency of the method enables, for the first time, a systematic investigation of
transient HG base-pairing in multiple DNA sequences. We study the WCF-to-HG
transition in seven different DNA chains, based on variations of the original A6 DNA studied in Chapter 6. Importantly, we find dominant outside pathways for all
sequences. We detect a weak influence of the immediate neighboring bases on the
transition. Instead, we observe a strong influence of the relative length of the DNA
towards each direction of the transitioning base pair. This finding points to a key
role of DNA flexibility in modulating the dynamical equilibrium between WCF and
HG base pairs, which might be particularly important in protein-DNA complexes.
Part V of this thesis is concerned with combining path-based free-energy methods
with multiscale modeling; particularly with quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics. In Chapter 8, we investigate the dark-state recovery mechanism of light-sensing
proteins. In particular, we study blue light-using flavin (BLUF) proteins, which are
known for their hydrogen-bond network around the flavin chromophore and for their
widely-varying signaling times. For example, the recovery rate of the BlrB BLUF
protein is 750 times faster than that of the AppA BLUF protein. Our path-based
schemes enable us, for the first time, to sample the dynamics of the Gln rotation
and tautomerization that is associated with the BLUF dark-state recovery. Moreover, we obtain free-energy profiles for the BlrB and AppA proteins that validate
a previously proposed mechanism. Our profiles also point to the key role of a Trp
and a Met near the flavin chromophore as modulators of the recovery rate.
Finally, in Part VI, we provide a summary of the thesis, a list of associated
publications, and acknowledgements to the people and organizations who supported
this research.
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2
Methods
If in the first act you have hung a pistol on the wall,
then in the following one it should be fired.
Otherwise don’t put it there.
Anton Chekhov
We present an overview of the key methods used in this thesis. First, fundamentals
of statistical mechanics are introduced in order to connect molecular simulation
measurements to experimental observables. Then, we establish the principles of
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, with particle interactions handled at forcefield and density-functional-theory levels, as well as hybrid. Since transitions over
energy barriers—in which one is often interested—are rare events on MD simulation
timescales, we introduce enhanced sampling methods. In particular, we focus on
well-established biasing, or free-energy, techniques: umbrella sampling, constrained
MD, steered MD and metadynamics. Finally, we introduce the workhorse of this
thesis, path-based free-energy methods, which boost the capabilities of standard
schemes to eﬀiciently tackle complex transitions in high-dimensional free-energy
landscapes.

Section 2.3.2 based on: A. Pérez de Alba Ortíz, J. Vreede, and B. Ensing. The Adaptive Path
Collective Variable: A Versatile Biasing Approach to Compute the Average Transition Path
and Free Energy of Molecular Transitions. In: Bonomi M., Camilloni C. (eds) Biomolecular
Simulations. Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 2022, pp. 255-290. Humana, New York, NY,
(2019).
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2.1. Statistical mechanics

2

Much of the detailed atomic information that is routinely produced during a molecular simulation, such as an atomic positions, velocities or forces, are not directly
measurable in an experiment. The mathematical theory that connects the observable macroscopic behavior of a molecular system to its underlying microscopic components is statistical mechanics. Here, we present the main fundamentals on how
observable properties can be computed as averages of microscopic quantities over
the sampled configurations. More involved derivations of statistical mechanics can
be found in [1].
Consider a system of 𝑁 particles, within a volume 𝑉 , at an absolute temperature
𝑇 , and in the canonical ensemble, i.e. at constant 𝑁 , 𝑉 and 𝑇 . The probability
of finding the system in a given microstate in phase space with positions r𝑁 and
momenta p𝑁 is given by a Boltzmann distribution [2] depending on the Hamiltonian,
̂ 𝑁 , p𝑁 ):
or total energy, 𝐻(r
𝑃 (r𝑁 , p𝑁 ) =
with 𝛽 =

1
𝑘B 𝑇

̂

𝑁

𝑁

𝑒−𝛽𝐻(r ,p )
,
3𝑁
ℎ 𝑁 ! 𝑍(𝑁 , 𝑉 , 𝑇 )
1

(2.1)

, the Boltzmann constant 𝑘B , and the canonical partition function:
𝑍(𝑁 , 𝑉 , 𝑇 ) =

1
̂ 𝑁 𝑁
∬ 𝑒−𝛽𝐻(r ,p ) 𝑑r𝑁 𝑑p𝑁 ,
ℎ3𝑁 𝑁 !

(2.2)

1
where the factor ℎ3𝑁
, with the Planck constant ℎ, is inserted to keep the partition
1
accounts for the indistinguishability of
function dimensionless, and the factor 𝑁!
identical particles.
One can also demonstrate that the Helmholtz free energy [3] is equal to:

𝐹 = −𝑘B 𝑇 ln 𝑍 = 𝑈 − 𝑇 𝑆,

(2.3)

with the potential energy 𝑈 and entropy 𝑆. The relation of the free energy with
the partition function, and with other key quantities, has posed it as a common
“currency” in molecular simulations.
Considering Equation 2.1, the expected value of a macroscopic observable 𝒪 can
be obtained via the ensemble average:
̂

⟨𝒪⟩ =

∬ 𝒪(r𝑁 , p𝑁 )𝑒−𝛽𝐻(r

𝑁

,p𝑁 )

𝑑r𝑁 𝑑p𝑁

̂ 𝑁 ,p𝑁 )
∬ 𝑒−𝛽𝐻(r
𝑑r𝑁 𝑑p𝑁

,

(2.4)

which can be evaluated by stochastic sampling, via Monte Carlo methods [4].
Alternatively, the ensemble average can be replaced with a time average by considering the ergodic hypothesis [5]. That is, the assumption that after a suﬀiciently
long time, a representative part of the entire phase space of equiprobable microstates
will be sampled. Then, we calculate:
𝑡

1
∫ 𝒪(r𝑁 , p𝑁 )𝑑𝑡′
𝑡→∞ 𝑡
0

⟨𝒪⟩ = lim

(2.5)
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Such sampling in time can be performed via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [6]. Apart from sampling states, MD also generates the atomic motions that
drive molecular processes; thus providing unique insight about the inner workings
of, for example, biomolecules. This key feature of MD is used in this thesis to observe molecular transition mechanisms. In the following section, we provide details
of how to perform MD simulations, and how to ensure suﬀicient sampling.

2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations
The first general method for MD simulations was proposed in 1959 by the late B.
Alder [6]. In the next 50 years, and counting, the technique has enabled innumerable
studies of a huge variety of systems in chemistry, biophysics and material science.
Here, we explain the fundamentals, which can be consulted further in [1].
A system of 𝑁 particles with positions r𝑁 can be propagated in time, 𝑡, according
to Newton’s equations of motion [7]. For particle 𝑖 with mass 𝑚𝑖 , the force is given
by:
f𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖 r̈𝑖̈ = −∇r𝑖 𝑈 (r𝑁 )

(2.6)

where the double over-dot denotes the second derivative of the position with respect
to time, i.e. the acceleration, in Newton’s notation.
The equation above can be integrated to propagate the 𝑁 particles in time. To
do so, several numerical integrators have been developed. Simply put, most schemes
are based on Taylor expansions of r(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) combined in such way that some higherorder terms are cancelled. The Verlet integration method [8] has good numerical
stability, time-reversibility and symplecticity, i.e. conservation of the phase space
volume, at a modest computational cost [1]. A popular version is the velocity Verlet
algorithm [9]:
r𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = r𝑖 (𝑡) + r̈𝑖̇ (𝑡)Δ𝑡 +
r̈𝑖̇ (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = r̈𝑖̇ (𝑡) +

f𝑖 (𝑡) 2
Δ𝑡
2𝑚𝑖

f𝑖 (𝑡) + f𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡)
Δ𝑡
2𝑚𝑖

(2.7)
(2.8)

In this thesis, we use the velocity Verlet algorithm and its close variant, the leapfrog
algorithm [10], with staggered steps for the positions r𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) and velocities r̈𝑖̇ (𝑡 +
Δ𝑡/2).
In MD simulations, the system usually requires to be maintained at certain
conditions corresponding to the chosen ensemble. For example, to keep a constant
average temperature 𝑇 , we employ schemes called thermostats, which modulate the
kinetic energy of the atoms. In this thesis, we mainly apply the canonical sampling
through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [11]. Moreover, in an 𝑁 𝑃 𝑇 ensemble,
the pressure of the system can also be controlled by a barostat that scales the size
of the simulation box. In this thesis, we use the Raman-Parrinello barostat [12].
The potential energy gradient −∇r𝑖 𝑈 (r𝑁 ) in Equation 2.7 can be calculated
based on the interactions between the particles of the system. These interactions
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can be modeled at different resolutions, spanning from electronic, to atomic, to
coarse-grained. The first two scales are employed in this thesis, and explained in
the next sections.

2

2.2.1. Force fields
A force field is a model, consisting of a set of equations representing interatomic
interactions, which enables the calculation of the potential energy of a system and
its derivative, i.e. forces. The interatomic interactions are typically categorized into
bonded and nonbonded terms:
𝑈 =𝑈
bonds + 𝑈angles + 𝑈torsions + 𝑈
Coulomb + 𝑈van der Waals
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

(2.9)

𝑈nonbonded

𝑈bonded

The bonded terms include:
𝑈bonds = ∑ 𝑘𝑏 (𝑟𝑏 − 𝑟𝑏,0 )2 ,

(2.10)

bonds

𝑈angles = ∑ 𝑘𝑎 (𝜃𝑎 − 𝜃𝑎,0 )2 ,

(2.11)

angles
2
𝑈torsions = ∑ 𝑘𝑡 (1
+ cos(𝑛𝑡 𝜙
̃
̃ 𝑡 ))
̃

(2.12)

torsions

where the 𝑏, 𝑎 and 𝑡,̃ indices loop over all bonds, angles and torsions, respectively;
the 𝑘 factors are the force constants for each interaction; and the zero subindex
indicates the reference value of each bond distance 𝑟, angle value 𝜃, or torsion value
𝜙.
The nonbonded terms are typically:

𝑈Coulomb = ∑
𝑖<𝑗

1 𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
,
4𝜋𝜖0 𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑈van der Waals = ∑ 4𝜖𝑖𝑗 [(
𝑖<𝑗

𝜎𝑖𝑗 6
𝜎𝑖𝑗 12
) −( ) ]
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗

(2.13)
(2.14)

Coulomb’s electrostatic interaction [13] is given by the charges 𝑞 of atoms 𝑖 and
𝑗, the distance 𝑟𝑖𝑗 between them, and the vacuum permittivity 𝜖0 . Van der Waals
interactions [14] are modeled by a Lennard-Jones potential [15] with a well depth
𝜖𝑖𝑗 and width 𝜎𝑖𝑗 . There are several strategies to handle long-range nonbonded
interactions and to account for periodic simulation boxes. We have used one of the
fast and well-parallelized versions of Ewald summation throughout our studies, i.e.
particle mesh Ewald (PME) [16, 17], as implemented in the GROMACS software
[18].
Nowadays, well-known and robust force fields have been parametrized, based on
experimental or ab initio data. Two well-known force-field families, AMBER [19] and
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CHARMM [20], are used in this thesis. We also employ other force fields designed for
nucleic acids [21], and for polysaccharides [22]. These parameter sets are typically
made available to the scientific community via files that are compatible with robust
software packages to run MD, such as GROMACS [18], which is prominently used in
this thesis, or LAMMPS [23]. Standard force fields provide cost-eﬀicient potential
energies for simulations of molecules motions. However, chemical changes with
bonds forming and breaking, as well as information about the electronic structure
are out of their scope.

2.2.2. Density functional theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is a quantum mechanical method based on electron
density. Its cost-eﬀiciency has posed it as a wide-spread choice for ab initio MD.
Here, we give a brief overview of its foundations. More details can be found in
[24, 25]
Fundamentally, the behavior of electrons and atomic nuclei can be described by
the non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation [26]:
𝐻̂ |Ψ𝑖 ⟩ = 𝐸𝑖 |Ψ𝑖 ⟩ ,

(2.15)

where the wave function |Ψ𝑖 ⟩ is a stationary state with energy 𝐸𝑖 , and 𝐻̂ is the
Hamiltonian of the system, whose full form is:
̂ + 𝑇n̂ + 𝑉nn
̂ + 𝑉ne
̂
𝐻̂ = 𝑇ê + 𝑉ee

(2.16)

The operators of the Hamiltonian correspond to: the kinetic energy of electrons 𝑇ê ,
̂ , the kinetic energy of nuclei 𝑇n̂ , the
the electrostatic potential between electrons 𝑉ee
̂
electrostatic potential between nuclei 𝑉nn , and the electrostatic potential between
̂ ,
electrons and nuclei 𝑉ne
The Hamiltonian can be simplified when considering the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [27], i.e. the assumption that nuclei, which are much slower and more
massive than the electrons, can be regarded as immobile from the point of view
of the electrons. One can therefore separate the nuclei kinetic energy 𝑇n̂ and the
̂ from the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian. The
interactions between nuclei 𝑉nn
̂ . For
electron-nuclei interactions are then considered as an external potential 𝑉ext
consistency, the electron-electron interactions are relabeled as an internal potential
̂ . The Hamiltonian is then rewritten as:
𝑉int
̂ + 𝑉ext
̂
𝐻̂ = 𝑇ê + 𝑉int

(2.17)

Even after this simplification, the Schrödinger equation is still not easily tractable.
Analytical solutions are only available for the simplest of systems, such as the hydrogen atom. Numerical approaches remain extremely computationally expensive,
due to the high-dimensionality of the many-body wave-function, Ψ𝑖 (r1 , ..., r𝑁 ) with
𝑁 electrons.
In DFT, the many-body wavefunctions Ψ𝑖 (r1 , ..., r𝑁 ) are circumvented, and the
problem is handled in terms of the electronic density 𝑛(r). The Hohenberg-Kohn
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(HK) theorems [28] state that: (1) the external potential 𝑉ext is a unique functional
of the ground-state electronic density 𝑛(r); and (2) the functional returns the minimum ground-state energy if and only if the input is the exact ground-state density.
In turn, the Kohn-Sham (KS) ansatz [29] maps the HK problem onto an auxiliary
non-interacting electron system. Similar to the Hartree-Fock (HF) approach, one
considers the electrons as moving through an averaged effective potential, rather
than interacting between themselves. The 𝑉int term is then split into a Hartree
term containing all electron-electron interactions—even spurious self-interactions—
and an exchange-correlation (xc) term, accounting for self-interaction corrections
and Pauli’s exclusion principle. Then, we express the KS DFT total energy as:

𝐸KS [𝑛] = 𝑇non-interacting [𝑛] + 𝐸Hartree [𝑛] + 𝐸xc [𝑛] + ∫ 𝑉ext (r)𝑛(r)𝑑r,
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

(2.18)

𝐸ext

with the non-interacting electron density depending on the orbitals 𝜑𝑖 (r):
𝑁

𝑛(r) = ∑ |𝜑𝑖 (r)|2 ,

(2.19)

𝑖

the kinetic energy:
1 𝑁
𝑇non-interacting [𝑛] = − ∑ ⟨𝜑𝑖 | ∇2 |𝜑𝑖 ⟩
2 𝑖

(2.20)

and the Hartree term:
𝐸Hartree [𝑛] =

𝑛(r)𝑛(r′ )
1
∬
𝑑r𝑑r′
2
|r − r′ |

(2.21)

The KS DFT total energy can be obtained by solving iteratively:
1
( − ∇2 + 𝑉Hartree [𝑛] + 𝑉xc [𝑛] + 𝑉ext )𝜑𝑖 (r) = 𝜖𝑖 𝜑𝑖 (r),
2
′

(2.22)

𝛿𝐸xc [𝑛]
𝑛(r )
′
with 𝑉Hartree (r) = ∫ |r−r
′ | 𝑑r and 𝑉xc (r) =
𝛿𝑛(r)
There is no exact formulation for the exchange-correlation functional. Several
approximations have been developed, and the generation of novel, more accurate
and cost-effective functionals is still an active field. In this thesis we employ a
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional that depends on the local
density and its gradient.
Moreover, the electron orbitals 𝜑𝑖 (r) are usually expressed in terms of basis
functions, for which in principle complete basis sets are required. In this thesis, we
employ the Gaussian and plane waves method as implemented in CP2K’s Quickstep [30–32]. This well-known software package also includes pseudopotentials to
account for the interaction between core and valence electrons, as well as dispersion
corrections [33] to account for van der Waals interactions.
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2.2.3. Hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
Many biomolecular processes involve chemical reactions, which occur in complex
environments containing protein residues, nucleic acids, water molecules, ions, etc.
Including the entire system in a quantum mechanical calculation is extremely expensive, even with today’s algorithms and computational resources. Multiscale schemes,
such as hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) [34, 35] have
made studies of biochemical processes feasible.
In QM/MM, a molecular system is divided into a QM—e.g. DFT—calculation,
containing the crucial atoms involved in the reaction, embedded inside a more affordable MM—i.e. force field—simulation that includes the surrounding environment.
The Hamiltonian for a QM/MM system can be constructed by an additive scheme,
yielding the total energy:
𝐸total = 𝐸QM + 𝐸MM + 𝐸QM/MM ,

(2.23)

where the QM and MM terms account for their respective regions, and the QM/MM
term includes the interactions between the two, which are typically divided into
bonded and nonbonded contributions.
bonded
nonbonded
𝐸QM/MM = 𝐸QM/MM
+ 𝐸QM/MM

(2.24)

The bonded interactions are usually handled by link—also called capping—atoms,
which saturate the covalent bonds that are “cut” by the boundary between the
QM and the MM zones. The nonbonded interactions are handled by electrostatic
embedding—i.e. including the MM nuclei into the 𝑉ext term of the QM calculation—
and by Lennard-Jones potentials.
In this thesis we use the additive QM/MM implementation of the CP2K software
package [31, 32]. There are several further alternatives for QM/MM models [36],
including—but not limited to—coupling schemes based on force rather than on
the Hamiltonian, adaptive QM regions from which atoms can enter or leave, or
polarizable MM regions.

2.3. Enhanced sampling
As explained in Section 2.1, relevant macroscopic properties of a system can be
extracted from MD simulations by means of time-averaging. However, the sampling of a system can be hindered by free energy barriers. In fact, the probability
of observing a transition over an energy barrier decreases exponentially with the
barrier height (see Equation 2.1). Therefore, crosses over barriers higher that a
couple of 𝑘B 𝑇 —i.e. the energy of thermal fluctuations—are typically rare events;
occurring extremely infrequently and quickly within timescales accessible in silico.
However, these events are not rare in vivo, and many biologically relevant processes
involve conformational or chemical changes that overcome energy barriers. Given
that brute-force MD is not a sustainable solution, the scientific community has
devised several so-called enhanced sampling methods over the last decades.
Enhanced sampling techniques can be roughly divided into three categories: (1)
in biasing methods, the dynamics of the system are biased by an external potential
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to favor a desired transition [37–41]; (2) in transition path methods, the dynamics
of the system are focused on reactive trajectories, or transition paths [42–49]; and
(3) in tempering methods, the temperature of (part of) the system is increased, thus
enhancing the thermal fluctuations and accelerating barrier-crossing [50–52]. In this
thesis, we employ biasing, or free-energy, methods in combination with concepts
from transition path methods.

2.3.1. Free-energy methods
In order to sample rare transitions, biasing methods introduce an external potential
to influence a set of key descriptive degrees of freedom that drive the molecular
transition. We refer to these set of 𝑛 descriptors as the collective variables (CVs)1 ,
{𝑧𝑖 (r)}, with 𝑖 = 1...𝑛, which are functions of the atomic positions. For example, in
a chemical reaction that involves one bond breaking and another one forming, the
CVs could be the two corresponding bond distances. Similarly, in a conformational
change involving three residues rotating, three dihedral angles could be the CVs.
The main idea of biasing methods is to use the external potential to force the
occurrence of the rare transition, but do it in such a way that the effect of the bias
can be quantified and corrected for afterward. By analyzing and post-processing
the biased sampling, one can recover valuable free-energy profiles (for one CV), or
surfaces (for several CVs), with interpretable (meta)stable state valleys and barriers
separating them. The population ratios between reactants and products can be
derived from their free energies, and rate constants can be calculated based on the
barriers. Such quantities can then be compared with—or predict—experimental
measurements.
In this thesis, we used the PLUMED package [53, 54]—which can be used in
combination with several force-field and DFT MD codes—to calculate CVs, exert
biasing potentials, and analyze our enhanced sampling simulations.
Umbrella sampling
Umbrella sampling (US) was first proposed in 1977 by Torrie and Valleau [37]. The
method essentially works by adding external potentials, such that the probability of
sampling high-energy configurations is increased. The transition progress is divided
into several windows, to which MD simulations are harmonically restrained (see
Fig. 2.1). For each window, the restraint is centered at a particular value of the
CVs, {𝑧𝑖 (r)}, with 𝑖 = 1...𝑛, which is specified a priori. By tuning the stiffness of
the restraints, the conformations near the free-energy barrier can be sampled. The
restraints are usually harmonic, with the form:
𝑉𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑖 ) =
1 At

𝑘𝑖𝑗
(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑖𝑗̃ )2 ,
2 𝑖

(2.25)

this point, it is pertinent to make a distinction between a CV and a reaction coordinate (RC).
For purposes of this thesis, while the CVs compose a set of several transition descriptors—in
which none alone can express the transition entirely—the RC is an abstract one-dimensional
parameter that fully describes the progress of the transition. Another closely related term, an
order parameter (OP), is a function of the atomic positions that can distinguish states, but not
necessarily be used for biasing.
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reaction coordinate

Metadynamics

free energy

Umbrella sampling

free energy

free energy

Plain molecular dynamics
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2
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Figure 2.1: Schemes of the sampling near a free-energy barrier performed by: plain molecular dynamics, showing no barrier-crossing and remaining in the initial valley; umbrella sampling, showing
windows with harmonic potentials that restrain the sampling near the barrier; and metadynamics,
showing Gaussian potentials that repel the sampling from the initial valley, and drive it over the
barrier.

where the index 𝑖 indicates the CV, the index 𝑗 indicates the window, 𝑧𝑖𝑗̃ is the
restraint center, and 𝑘𝑖𝑗 is the corresponding force constant.
For one CV, the unbiased free energy within each window, 𝐹𝑖𝑗u (𝑧𝑖 ), can be calculated based on the biased sampling distribution, 𝑃𝑖𝑗b (𝑧𝑖 ), and the corresponding
biasing potential, 𝑉𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑖 ).
𝐹𝑖𝑗u (𝑧𝑖 ) = −𝑘𝐵 𝑇 ln 𝑃𝑖𝑗b (𝑧𝑖 ) − 𝑉𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑖 ) + 𝐶𝑖𝑗

(2.26)

The term 𝐶𝑖𝑗 is an unknown constant that differs for each window. In order
to combine the several 𝐹𝑖𝑗u estimates from the different windows into a single freeenergy profile, one can use schemes such as the weighted histogram analysis method
[55, 56]. In general, to obtain a sensible free-energy profile, some sampling overlap
is required across neighboring windows.
Constrained MD
In 1989, Carter and coworkers proposed constrained MD as a method to calculate
free-energy profiles [38, 39]. Similar to US, the sampling of high-energy configurations is done by subdividing the transition progress, but instead of allowing the
sampling of successive parts of the CV range, here the sampling is constrained at
fixed values of the CV. While in the original method the constraints are holonomic—
i.e. allowing no deviations—in this thesis we employ stiff restraints, by setting large
values of 𝑘𝑖𝑗 in Equation 2.25. This is also done in similar methods [57, 58].
For a unimodal distribution of the biased sampling within window 𝑗, we can
assume that the time-average of the force exerted by the stiff restraint, ⟨𝑓𝑗 (𝑧𝑖 )⟩, is
an estimator of the underlying free-energy gradient:
𝜕𝐹𝑗
(2.27)
𝜕𝑧𝑖
After collecting enough samples, a free-energy profile can be obtained by numerical integration. Moreover, error analysis can be performed based on the convergence
of the average forces.
⟨𝑓𝑗 (𝑧𝑖 )⟩ = −
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Note that neither constrained MD, nor US, produces continuous trajectories of
the transition between two stable states. If the CVs do not adequately describe
the transition mechanism, the free-energy profile will not agree with experimental
rate constants or population ratios. A basic test of the free-energy profile can
be made a posteriori based on the transition state, by performing a committor
analysis. In principle, starting simulations at the top of the free-energy barrier, with
random initial momenta, should yield an equal probability, i.e. 50 %, of descending—
or committing—to either the reactant of the product state. The concept of the
committor is further explained in following sections.
Steered MD
A harmonic restraint, such as the one described in Equation 2.25, can also be steered
in time [40, 59]:
𝑘𝑖 (𝑡)
(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖̃ (𝑡))2
(2.28)
2
Performing such a steered MD simulation, enables us to drive a system over a
free-energy barrier. Furthermore, an estimate of the free-energy difference between
any two configurations, and therefore a free-energy profile, can be obtained via
Jarzynski’s equality [40]:
𝑉 (𝑧𝑖 , 𝑡) =

⟨𝑒−𝛽𝒲𝑖 ⟩ = 𝑒−𝛽Δ𝐹𝑖 ,

(2.29)

where 𝒲𝑖 is the work done by the moving restraint along the CV 𝑧𝑖 .
However, this expression requires numerous trajectories to be evaluated, and
typically only the trajectories with the smallest values of 𝒲𝑖 contribute significantly
to the average. Moreover, mechanistic details are diﬀicult to extract from such
trajectories, given that the speed of the steering is typically much faster than that
of the unbiased process. In this thesis, we use steered MD mainly for testing the
ability of a set of CVs to drive a transition, and to obtain intermediate configurations
that can be used in a US or constrained MD run.
Metadynamics
In contrast to the previous techniques, metadynamics [41, 60] does not use a restraint
to direct the sampling to high-energy regions. Instead, it adds a history-dependent
bias that drives the system away from already visited, low-energy, configurations.
This biasing potential is gradually built by depositing Gaussian kernels of height 𝐻
and width 𝑊 at previously visited configurations 𝑧𝑖̃ (𝑡) (see Fig. 2.1):
𝑛

𝑉bias (z, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝐻(𝑡) exp( − ∑
𝑡

𝑖=1

(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖̃ (𝑡))2
),
2𝑊𝑖2

(2.30)

In the long-time limit, after the valleys have been covered by Gaussian kernels,
the biasing potential converges to the negative free-energy surface:
𝐹 (z) = −𝑉bias (z, 𝑡)

(2.31)
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The exploratory quality of metadynamics, which does not require the definition
of windows a priori, has posed it as the method of choice for numerous studies in
biophysics and chemistry. Moreover, the method has been extended with several
powerful algorithms, e.g. multiple walkers, or adaptive Gaussian potentials to aid
convergence [60].
In metadynamics, an inadequate set of CVs is identifiable by hysteresis in the
sampling, that is, by constant overfilling of the free-energy valleys with Gaussian
potentials, which leads to a non-convergent estimation. This issue can sometimes
be fixed by adding more CVs to complete the description of the transition. The
handling of extra CV parameters is relatively simple, because the width of the
Gaussians along each CV, 𝑊𝑖 , is the only parameter to consider. However, for
standard biasing methods, the convergence time of a free-energy estimation scales
exponentially with the number of CVs; meaning that for practical purposes most
calculations are limited to two or three CVs. This means that the study of highly
complex transitions, which involve many descriptors, is often unaffordable. In the
next section, we describe our approach to overcome that challenge.

2.3.2. Path-based free-energy methods
To circumvent the CV-dimensionality limitation of biasing methods, inspiration can
be taken from techniques that focus on transition pathways, such as transition path
sampling (TPS) [44, 45], transition interface sampling (TIS) [61] or milestoning
[62]. The basic premise of path-based free-energy methods is to exert the external
bias not on the high-dimensional CV-space, but on the one-dimensional progress
parameter along an adaptive path connecting two known stable states, i.e. a pathCV. The path-CV can be iteratively optimized based on the free-energy gradient
until a minimum free-energy path (MFEP), and its associated profile, are converged.
Some well-known path-based biasing methods include the string method [43, 63–65],
the nudged elastic band (NEB) [42], and the scheme proposed by Branduardi and
coworkers [48]. Here, we describe our in-house developed methodology, originally
introduced in [66], and extended in [67, 68].
Defining the path collective variable
Let us consider an 𝑁 -particle system with positions r(𝑡) ∈ ℝ3𝑁 and velocities v(𝑡) ∈
ℝ3𝑁 . The dynamics of the system are governed by a potential 𝑈 (r) and follow a
canonical distribution at a temperature 𝑇 . Let us also assume that the system has
an underlying free-energy surface (FES) with two stable states 𝐴 and 𝐵. The FES
can be fully described by a set of 𝑛 key descriptive degrees of freedom, the CVs
z = {𝑧𝑖 (r)}, with 𝑖 = 1...𝑛. We aim to find the average transition path between 𝐴
and 𝐵 in the space of the CVs, 𝑧𝑖 , and define the progress along it as a reaction
coordinate. Provided that the CVs are suﬀiciently good descriptors of the system,
the reaction coordinate is well-defined in terms of transition path theory [69] and
the committor distribution [70, 71]. That is, along the path, we can determine
the committor probability 𝑝𝐵 (r) that a trajectory starting with random MaxwellBoltzmann distributed velocities arrives in state 𝐵 before going through state 𝐴. As
the system moves near the 𝐴 or 𝐵 basins in CV-space, 𝑝𝐵 (r) approaches respectively
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0 or 1. In this CV-space it is possible to define an isocommittor surface comprising
all points where 𝑝𝐵 (r) = 0.5. Furthermore, the isocommittor surfaces spanning all
committor values from 0 to 1 provide a continuous foliation of CV-space from 𝐴 to
𝐵. In these hyperplanes, we can define the transition flux density 𝜌 as the number of
trajectories going through the surface per unit area. This flux density peaks at the
transition channel in the FES between 𝐴 and 𝐵, resulting in the average transition
path that we wish to localize.
To locate the average transition path, we make the following assumptions [66]:
1. The average transition path can be represented in CV-space by a path-CV:
a curve defined by the vector function P(𝑠) ∶ ℝ → ℝ𝑛 , where the parameter
𝑠(z)|P ∶ ℝ𝑛 → [0, 1] yields the progress along the path from 𝐴 to 𝐵, such that
P(0) ∈ 𝐴 and P(1) ∈ 𝐵. This quantity can in principle be connected to the
committor value.
2. In the vicinity of the path, the isocommitor planes 𝑃𝑠 are perpendicular to
P(𝑠).
3. In the vicinity of the path, the normalized transition flux density 𝜌 can be
represented by configurational probability 𝑝(z) = exp(−𝐹 (z)/𝑘B 𝑇 ), where 𝐹
is the free energy, and 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant.
Given the first and second assumptions, it is possible to project any point z
in CV-space onto its closest point on the path P(𝑠), and derive the path progress
parameter 𝑠(z). Moreover, since we wish the curve P(𝑠) to follow the transition
channel of maximum flux density, we can take the third assumption and approximate
the average transition path as:
P(𝑠) = ∫ z′ 𝑝𝑠 (𝑧1′ , ..., 𝑧𝑛′ )𝑑𝑃𝑠 , with
𝑃𝑠

1
𝑝(𝑧1′ , ..., 𝑧𝑛′ ) = ∫ 𝑒−𝛽𝑈(r) 𝛿(𝑧1 − 𝑧1′ )...𝛿(𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛′ )𝑑r,
𝑍

(2.32)

where 𝑝𝑠 (𝑧1′ , ..., 𝑧𝑛′ ) is the flux probability density at the isocommitor surface perpendicular to P(𝑠), with the Dirac delta function 𝛿 and the partition function 𝑍.
Finding the average transition path
In principle, Equation 2.32 enables the calculation of the average transition path
by sampling and making a histogram of z during an MD run, or a Monte Carlo
simulation. However, the transition is a rare event on the time-scales accessible to
standard simulations. The flux density away from neighborhood of the 𝐴 or the 𝐵
basins will be poorly sampled. This problem is typically overcome with enhanced
sampling methods—e.g., metadynamics—by biasing directly the dynamics of the
CVs, z. But in practice, such an approach is limited to low-dimensional CV-spaces.
The path-CV aims to overcome this limitation.
In our method, path-metadynamics (PMD) [66, 67], we exert a time-dependent
metadynamics bias,
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𝑉bias (𝑠g , 𝑡) = ∑ 𝐻(𝑡) exp(
𝑡

−(𝑠g − 𝑠g̃ (𝑡))2
),
2𝑊 2

(2.33)

onto the one-dimensional path progress parameter, 𝑠(𝑡), along a guess transition
path 𝑠g = 𝑠(z)|Pg , with Gaussian height 𝐻 and width 𝑊 . This growing repulsive
potential drives the system back and forth along the path, away from already visited configurations. If the path remains fixed, the metadynamics bias potential converges, eventually, to (minus) the free energy along the guess path 𝐹g = −𝑉bias (𝑠g , 𝑡)
[41].
To improve our guess path and use it to locate the average transition path,
we replace in Equation 2.32 the ensemble average of transition points through the
hyperplanes by a time average:
𝑡

⟨z⟩𝑠g = lim ∫ ∫ z(𝑡′ )𝑑𝑃𝑠g 𝑑𝑡′ .
𝑡→∞

0

(2.34)

𝑃𝑠g

We can now optimize the path toward the average transition path by iteratively
relocating the guess path to the cumulative average density Pg (𝑠g ) = ⟨z⟩𝑠g (Figure 2.2). Simultaneously, the metadynamics algorithm will adapt the bias-potential
after each path update as it keeps adding layers of Gaussian potentials to the total bias, overwriting the free energy at previous trial paths [72], and continuously
converging toward the free energy at the average transition path2 .
Most of the extensive machinery developed in the last years for metadynamics
can be applied directly with the PMD method. For example, the well-tempered
method [73, 74] can aid in converging a free-energy profile by gradually reducing
the height of the Gaussians on the fly3 . The same effect can be obtained by manually reducing the Gaussian height at every recrossing from 𝐴 to 𝐵 [66]. Another
2 In

a PMD simulation, the parameters for the Gaussian deposition pace and the path update
pace should be somewhat balanced for optimal eﬀiciency. Setting a high metadynamics deposit
frequency with a low path update frequency leads to many recrossings before finding an optimum
path, while at the same time the initial crossings may take place at high-energy states outside
the intrinsic transition valley. On the other hand, if one sets a slow metadynamics deposit pace
and a high path update frequency, it may take a long time for the barrier crossing to occur, but
it will most likely take place over paths that are already close to optimal. Note that the effect
of increasing the metadynamics deposit frequency is generally the same as increasing the size of
the Gaussian potentials. A sensible initial set up is to have the same pace for the metadynamics
deposit frequency and for the path updates; the Gaussian height can be set to around two orders
of magnitude less that the expected barrier (generally smaller than 𝑘B 𝑇 to allow for self-healing)
and the width to around 0.05 normalized path units. Then, the path flexibility can be controlled
using the half-life parameter.
3 It is common practice in metadynamics to gradually reduce the Gaussian height to converge a
free-energy profile. This can be done manually after each recrossing on the path, or via the welltempered method. When using the latter option, one should use a somewhat larger bias factor
than advertised for “normal” (non-adaptive) CVs, because path optimization requires generally
the sampling of several barrier crossings, before which the Gaussian height should not have already
been reduced too much. In our experience, a well-tempered bias factor of around 10 to 15 times
the height of the barrier is a working choice. Another very interesting option is to use transitiontempered metadynamics (TTMetaD), a method that first fills the valleys in a non-tempered phase,
and then converges the free-energy profile in a well-tempered fashion [75].
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Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of an initial guess path-CV section (red) converging to the
average transition path (green) between basins 𝐴 and 𝐵. The curve points Pg (𝑠g ) are relocated
to the cumulative average density ⟨z⟩𝑠g in CV-space, which peaks at the valley in the free energy
𝐹 (yellow) at each hyperplane 𝑃𝑠g .

interesting feature is multiple-walker metadynamics [76], which can be applied with
the path-CV to speed up the simulation. Here, several replicas of the system are
simulated simultaneously in parallel for the exploration of different regions of CVspace, while each replica communicates its updates on both the path and on the
bias potential to the other replicas. By initializing walkers both in the 𝐴 and 𝐵
basins, the shape of the path can be rendered significantly faster4 . In Chapter 4,
we apply multiple-walker PMD to conformational changes of oligopeptides.
The presented recipe to locate the average transition path with an adaptive
path-CV is not exclusively coupled to metadynamics. Other enhanced sampling
methods, such as steered MD, constrained MD, US, or even TPS, can be used with
the path-CV, without changes to the path formalism. This flexibility of the path-CV
is exemplified in Chapter 6.
Projection of CV-space onto a string of nodes
In order to implement the method numerically, we must provide a discrete definition
of the path-CV as a parametrized curve. This is done by representing the curve as a
4 When

using multiple-walker metadynamics, it is always recommended to keep Gaussians narrow
and small. Otherwise, we risk the walkers not actually exploring the underlying free-energy profile,
but only feeling each other’s repulsive potentials. This can be assessed by analyzing the diffusion
of 𝑠 over time for all walkers. There should indeed be some repulsion, but also crossings between
walkers.
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𝑡

string of 𝑀 ordered nodes5 , Pg (𝑠g , 𝑡) → P𝑗𝑖 , with 𝑗 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑀 labeling the nodes
on the string and 𝑡𝑖 representing the discrete time parameter at path update step
𝑖. Then, the projection of a point in CV-space, z, onto the path—which yields the
value of the path progress parameter 𝑠—is given by:

2
v1

=

√(v1 ⋅ v3
𝑚
±
𝑀
P𝑚 − ⟨z⟩,

v2

=

⟨z⟩ − P𝑚−1 ,

v3

=

P𝑚+1 − s𝑚

𝑠g (z) =

)2

− |v3

|2 (|v

|2

1 − |v2
2𝑀 |v3 |2

|2 )

− (v1 ⋅ v3 ) + |v3 |

2

, with

(2.35)

where P𝑚 is the closest path node to z, and P𝑚−1 and P𝑚+1 are its neighboring
nodes. This expression implies that points beyond the first or last nodes are mapped
to values of 𝑠g < 0 and 𝑠g > 1 respectively. To have control over this mapping at
and outside the stable states, extra trailing nodes can be added at both ends of the
original path6 . If necessary, wall potentials can be added to restrict the sampling
on a particular 𝑠g -region. Note also that the projection in Equation 2.35 requires
that the nodes are equidistant. This requirement is imposed by a reparametrization
step [43] after each path update.
Evolution of the path-CV
The path update step, which sets Pg (𝑠g ) = ⟨z⟩𝑠g , uses the time averaged distance
between the sampled z-points and their projected points on the path, Pg (𝑠g (z)).
This distance is weighted by a weight, 𝑤, which is only non-zero for the two closest
nodes, giving the following path node propagation equation:
5 Determining

a good number of nodes to capture a transition is a trial-and-error procedure. As a
rule of thumb, one can start with a small number of transition nodes (20 to 30). If the resulting
curve is able to capture all CV fluctuations of the transition, then one has succeeded. Otherwise,
one can gradually add more nodes until all features of the transition are represented. In general,
the path is resilient to changes in this parameter. We have increased the number of transition
nodes up to 40% without affecting the final result. However, when too many nodes are added,
the path tends to coil or loop around the stable states, and oscillate excessively around small
fluctuations of the CVs [67].
6 Typically, we set a small number of additional trailing nodes (10 to 20), as we require just enough
of them to capture the valleys at both ends of the path. However, sometimes the trailing nodes
can be exploited in other clever ways. For example, one can intentionally direct them to steep
regions in the free-energy landscape and get a natural wall effect to restrain the sampling. This
works as long as the trailing nodes are not relocated. Alternatively, one can have the trailing
nodes probe a secondary relevant transition channel. We have performed simulations on other
systems, in which the transition nodes capture the optimal path, while the trailing nodes fall into
the second optimal path (although both ends do not touch and therefore that second path is not
fully captured). In these cases, care must be taken that the trailing nodes do not approach the
primary channel of the transition nodes. If this occurs, points in CV-space lying close to both sets
of nodes can be suddenly mapped from one 𝑠 value to the other, leading to ill-defined sampling.
In some calculations where the sampling does not go beyond the stable basins (as we saw in the
application of steered MD), trailing nodes are not needed.
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𝑡

𝑡

P𝑗𝑖+1 = P𝑗𝑖 +

∑𝑘 𝑤𝑗,𝑘 ⋅ (z𝑘 − P𝑡𝑖 (𝑠(z𝑘 )))
, with
∑𝑘 𝑤𝑗,𝑘
𝑡

2

𝑤𝑗,𝑘 = max[0, (1 −

||P𝑗𝑖 − P𝑡𝑖 (𝑠(z𝑘 ))||
𝑡

𝑡

𝑖
||P𝑗𝑖 − P𝑗+1
||

(2.36)

)]

where 𝑘 is the current MD step and Δ𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 is the time interval between two
path updates. See Figure 2.3 for an illustration of the path update calculation. In
order to slow down or accelerate the convergence of the path, an additional fade
factor, 𝜉 = exp(− ln(2)/𝜏 ), can be introduced, with a half-life parameter, 𝜏 , being
the number of MD steps after which a distance measured from the path contributes
only 50% of its original value to the average7 . We reformulate:
𝑡

𝑡

P𝑗𝑖+1 = P𝑗𝑖 +

∑𝑘 𝑤𝑗,𝑘 ⋅ (z𝑘 − P𝑡𝑖 (𝑠(z𝑘 )))
∑𝑘 𝜉 𝑡𝑖 −𝑘 𝑤𝑗,𝑘

(2.37)

Tuning the algorithm
When facing landscapes with multiple or ill-defined transition valleys, it can be beneficial to not only bias the sampling along the path, but also restrain the sampling
to the path vicinity. A harmonic restraint potential on the perpendicular distance
from the path, 𝑧 = ||z𝑘 − P𝑡𝑖 (𝑠(z𝑘 ))||, set either at zero distance or allowing some
freedom, can help in converging a transition. We refer to this restraint as a “tube”
potential. In the limit of an infinitesimally narrow tube potential, the path is optimized by following the local free-energy gradient—in a similar fashion to the string
method [43]—and PMD converges to the MFEP closest to the initial guess path
instead of to the average transition path. Thus, the tube potential allows to control
the behavior of PMD by switching between a path optimization based on CV density, quick for well-defined landscapes with a single channel, and a path optimization
based on the free-energy gradient, suitable for more complex scenarios with multiple
channels. This versatility is key to our adaptive path framework, especially when
considering that the essential distinction between different path-CV implementations is the optimization rule [43, 48, 49, 66, 67, 77, 78]. Of course, when using a
tube potential, care has to be taken regarding its effect on the entropic contribution
to the free energy8 .
7 There

is no satisfactory default value for the half-life parameter. The general rule of thumb is to
start with a relatively short half-life if the initial guess path is likely to be outside the intrinsic
transition valley, and then switch to a large value, possibly even to infinite, once the (neighborhood
of the) intrinsic transition valley is found. However, a too small half-life may yield a very flexible
and dynamical evolution, which leads to curvy paths that do not guide the biased system over
the transition barrier. With a too large half-life, the path evolves evermore slowly during the
simulation, as each newly sampled transition density weights less due to the ever-growing history
of previous samples. To check whether the path has stopped evolving because of the large half-life,
or because it has actually found the transition valley, one should analyze the time evolution of
the node weights from the path output files. If very large weight values appear early on in the
simulation, a shorter half-life is probably needed.
8 The tube potential is a convenient handle to temper a too flexible path evolution and to restrict the
sampling to a specific transition pathway by blocking bifurcations. However, it should be noted
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Figure 2.3: Graphical explanation of a path node update. The sampled average density ⟨z⟩𝜎𝑔
is projected onto the path at Pg (𝑠g ). The two closest path nodes s𝑚−1 and s𝑚 are relocated
according to weights that depend on their distances from Pg (𝑠g ). A subsequent reparametrization
step redistributes the nodes along the path to make them equidistant again.

Another useful algorithmic extension is the scaling of CV-space. Imagine a
set of CVs with numerical ranges differing several orders of magnitude. In order
to keep an equidistant set of nodes under these conditions, the node distribution
across dimensions would need to be severely unbalanced. As a consequence, the
path progress parameter 𝑠 would also be defined mostly by the most widely-ranging
CV. To avoid this imbalance, one may rescale the CVs in a manner that the space
to be sampled is in all dimensions normalized to one9 . This is particularly helpful
when dealing with CVs of different units (e.g., rad and deg) or dimensions (e.g., rad
and nm). To rescale the CV-space, it is useful to have a priori knowledge of the
minimum and maximum values that each CV can have.
A final remark on the algorithm concerns a side effect of the reparametrization
step to ensure node equidistance. The implemented reparametrization algorithm
[43] turns out to favor straight paths somewhat and displays a tendency to “cut
corners” while redistributing the nodes. While this tendency is often beneficial,
as it maintains a smooth, non-curling or self-intersecting curve, there are obvious
drawbacks. In particular, when the metadynamics is temporarily sampling one end
of the path, the repeating reparametrization after every path update redistributes
that, as long as the path is not yet optimal, the tube potential acts as an addition hurdle, forcing
the system to cross outside the intrinsic transition valley. Secondly, after the path optimization
is converged, the tube potential affects the sampling of the degrees of freedom orthogonal to the
path, thus affecting the entropic contribution to the profile. This biasing by a tube potential can
be relaxed somewhat by setting the harmonic wall at a non-zero value of 𝑧. In this spirit, it can
be convenient to first measure the widths of the stable state basins, and then use this to set a
tube potential that does not affect the stable state valleys.
9 Scaling of CV-space can be done once the range of each CV during the transition is known. We
simply calculate each scaling factor as 1/(𝑧i,max − 𝑧i,min ) for each CV, 𝑧𝑖 .
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also the nodes at the other end of the path, moving them gradually back to a straight
path and thus undoing previous path optimization. This side effect is much reduced
in the multiple-walker PMD implementation, because in that case the sampling is
more continuous along the entire path. Apart from preventing the information loss,
of course the multiple-walker option also results in an almost trivial parallelization
speedup for the sampling of the path and the free energy, thus providing a powerful
extension to the original method [67]10 .
In summary, the path-CV consists of a set of ordered nodes describing the transition from basin 𝐴 to basin 𝐵 in the high-dimensional CV-space. The system can
be biased to move along the path, while the positions of the nodes in CV-space can
be optimized by following the average density of the sampled points, which peaks
at the free-energy valley. By means of this sampling along and around the path, we
can converge the average transition path and the free energy along it. Additional
actions can be taken to control the extent of the sampling and the flexibility of the
path when facing challenging, forking free-energy landscapes. Namely, we can add
a tube potential to restrain the sampling in the direction perpendicular to the path
and switch from a density-based optimization toward the average transition path,
to a gradient-based path optimization toward the closest MFEP to the initial guess
path.
Path-CV implementation in PLUMED
The theoretical and numerical framework discussed above has been implemented
into the PLUMED software [53] as a function of CVs. Invoking the action PATHCV
in PLUMED requires that the following keywords are specified:
• LABEL: sets the identifier for this instance.
• ARG: sets the list of (priorly defined) CVs that span the space in which the
path exists.
• GENPATH: generates a straight path between two points in CV-space; the two
points typically marking the stable states. It takes 3 integers as arguments,
corresponding to the number of anterior trailing nodes, actual transition nodes
and posterior trailing nodes, followed by the CV-space coordinates of the initial
and final transition nodes separated by commas.
• INFILE: points to a file containing an input path.
• FIXED: indicates the two fixed nodes corresponding to the initial and final
states. The default values are the first and last nodes, thus assuming no
trailing nodes.
10 One

can use multiple walkers to continuously explore all regions of the path and avoid the
reparametrization step from undoing the node optimization in temporarily unsampled regions.
When doing this, it is recommended to have at least as many walkers as expected stable and
metastable states along the path. Another very interesting way to use multiple walkers is to
include a special walker—which updates the path, but not the metadynamics bias—steered to a
particular point in CV-space. Thus, we can find the optimal path which crosses that region (see
Chapter 5).
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• OUTFILE (PATH): points to a file where the path updates are printed, concatenated one after the other.
• SCALE: lists the scaling factors to normalize the CV-space. The default value
is one for each CV.
• STRIDE (PACE): indicates the frequency for printing the path in MD steps.
• PACE (0): indicates the frequency for optimizing the path nodes in MD steps.
• HALFLIFE (-1): indicates the number of MD steps after which a previously
measured path distance weighs only 50% in the average. A negative number
sets it to infinity.
The parenthesized arguments indicate the default values for the keywords when
relevant. The format of the INFILE and OUTFILE comprehends a first column with
the numbering of the nodes, followed by 𝑁 columns with the value of each CV at
each node position, which in turn are followed by 𝑁 columns showing the cumulative
measured displacement of the system from the given node along each CV. The final
column contains the cumulative weight 𝑤𝑗,𝑘 for the corresponding node, such that
the cumulative displacement divided by the cumulative weight gives the average
distance between the path and the measured average transition density. After each
path update, the cumulative displacement is reset to zero for the non-fixed nodes,
but the cumulative weights remain.
To use the multiple-walker implementation, one should also provide:
• WALKERS_ID: indicates the ID of the current walker, starting from zero.
• WALKERS_N: indicates the total number of walkers.
• WALKERS_DIR: points to the directory where all walkers write and read each
other’s files.
• WALKERS_RSTRIDE: indicates the reading frequency for walkers in MD steps.
Two quantities can be extracted, and biased, from the path-CV: the components s and z, corresponding to the progress along the path, 𝑠(z𝑘 )|P𝑡𝑖 , and the
displacement from the path, 𝑧 = ||z𝑘 − P𝑡𝑖 (𝑠(z𝑘 ))||. In the PLUMED syntax, the
components are called by LABEL.s and LABEL.z respectively.
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3
The selective binding
mechanism of ion-responsive
rigidity in hyaluronan
The biological functions of natural polyelectrolytes are strongly influenced by the
presence of ions, which bind to the polymer chains and thereby modify their properties. Although the biological impact of such modifications is well-recognized, a
detailed molecular picture of the binding process and of the mechanisms that drive
the subsequent structural changes in the polymer is lacking. Here, we study the
molecular mechanism of the condensation of calcium, a divalent cation, on hyaluronan (HA), a ubiquitous polymer in human tissues. By combining two-dimensional
infrared spectroscopy (2DIR) experiments with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we find that calcium specifically binds to HA at millimolar concentrations.
Because of its large size and charge, the calcium cation can bind simultaneously
to the negatively charged carboxylate group and the amide group of adjacent saccharide units. MD simulations and single-chain force spectroscopy measurements
provide evidence that the binding of the calcium ions weakens the intra-molecular
hydrogen-bond network of HA, increasing the flexibility of the polymer chain. We
also observe that the binding of calcium to HA saturates at a maximum binding
fraction of 10-15 mol %. This saturation indicates that the binding of Ca2+ strongly
reduces the probability of subsequent binding of Ca2+ at neighboring binding sites,
possibly as a result of enhanced conformational fluctuations and/or electrostatic
repulsion effects. Our findings provide a detailed molecular picture of ion condensation, and reveal the severe effect of a few, selective and localized electrostatic
interactions on the rigidity of a polyelectrolyte chain.
Based on: G. Giubertoni† , A. Pérez de Alba Ortíz† , F. Bano, X. Zhang, R.J. Linhardt, D.E. Green,
P.L. DeAngelis, G.H. Koenderink, R.P. Richter, B. Ensing, and H.J. Bakker. Strong reduction of
the chain rigidity of hyaluronan by selective binding of Ca2+ ions. Macromolecules 54, 1137-1146
(2021). † These authors contributed equally.
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Polyelectrolytes are charged polymers, which are widely present in nature and in
man-made materials for applications ranging from wound dressing to oil-recovery
[1, 2]. Because of their charged nature, the conformation and physical properties
of polyelectrolyte chains strongly depend on the solution pH and on the salt conditions. The electrostatic repulsive forces among the charges along the chain enhance
the polymer rigidity. Usually, dissolved ions are mobile, and can thus screen the
charges along the chain, thereby reducing the total persistence length that is a
measure of the chain rigidity [3]. Localized electrostatic interactions between ions
and the charges on the chain (normally referred to as Manning condensation) can
occur if the distance between the charges on the chain is less than the Bjerrum
length (𝜆𝐵 ) [4]. One possible consequence is that the polymer backbone wraps
around bound ions [5, 6]. Condensation of multivalent ions has also been reported
to entail local ion “jackets”, and consequently, a reduction in persistence length of
polyelectrolyte chains can also happen without creating local wrapping of the chain
[7]. Although the effect of condensation on the configuration of polyelectrolytes has
been thoroughly studied in previous work [5–8], the molecular details of the complexes formed between cations and polyelectrolytes, and the molecular mechanisms
underlying the conformational changes that follow from the ion binding, are still
unknown.
Among all the natural polyelectrolytes, a specific class of extracellular matrix
polysaccharides, the glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), is arguably one of the most important for animal life. In the human body, GAGs are critically important in many
biological processes, such as proliferation, anticoagulation [9, 10], inflammatory responses [11, 12], and the immune response to external pathogens [13]. Hyaluronan
(HA) is the structurally simplest member of the GAG family. Alone or together with
other extracellular matrix macromolecules (e.g., collagen), it dictates tissue elasticity, hydration and permeability, and it also directs cell behavior through multivalent
engagement with cell surface receptors, such as CD44 [14]. These properties allow
HA to mediate diverse functions in a wide range of physiological and pathological
processes, including development [15, 16], mammalian reproduction [17], inflammation [18], and tissue lubrication [19, 20]. Diseases such as cancer or osteoarthritis
are correlated with changes in the average molecular weight, supramolecular organization and concentration of HA [21–23]. Thanks to its biocompatibility, HA is
also widely applied as a building block for responsive and biocompatible hydrogels
[24–26].
An interesting feature of HA is the sensitivity of its mechanical properties to
a particular divalent cation, calcium. Calcium ions have been found to show an
unusually strong effect on the thickness of HA brushes (i.e. dense arrays of HA
chains grafted with one end to a surface) designed to emulate certain properties of
the glycocalyx of cells [27]. Moreover, at a concentration of a few mM of calcium
ions, HA solutions show a decrease in viscosity that is much more drastic than in
the presence of a similar concentration of sodium or magnesium [28, 29]. Consistent
with this finding, a previous study also showed that calcium ion levels in the low
mM range cause a reduced translational diffusivity of small solutes, such as glucose
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and lysine, in HA polymer solutions [30]. These findings suggest that HA polymers
change their molecular conformation when interacting with calcium ions.
HA is a linear polysaccharide composed of repeating disaccharide units (Fig. 3.1a)
made of N-acetylglucosamine (with an amide group), and glucuronic acid (with a
carboxyl group) monosaccharides linked together by alternating 𝛽1 → 4 and 𝛽1 → 3
glycosidic linkages. The contour length per disaccharide is 1.0 nm. The distance
between negative charges (at the carboxyl groups) is thus smaller than the Bjerrum
length for divalent cations ( 1.4 nm) [7, 27], and ion condensation may occur, leading
to a reduction of the charge density along the chain.
Here, we investigate the interaction between HA and calcium ions at the molecular level, with linear infrared (IR) spectroscopy, femtosecond two-dimensional infrared (2DIR) spectroscopy, single molecule force spectroscopy, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We find that calcium ions bind to HA at millimolar
concentrations, forming complexes with the carboxylate anion and amide groups.
We further find that the formation of only a few of these complexes per any one
polymer chain suﬀices to change the intramolecular hydrogen bond network and, as
a result, the persistence length of HA polymers. We thus obtain a direct molecular
picture of the binding mechanism between calcium and HA, and a molecular explanation of the change in flexibility of the polymer upon interaction with calcium
ions.

3.2. Experimental results1
3.2.1. Complexation of Ca2+ ions with hyaluronan
We used linear and nonlinear IR spectroscopy to characterize the interaction between
calcium ions and HA (see Supplementary Methods of the publication on which this
chapter is based [31] for details). In Fig. 3.1b we report linear infrared absorption
spectra of a solution of HA at a concentration of 20 mg/ml, where we vary the CaCl2
concentration from 0 to 300 mM. In the frequency region between 1580 and 1680
cm-1 , we observe two bands, one at 1609 cm-1 and the other at 1633 cm-1 . Following
the literature, we assign the band at 1609 cm-1 to the absorption band of the antisymmetric stretching mode of the carboxylate anion group (𝜈ant ), and the band at
1633 cm-1 to the absorption band of the amide I vibration (𝜈AM.I ) of the amide
group [32]. Upon addition of CaCl2 , we observe a small increase of the absorption
around 1590 cm-1 , and a decrease of the absorption near 1607 cm-1 , indicating
that the calcium affects the molecular vibrations of the carboxylate anion group.
Most notable, however, is the enhanced absorption in the high-frequency region
of the spectrum, corresponding to the high-frequency wing of the amide I band
(1650 cm-1 ). In the absence of calcium, the amide group is hydrated on average
by two water molecules, and each hydrogen bond induces a red-shift of the amide
I absorption band of 10 to 20 cm-1 [33, 34]. The observed partial blue shift of the
amide I band from 1633 cm-1 to 1650 cm-1 thus suggests that calcium ions dehydrate
1 Obtained

by our experimental collaborators. Linear IR and 2DIR measurements were performed
by G. Giubertoni and analyzed together with H.J. Bakker. Single chain force spectroscopy experiments were performed by F. Bano and analyzed together with R.P. Richter. For more details,
see Author contributions.
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Figure 3.1: a) Molecular structure of a disaccharide unit of HA containing amide (red) and carboxylate (green) groups on adjacent saccharide units. b) Linear FTIR infrared spectra for a solution
of HA at 20 mg/ml in water containing 0, 25, 50, 150 or 300 mM of calcium ions (as indicated).
We observe the absorption peaks of the anti-symmetric stretching mode of the carboxylate anion
group (𝜈ant ), and of the amide I vibration (𝜈AM.I ). All the spectra are background subtracted. c)
Differential FTIR infrared spectra obtained by subtracting the infrared spectrum in pure water (0
mM Ca2+ ) from the other spectra shown in b). The error bars represent experimental error due
to background fluctuations and were obtained by comparing two independent measurements of the
same solution.

a part of the amide groups. Computational studies have shown that in simple model
systems containing a single amide group, calcium ions have a significant probability
to be located close to the carbonyl oxygen (< 2.5 Å), and thus to be in direct contact
with the amide group [33–35]. The creation of such a cation-amide pair induces a
red-shift in the amide I vibration with respect to the frequency of this mode in
the gas phase, but this red-shift is smaller than the red-shift that results from the
formation of hydrogen bonds with water molecules. In a previous study, calcium
was found to bind to the carbonyl oxygen in a collinear fashion, displacing both
water molecules [33], thus corroborating that the observed blue-shift of the amide
vibration results from the binding of calcium ions.
At calcium concentrations below 150 mM, there is no significant difference between the linear absorption spectra measured with and without added salt. Nevertheless, based on previous reports, we do expect a significant effect of calcium
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ions on the HA structure already in this low-concentration regime. We studied
the molecular-scale effect of calcium at low concentrations with 2DIR spectroscopy.
2DIR is a nonlinear technique in which molecular vibrations are excited from the
ground state (𝑛 = 0) to the first excited level (𝑛 = 1) with an intense femtosecond
mid-infrared light pulse (pump pulse). This excitation leads to a change of the absorption of the excited and other vibrations that we probe with a second, weaker,
broadband, femtosecond mid-infrared light pulse (probe pulse). The absorption
change Δ𝛼 measured with 2DIR is proportional to the square of the vibrational
cross-section, 𝜎(Δ𝛼 ∼ 𝜎2 ), while in linear infrared spectroscopy the signal is linearly proportional to the vibrational cross-section (𝛼 ∼ 𝜎). Therefore, 2DIR is
ideally suited to distinguish species with high cross-sections and low concentration
(e.g., molecular vibrations of amide and carboxylate groups) from a background
of species with low cross-sections and high concentrations (e.g., molecular vibrations of water). In Fig. 3.2a, we present 2DIR spectra measured for a HA solution
with 0 and 25 mM calcium ions (Fig. S1 in [31] shows additional data spanning
from 0 to 300 mM). In both spectra, we observe a strong signal when exciting at a
pump frequency of 1607 cm-1 , which extends to higher probe frequencies and shows
a shoulder at 1630 cm-1 . The peak and the shoulder colored in blue represent a
decrease in absorption due to bleaching of the fundamental 𝑛 = 0 to 𝑛 = 1 transitions of the 𝜈ant and 𝜈AM.I vibrations, respectively. The signals at lower probe
frequencies colored in red represent the induced absorption of the 𝑛 = 1 to 𝑛 = 2
transition. Upon addition of calcium ions, we observe an enhanced absorption at
higher frequencies (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3.2b around 1660 cm-1 ), which
can be seen more clearly in the lower part of Fig. 3.2b where we show the difference
between the two slices taken along the diagonal of the bleach (also shown in Fig.
S1 in [31]), illustrating the enhanced absorption.
We observe a significantly increased absorption on the blue side of the amide
vibration peak already at a calcium concentration of 25 mM. As with the linear
absorption spectra, we assign this enhanced absorption to the complexation of the
amide carbonyl to the calcium ion, which we will indicate as 𝜈AM.I-Ca2+ . We fit
the 2DIR data with three Gaussian-shaped peaks to extract the relative area of the
𝜈AM.I-Ca2+ amide band at different concentrations of calcium ions. In this fit, we
used two Gaussian-shaped peaks to describe the 𝜈ant and 𝜈AM.I vibrational bands
in the absence of calcium, and a third Gaussian-shaped peak to describe 𝜈AM.I-Ca2+
(see Supplementary Methods in in [31] for details). The central frequencies and the
widths of the three bands were global parameters in the fit, meaning they were fixed
at all studied calcium concentrations, and only the amplitudes of the three bands
were allowed to be different at different calcium concentrations. Examples of the fits
are reported in Figs. S2-3 in [31]. We assume that 𝜈AM.I-Ca2+ and 𝜈AM.I have the
same cross-section, and thus the fraction of amide groups bonded to calcium ions
follows directly from the areas of the 𝜈AM.I and 𝜈AM.I-Ca2+ bands (Fig. 3.2c). We
observe that at a low calcium concentration of 10 mM, a significant fraction of amide
groups is already bonded to calcium ions. Due to limited experimental sensitivity,
measurements at physiological calcium conditions ( 1-2 mM) were not possible. The
fraction of amide bonded groups rises quickly with increasing calcium concentration
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Figure 3.2: a) 2DIR spectra of HA at a concentration of 20 mg/ml in water containing 0 (left)
and 25 mM (right) calcium ions. The waiting time between the pump and probe pulse was 0.3
ps. The yellow rectangles indicate the regions with the largest changes in absorption. b) Top:
transient absorption 2DIR signals taken along the diagonal slice (dashed line: guideline for the
eye set at 2DIR signal equal to 0) of the bleach in (a). Bottom: Differential spectrum obtained
by subtracting the spectrum measured for a solution without calcium (0 mM) from the spectrum
of a solution with 25 mM calcium ions. c) Fraction of complexed amide groups as a function of
calcium concentration. The data (symbols with error bars) are fitted with a model that includes
an increasing energy penalty with increasing occupation of the amide groups (see main text and
Supplementary Methods in [31] for details). The mean values and error bars (which represent the
standard deviation) were obtained by averaging over three different experiments. d) Illustration of
the complex formed. The grey dashed lines show the bidentate binding of the carboxylate anion
group to Ca2+ .

but effectively saturates at a fraction of 10-15 mol % of N-acetylglucosamine.
The observed saturation implies that the binding between Ca2+ and HA is best
described with a model that accounts for a high aﬀinity for calcium ions at low
concentrations, but includes an energetic penalty for further binding upon complex
formation. This energy penalty depends on the fraction of formed complexes, and
can be accounted for by using an expression for the association equilibrium constant
that contains an exponential term with a constant energy term 𝐸p (normalized by
the thermal energy, 𝑘B 𝑇 ) weighted by the fraction of occupied binding sites 𝑓:
𝐾a,H (𝑓) = 𝐾a,H0 𝑒

𝐸p
B𝑇

−𝑘

𝑓

=

[Ca2+ HA]
[Ca2+ ] [HA]

(3.1)
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with
𝑓=

[Ca2+ HA]
[HA] + [Ca2+ HA]

(3.2)

Here, [Ca2+ ] is the concentration of free calcium ions, and [HA] and [Ca2+ HA] are
the concentrations of unoccupied and occupied Ca2+ binding sites on HA (assuming
one binding site per HA disaccharide), respectively. Using [Ca2+ ] + [Ca2+ HA] =
[Ca2+ ]𝑖 , where [Ca2+ ]𝑖 is the total concentration of calcium ions in the solution
and the index 𝑖 runs over all concentrations investigated, and [HA] + [Ca2+ HA] =
[HA]0 , where [HA]0 is the total concentration of binding sites, we can re-write the
equilibrium expression 3.1 as:
𝐾a,H =

𝑥
([Ca

2+

(3.3)

]𝑖 − 𝑥) ([HA]0 − 𝑥)

where 𝑥 = [Ca2+ HA]. Solving Eq. 3.3 for 𝑥 and using expression 3.2 we obtain:

𝑓=

−

√( 1
𝐾

a,H

1
+
2

1
𝐾a,H

+ [Ca2+ ]𝑖

2[HA]0
(3.4)

2

+ [Ca2+ ]𝑖 + [HA]0 ) − 4 [Ca2+ ]𝑖 [HA]0
2[HA]0

To extract the zero-concentration binding constant 𝐾a,H0 , and the penalty energy
𝐸p , we globally minimize:
∑ (𝑓 exp ([Ca2+ ]𝑖 ) − 𝑓 ([Ca2+ ]𝑖 ))

2

(3.5)

𝑖

where the 𝑓 exp ([Ca2+ ]𝑖 ) values are obtained from the 2DIR experiments. The
𝑓([Ca2+ ]𝑖 ) values follow from solving the coupled equations 3.1 and 3.4 (see Supplementary Methods in [31] for details), where we fit the fraction of bonded amide.
We obtain 𝐾a,H0 = 7 ± 2 M-1 and 𝐸p = 30 ± 5 𝑘B 𝑇 . The result of the fit is shown in
Figure 3.2c. This binding constant is significantly higher that the binding constants
of the separate amide or carboxylate anion groups to calcium. As reported in the
Supplementary Methods in [31], we find that for N-acetylglucosamine, 𝐾b = 0.013
± 0.05 M-1 , and for glucuronic acid, 𝐾b = 1.2 ± 0.2 M-1 (Fig. S9 and S10 in [31]).

3.2.2. Effect of Ca2+ ions on the persistence length of hyaluronan
To assess the effect of ions on the persistence length of HA at the level of individual
chains, we devised an atomic force microscopy (AFM) assay to probe the stretching
of individual HA chains under tensile force, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.3a
(see Supplementary Methods in [31] for details). Force spectroscopy with polymer
chains benefits from a uniform population of molecules with well-defined characteristics. Here we made quasi-monodisperse (i.e., size distribution approaching the
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Figure 3.3: a) Illustration of the setup to measure the persistence length of HA by single molecule
force spectroscopy: HA polysaccharide chains (red; MW = 647 kDa) were grafted via their nonreducing end to an AFM tip; extracellular domains of the HA receptor CD44 were anchored via their
C-terminal end to a planar support, and served as baits to capture HA chains. b) Representative
force curves obtained for stretching a single HA chain in CaCl2 (red curve) and NaCl (black curve;
offset by 100 pN along the y-axis for clarity). Except for a region of non-specific binding at small
separations (< 50 nm), the data are well-fit by the worm-like chain (WLC) model (blue curves).
c) Histograms of persistence lengths 𝐿𝑝 determined from WLC model fits for CaCl2 (red bars)
and NaCl (black bars). These are well-fit by Gaussian-shaped curves (lines in matching colors),
giving mean and standard deviations of 𝐿𝑝 = 3.2 ± 1.0 nm in NaCl and 1.7 ± 0.7 nm in CaCl2 .
Conditions: retract velocity of 1 𝜇m/s, 150 mM NaCl or 50 mM CaCl2 .

ideal) HA polymers with a “handle” only at a single specified point. In the polysaccharide realm, our HA probe is much more homogeneous than previous naturally
occurring and semi-synthetic preparations [36].
For the single chain force spectroscopy experiments, briefly, HA polysaccharide
chains were anchored through a thiol handle (SH-HA); a sulfhydryl group was sitespecifically introduced at the non-reducing end (a diﬀicult or impossible location for
all previous syntheses with HA polysaccharides due to the terminus’ relative lack of
unique chemical reactivity, in contrast to the reducing end), to a gold-coated AFM
probe. The AFM probe was brought into contact with a planar support displaying
the HA receptor CD44, which acted as a bait to capture an HA chain dangling from
the AFM tip. Pulling the AFM probe away from the planar support then generated
a tensile force that was monitored as a function of the probe-support distance, as
exemplified in Fig. 3.3b. Care was taken to adjust the surface densities of HA and
CD44 such that the rupture of individual HA⋅CD44 bonds, and thus the stretching
of individual HA chains, could be resolved (Fig. S4 in [31]). The force vs. extension
curves could be well-fitted with the worm-like chain (WLC) model (Fig. 3.3b; see also
Supplementary Methods in [31] for details), as expected for flexible and suﬀiciently
long polymer chains. Histograms of the persistence lengths 𝐿p extracted from these
fits (Fig. 3.3c) show that calcium ions decrease the persistence length of HA. At
physiological concentrations of monovalent salt (150 mM NaCl), we found 𝐿p =
3.2 ± 1.0 nm, in reasonable agreement with previous work [37]. In the presence
of 50 mM CaCl2 , the persistence length was reduced almost two-fold, to 1.7 ± 0.7
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nm. Such a marked decrease in persistence length, or equivalently, increase in chain
flexibility, indicates that calcium ions strongly affect the molecular conformation of
HA.

3.3. Computational results
3.3.1. Effect of Ca2+ ions on the atomic conformation of hyaluronan
To understand why calcium condensation causes an increased chain flexibility, we
performed force-field MD simulations with atomistic resolution and an explicit description of the solvent molecules. We performed MD simulations of aqueous solvated HA at a concentration of 50 mM CaCl2 , as used in the AFM experiments.
We used specialized and previously tested force-field parameters for a short HA
oligomer dissolved in NaCl and CaCl2 solvent environments. We employed two different sets of parameters for Ca2+ , referred to as CaCl2 -Deublein and CaCl2 -OPLS
(see Appendix 3.A for details), since the treatment of divalent cations is known to
be challenging at the force-field level of theory [33, 38]. We ran 200 ns of unbiased
MD simulations of HA oligomers with a length of 8 disaccharides, starting from a
straight-chain state, i.e. without chain bending, in the presence of either calcium or
sodium ions. The last 50 ns were used for analysis, in particular to probe the effect
of the cations on the structure and dynamics of the hydrogen-bonds within the HA
oligosaccharide.
In Fig. 3.4a, we show the structure of the oligomer in which we also indicate
the five studied hydrogen bonds (labeled A to E). In addition, we also studied the
geometry of the complex formed with the cation (labeled F). In Fig. 3.4b, we show
2D histograms of the donor-acceptor distances and angles of the hydrogen bonds
A to E and the amide/carboxylate/cation complex in a NaCl environment. Strong
hydrogen bonds are characterized by donor-acceptor distances shorter than 3 Å
and angles larger than 2.5 rad [39], the latter implying a high degree of alignment
between the acceptor, the hydrogen and the donor.
In Fig. 3.5, we show the changes in the 2D histograms (blue for increasing, red
for decreasing) when NaCl is replaced by CaCl2 . For contacts A to E, we observe
positive peaks at longer distances and smaller angles, indicating a weakening of these
hydrogen bonds. An exception is hydrogen bond D, which, in addition to some shift
to longer distances and smaller angles, also shows a small positive peak at a distance
of 3 Å and an angle of 2.8 rad. The largest difference is observed for the complex F.
The Ca2+ cations form close contacts with the carboxylate (< 3 Å) and both close
(< 3 Å) and far (> 3 Å) contacts with the amide. The presence of close contacts
between the cation and the amide group agrees with the IR and 2DIR experimental
observation that, upon addition of calcium, amide groups experience dehydration
because of the formation of a direct bond between amide oxygen and the divalent
ions (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). The positive change at a distance of 10 Å observed for
both the amide and the carboxylate groups can be explained from cations located
on neighboring monomers. The MD results thus confirm that Ca2+ ions have a high
propensity to bind to the carboxylate and amide groups, and show that this binding
results in a weakening of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds of HA.
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Figure 3.4: a) Key hydrogen bonds (labeled A to E) between adjacent monosaccharides along the
HA chain. b) 2D histograms of the hydrogen-bond distances and angles (labeled A to E) and
of the cation-amide (O2N)-carboxylate (O6A/B) complex (labeled F). Histograms A to E have a
color bar range from 0 to 0.4 normalized units. Histogram F has a color bar range from 0 to 0.05
normalized units. The 2D histograms for the CaCl2 -OPLS and CaCl2 -Deublein environments are
presented in Fig. 3.A.1

Table 3.1 shows the probabilities of the formation of close contacts between the
cation and the amide or the carboxylate group, or with both groups. For both force
fields of Ca2+ , we find that the CaCl2 environment yields much greater probabilities of close contacts than the NaCl environment. Both CaCl2 -OPLS and CaCl2 Deublein yield similar values for the probability of close contacts with the amide
(O2N; 17 and 18%, respectively), which is larger than the ∼10% extracted from the
2DIR experiments (Fig. 3.2c). Such discrepancy may arise because of the force-field
choice and/or because the cross-section of the amide vibrational band may change
upon formation of a bond with the calcium ion. In Table 3.1 we also observe that
the probabilities of close contacts between the cation and the carboxylate (O6A/B)
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Figure 3.5: Differential 2D histograms for contacts A to F (cf. Fig. 3.4a), generated by subtracting
the histograms for HA in the NaCl environment (Fig. 3.4b) from histograms for HA in the CaCl2 OPLS environment (Fig. 3.A.1a). Blue indicates an increase in Ca2+ compared to Na+ and red
indicates a decrease. The differential 2D histograms obtained for the CaCl2 -Deublein environment
are presented in Fig. 3.A.2a.
Table 3.1: Probability (± one standard deviation) of close contact (< 3 Å) of Na+ or Ca2+ cations
with the carboxyl (O6A/B) or amide (O2N) oxygens, or with both oxygens simultaneously (O6A/B
& O2N).

Probability of close contact with cation
HA in NaCl
HA in CaCl2 -OPLS
HA in CaCl2 -Deublein

O2N

O6A/B

O2N & O6A/B

1.8 ± 0.7%
17.2 ± 1.9%
18.1 ± 3.8%

1.1 ± 0.7%
42.9 ± 0.0%
25.6 ± 10.1%

0.3 ± 0.3%
17.2 ± 1.9%
9.9 ± 8.5%

differ between the two Ca2+ force fields. Previous literature reports that OPLS
overestimates the Ca2+ carboxylate aﬀinity [40] and points to CaCl2 -Deublein being more realistic. In Fig. 3.A.1, we show 2D histograms of the different hydrogen
bond lengths and angles obtained with CaCl2 -Deublein and CaCl2 -OPLS.
The time-averaged HA end-to-end chain length remained around 70 Å for all
unbiased MD trajectories starting with a straight chain configuration (Fig. 3.A.3).
This is only slightly shorter than the contour length of the HA oligosaccharide (80
Å), and suggests that large deformation events do not occur within the computational timescale and for this relatively small polymer size. In order to estimate the
effect of Ca2+ on the flexibility of HA, we calculated the bending free energy of
the same HA oligosaccharide in NaCl, CaCl2 -Deublein and CaCl2 -OPLS environments. This was achieved by means of a variation of the constrained MD method
[41] (see Supplementary Methods in [31] for details). The resulting bending free-
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energy profiles, spanning end-to-end lengths from a slightly stretched (compared to
the time-average length) HA oligosaccharide (75 Å) to a half-bent U-shaped one (35
Å), are shown in Fig. 3.6a. The two environments with Ca2+ are consistent with
each other and present significantly lower free energies of flexed configurations than
the Na+ environment, indicating a higher flexibility of HA in the presence of Ca2+ .
For flexible polymers, the bending free energy is linearly related to the persistence
length [42]. This proportionality enables a quantitative comparison of the MD simulation results with the experimental force spectroscopy results. The free energy of
the U-shaped bent HA decreases by approximately 40% from 4.96±0.73 kcal/mol in
NaCl, to 3.04 ± 0.63 kcal/mol in CaCl2 -OPLS (or by 35% to 3.24 ± 0.87 kcal/mol
in CaCl2 -Deublein). This reduction agrees with the approximately twofold decrease
in persistence length observed by AFM (Fig. 3.3c).
In Fig. 3.6c, the differences in the five key hydrogen bonds are analyzed for the
bent configuration with an end-to-end length of 35 Å for both CaCl2 -OPLS and
NaCl. There is a general weakening of all contacts, even more considerable than
the weakening observed for the unconstrained chain in Fig. 3.5. Contacts B to E
shift to either longer distances (> 4 Å) or smaller angles (< 2 rad), showing a clear
weakening of these hydrogen bonds. Contact A is the only hydrogen bond with a
small positive change at close distances. The bending is thus accompanied by a
weakening of most intramolecular hydrogen bonds.

3.4. Discussion
The 2DIR and MD results show that the HA polymer chains bind calcium ions at
millimolar concentrations, leading to the formation of specific calcium complexes
with amide and carboxylate groups of adjacent saccharide units. The force spectroscopy measurement and MD simulations consistently show an increase in HA
flexibility in the presence of calcium. The combination of the three techniques provides a direct link between the molecular mechanism of calcium binding and its
effect on the HA chain mechanics.
The 2DIR results show that the association constant of Ca2+ and HA has a
relatively high value of 7 M-1 at low Ca2+ concentrations. This association constant
is much higher than the association constant for the binding of Ca2+ to amide
groups, for which an association constant of ∼0.1 M-1 has been reported [34]. We
observed a similar association constant for Ca2+ and N-acetylglucosamine (0.013 ±
0.05 M-1 , see Supplementary Methods and Fig. S9 in [31]). This difference can be
explained from the fact that in case of HA, the Ca2+ not only binds to an amide
group but at the same time to a nearby carboxylate anion group. The binding with
the latter group will be rather strong, thus explaining the much larger association
constant of Ca2+ to HA compared to isolated amide groups.
It is also interesting to compare the association constant of Ca2+ and HA with
the second saccharide unit that constitutes the building block of HA, glucuronic acid.
For glucuronic acid, we found an association constant of 1.2 ± 0.2 M-1 (Supplementary Methods and Fig. S10 in [31]), which is similar to the association constants
found for complexes of simple acids and calcium [43]. The association constant of
glucuronic acid and Ca2+ is thus approximately six times smaller than that of HA
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Figure 3.6: a) Bending free-energy profile of HA for the three different simulation environments
described in the text. The shaded regions refer to one standard deviation, as determined from a
blocking analysis (see Appendix 3.A and Fig. 3.A.4, as well as Table 3.A.1). b) Visualization of
the amide/carboxylate/cation complex rendered by averaging atomic positions during the last 25
ns of the CaCl2 -OPLS run constrained at an end-to-end length of 35 Å. The picture is centered
at the middle of the chain. The calcium is represented according to its van der Waals radius. c)
Differential 2D histograms of the distances and angles in key HA inter-monosaccharide hydrogenbonds (labeled A to E; cf. Fig. 3.4a) and in the cation-amide (O2N)-carboxylate (O6A/B) complex
(labeled F) generated by subtracting histograms obtained in the NaCl simulation environment from
histograms obtained in the CaCl2 -OPLS simulation environment, with both systems constrained
at an end-to-end length of 35 Å. The differential 2D histogram obtained in the CaCl2 -Deublein
environment is presented in Fig. 3.A.2b.

and Ca2+ . This finding indicates that in HA the relative position and orientation
of the amide group of N-acetylglucosamine and the carboxylate anion of glucuronic
acid lead to a highly favorable binding of Ca2+ .
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The strong aﬀinity of HA for calcium may also be due to the size-charge requirements of the calcium ions. Due to its larger diameter compared to other cations,
such as magnesium, the calcium ion binds well to less polar oxygens than water
oxygens. Hence, the favorable inner chelation with other less polar groups, such as
the amide oxygen in this case, greatly increases the stability of the calcium complex
[44–47]. It is likely that the restrained conformational fluctuations and the sizecharge requirements add up synergistically, explaining the high aﬀinity of HA to
calcium. Interestingly, we find that the high aﬀinity of HA for Ca2+ rapidly drops
when the concentration of Ca2+ increases, i.e. we observe that the occupation of the
binding sites saturates at an occupied fraction of 10-15%. This strong saturation
is not observed for glucuronic acid. It thus appears that the binding of a calcium
ion at a particular binding site of HA hinders the binding of other Ca2+ ions at
nearby binding sites. This hindrance may be due to a conformational change of the
HA induced by calcium binding, with the result that the neighboring binding sites
no longer possess the highly favorable conformation of the carboxylate and amide
groups that caused the initial high association constant of 7 M-1 . This explanation
is supported by MD simulations that show that the binding of Ca2+ induces a weakening of the hydrogen bonds and increases the flexibility of the polymer chain. The
increase of the flexibility, which is also borne out by the force measurements, implies
that the conformational fluctuations increase in amplitude. As a result, the time
fraction in which the conformation of the binding site is favorable for binding Ca2+
is reduced, thereby decreasing the association constant. An additional contribution
to the decrease of the aﬀinity for Ca2+ may originate from electrostatic repulsion
between Ca2+ ions at neighboring units.

3.5. Conclusion
In this work, we have studied the interaction between HA polymers and Ca2+ ions
with a combination of linear infrared spectroscopy, 2DIR spectroscopy, molecularscale force measurements and MD simulations. We find that HA binds Ca2+ with
an aﬀinity that is unusually high for inorganic ions, with an association constant of
7 ± 2 M-1 in the limit of millimolar Ca2+ concentrations. This association constant
is ∼6 times higher than that of glucuronic acid, which contains the same carboxylate
anion motif as HA. This finding, as well as our spectroscopic data, indicates that
the relative position and orientation of the amide group and the carboxylate anion
groups of HA are highly favorable for binding of Ca2+ . The MD simulations confirm
that HA has a high aﬀinity for Ca2+ ions. We also observe a strong saturation of
the binding of Ca2+ to HA at higher Ca2+ concentrations. This saturation effect
can be well modeled with a free-energy penalty that scales with the fraction of
bound Ca2+ . The decreased binding aﬀinity can be explained from the increase
of the flexibility of the HA polymers upon the binding of Ca2+ , as shown by the
MD simulations. An additional contribution to the saturation effect may come from
electrostatic repulsion, i.e., the positive charge of Ca2+ repels the binding of other
positive charges at nearby binding locations.
The force measurements show that the binding of Ca2+ leads to a large decrease
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of the persistence length of the HA polymers which amounts to 50% at a calcium
concentration of 50 mM. The MD simulations explain this decrease of the persistence
length in terms of the weakening of several of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds,
induced by the formation of the complex of Ca2+ with the carboxylate and amide
groups.
In summary, by using a multi-technique approach, we show that a selective and
localized cation binding process takes place between calcium and HA polymers,
leading to the formation of specific complexes. Here we provide a detailed molecular picture of ion condensation on a polymer highlighting the severe effect of few,
selective and confined electrostatic interactions on the rigidity of a polyelectrolyte
chain. As the extracellular matrix contains calcium, this ion’s effect on the structure
of HA chains and thus their binding to hyaladherin proteins and receptors should
be considered. Moreover, given the vast employment of glycosaminoglycans to devise hydrogels with tailored applications, such as drug delivery, our findings may
lead to novel ideas for creating smart materials by exploiting the unique structural
properties that can be tuned by the addition of specific ions.

3.A. Appendix
3.A.1. Molecular dynamics
The system preparation was done with GROMACS 5.1.4. [48] The starting topology of HA with 8 disaccharides (where N-acetylglucosamine was the monosaccharide
at the reducing end) was taken from the Supporting Data of [49]. The interatomic
interactions of the chain were modeled with the GLYCAM06h force field [50], specifically designed for polysaccharides. The oligosaccharide was solvated in a 10×10×10
nm3 cubic box containing 1000 g/l water molecules, which were modeled by the
SPC/E force field [51]. The force-field parameters of water (SPC/E) were chosen
for their compatibility and have been used successfully before in systems with Ca2+
ions [33, 38]. We prepared two different simulation systems. In the first, random water molecules were replaced with Na+ and Cl- until a concentration of 50 mM NaCl
was reached. The Na+ and Cl- atoms were treated with the AMBER99SB-ILDN
force field [52], which is widely accepted in force-field MD. In the second system,
random water molecules were replaced with Ca2+ and Cl- until a concentration of
50 mM CaCl2 was reached. The divalent calcium ions are known to be diﬀicult
to parameterize with force fields [38]. We therefore used two different models for
parameterization. The parameters established by Deublein and coworkers [38] (here
called Deublein) were purposely designed for cations in aqueous solutions, while the
general purpose OPLS-AA force field [53] (here called OPLS) has been reported to
show a good match of the amide-Ca2+ dissociation free energy with the free energy
obtained with quantum mechanical density functional theory (DFT) based MD [33].
Both Ca2+ force fields have been used before in combination with the SPC/E water
model, whose lack of polarizability effects does not seem to affect the quality of
the simulated structures and free-energy profiles. All systems were simulated in the
NPT (i.e. constant number of particles, pressure and temperature) ensemble with
the canonical sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [54], which
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was set to 310 K with a time constant of 0.1 ps, and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [55], which was set to 1.0 bar with a time constant of 1.0 ps. Unbiased MD
simulations were run for 200 ns, and data for analysis were taken from the last 50 ns
of each run. The MD time step size was 2.0 fs. All systems were energy minimized
before starting equilibration and production runs.
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Figure 3.A.1: Histograms of the key hydrogen-bond distances and angles (labeled A to E) and of
the cation-amide(O2N)-carboxylate(O6A/B) complex distances (labeled F) for HA (see Fig. 3.4a)
in the unbiased straight-chain state in the CaCl2 -OPLS (a) and CaCl2 -Deublein (b) simulation
environments. All histograms have a color bar range from 0 to 0.4 normalized units.
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3.A.2. Constrained molecular dynamics
We employed a variation of the constrained MD method with stiff restraints instead
of holonomic, or absolute, constraints [41]. In this scheme, several simulations are
performed, each of them with a stiff harmonic restraint centered on a particular value
along a chosen collective variable, 𝑧(r), which is a function of the system’s atomic
coordinates. If the restraints are stiff enough, and the oscillations around the centers
of the restraints are negligible, after suﬀicient sampling the average force exerted by
each restraint is an estimate of the negative of the underlying free-energy gradient
at that 𝑧 value, ⟨𝑓(𝑧)⟩ ≈ −𝜕𝐹 /𝜕𝑧. Subsequently, we used numerical integration to
recover a free-energy profile along 𝑧. We choose the end-to-end length as collective
variable and set the stiffness restraints (with force constants of 𝑘 = 1000 kcal mol-1
Å-2 ) every 5.0 Å for a range of 75 Å to 35 Å, which spans configurations from an
almost fully stretched polymer, to a half-bent (U-shaped) chain.
The restraints were set using PLUMED 2.3.0 [56]. We used the biasing technique
of steered MD [41] to prepare the initial configurations for the constrained MD freeenergy calculations. We used a harmonic upper and lower wall with a force constant
of k = 1000 kcal mol-1 Å-2 and steered it in 200 ps to the desired value for the freeenergy calculations. We allowed for 5 ns of equilibration to allow the conformation
to relax before sampling the forces that we use for the free-energy estimation. The
total sampling time was 50 ns. For the free-energy estimation, the last 45 ns of
sampling were divided into 9 blocks of 5 ns each, to obtain 9 free-energy profiles.
Fig. 3.6a shows the average of these profiles (solid line) and one standard deviation
above and below. The increased standard deviation in the direction of the shorter
end-to-end lengths is due to the fact that the integration starts from the longest
distance.
To ensure that 9 blocks of 5 ns provide stable force averages, we performed a
blocking analysis. We started by subdividing the last 45 ns of sampling into 90
blocks of 0.5 ns each, and then gradually increased the block size by 0.5 ns until 9
blocks of 5 ns were obtained. Fig. 3.A.4 shows the averages and standard deviations
of the forces exerted by the stiff restraint in each simulation. The average force,
which is the estimator of the free-energy gradient, is stable independent of the block
size. The standard deviation decreases significantly and appears to be stabilized
at a block size of 5 ns for most cases. The only samples in which the standard
deviation does not decrease are the stretched configurations with a 75 Å end-to-end
length, however, these do not impact the bending free energy as they correspond to
the stretched, not the bent, chain.
To further test the free-energy calculations, we also extended the simulation time
for the runs constrained at end-to-end length of 35 Å in CaCl2 (see Table 3.A.1).
After performing an additional 50 ns of MD, the average force exerted by the constraint did not change beyond the error bars shown in Fig. 3.A.4, confirming that
the sampling time is suﬀicient to robustly estimate the free-energy gradient.
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Table 3.A.1: Consistency of the free-energy gradient estimation.

Initial 50 ns

Additional 50 ns

HA in CaCl2 -OPLS
HA in CaCl2 -Deublein

0.05 ± 0.05
0.09 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.06
0.09 ± 0.05
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Figure 3.A.2: Histograms of the differences in the key hydrogen-bond distances and angles (labeled
A to E) and in the cation-amide(O2N)-carboxylate(O6A/B) complex distances (labeled F) for HA
(see Fig. 3.4a) in the CaCl2 -Deublein simulation environment compared to NaCl with both systems
in the unbiased straight-chain state (a) and with both systems in the biased bent state with an
end-to-end distance of 35 Å (b).
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Figure 3.A.3: Time series of end-to-end distances (left panels), and histograms of end-to-end
distances (right panels) derived from unbiased molecular dynamics simulations of HA made of 8
disaccharides in the NaCl environment (a), the CaCl2 -OPLS environment (b), and the CaCl2 Deublein environment (c). Time-averaged mean values are also indicated in the left panels (green
solid lines).
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4
The zipper-like helix
handedness transition of
polyproline chains
Caminante, no hay camino,
se hace camino al andar.
Antonio Machado y Joan Manuel Serrat
Study of complex activated molecular transitions by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation can be a daunting task, especially when little knowledge is available on
the reaction coordinate describing the mechanism of the process. Here, we assess
the path-metadynamics (PMD) enhanced sampling approach in combination with
force-field MD simulations of conformational transitions that require three or more
collective variables (CVs) to describe the processes. We show that the method efficiently localizes the average transition path of each process and simultaneously
obtains the free-energy profile along the path. The new multiple-walker implementation greatly speeds-up the calculation, with an almost trivial scaling of the number
of parallel replicas. Increasing the dimensionality by expanding the set of CVs leads
to a less than linear increase in the computational cost, as shown by applying the
method to a conformational change in increasingly longer polyproline peptides.

Based on: A. Pérez de Alba Ortíz, A. Tiwari, R.C. Puthenkalathil, and B. Ensing. Advances
in enhanced sampling along adaptive paths of collective variables. J. Chem. Phys. 149, 072320
(2018).
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Path-metadynamics (PMD) [1] is an effective means to enhance the sampling of activated molecular transitions in a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The probability to observe an activated process, such as a chemical reaction, a conformational
change, or a phase transition, during an unbiased MD simulation, decreases exponentially with the height of the activation free energy, or transition state barrier,
of the process. This so-called rare event problem has led to the development of a
plethora of enhanced sampling techniques that can roughly be subdivided into three
classes: (1) those that bias the dynamics with an external potential or force applied
to a geometric descriptor, or collective variable (CV), of the process (e.g. [2–6]),
(2) those that focus on locating reactive trajectories or optimized transition paths
(e.g. [7–13]), and (3) those that enhance the dynamics by raising the temperature of
(part of) the system (e.g. [14–16]). PMD combines ideas from the first two classes.
The metadynamics method [4] belongs to the first class of enhanced sampling
methods. During an MD simulation, it constructs a repulsive bias potential that
“fills” free-energy minima, such that barriers in the free energy can be overcome
and a free-energy profile can be computed a posteriori from the final metadynamics
bias potential. A diﬀiculty with “class one” approaches can be the requirement of
choosing an adequate CV that functions as the reaction coordinate. An imperfect
choice for the CV is one that omits essential degrees of freedom for the description
of the transition, which typically leads to poor convergence and hysteresis problems
for the free-energy estimation. Metadynamics has the advantage that it can handle
several CVs simultaneously in a trivial manner, which alleviates somewhat the issue
of knowing a priori the reaction coordinate; instead only an appropriate set of CVs
is needed. The result is then an insightful multidimensional free-energy landscape,
in which the (meta-)stable states and the connecting minimum free-energy paths
(MFEPs) can be located [17]. In practice however, the number of CVs is limited
to about three for any but the simplest of applications [18], due to the unfavorable
scaling of the computational cost with the dimensionality.
To deal with complex transitions that require many CVs, the PMD method
was developed. Here, an extra “path-CV” is introduced, which is a parametrized
curve that connects the stable states and is defined in the space of the other CVs
that describe the transition. Since a priori the transition path is not known, one
starts with a guess path, which is then optimized during the PMD simulation to
the average transition path. The key advantage is that the metadynamics biasing is
now performed on the one-dimensional progress parameter along the path, so that
in principle a large set of CVs can be used.
Since its introduction, the PMD method has evolved with several new features
and with the implementation of the algorithm in the freely available PLUMED
software [19], so that it can be used with various popular MD codes. The aim of
this work is to assess the performance of PMD to find the average transition path
and obtain the associated free-energy profile for complex molecular transitions. We
will do this at the hand of an illustrative example.
In our case study, we introduce the multiple-walker version of PMD, which parallelizes the path optimization algorithm, and apply it to simulate the conformational
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transition in polyproline peptides from a right-handed helix to a left-handed helix. By systematically increasing the polypeptide length, we investigate the PMD
performance with increasing numbers of dihedral angle CVs.
Two additional case studies are presented in the publication on which this chapter
is based [20]. In these examples, PMD is applied together with ab initio MD, based
on density functional theory (DFT), to sample chemical transitions. In the first
of these cases, we investigate the deprotonation of acetic acid in aqueous solution.
PMD allows to converge a reaction mechanism and a free-energy profile in only a
few tens of ps of simulation time. This protocol has been tested with other acids
in [21]. In the second study, we focus on the formation of molecular hydrogen by
proton reduction, catalyzed by a di-iron hydrogenase enzyme. In this case, apart
from obtaining detailed mechanistic understanding and a free-energy profile, the
path can be used to scrutinize the changes in the electronic structure during the
reaction.
In the following, we present the application of multiple-walker PMD to the helix
handedness transition of polyproline chains with increasing length. We rely on
the PMD methodology as introduced in Chapter 2. After defining our simulation
protocol, we report the results and conclusions derived from the case study.

4.2. System
Polyproline chains, Ace–(Pro)𝑛 –Nme, form two characteristic helical structures:
polyproline type I (PPI), a right-handed helix with all residues in the cis form
and backbone dihedral angles (𝜙 = −75°, 𝜓 = 160°, 𝜔 = 0°); and polyproline type II
(PPII), a left-handed helix with all residues in the trans form and backbone dihedral angles (𝜙 = −75°, 𝜓 = 146°, 𝜔 = ±180°) [22]. The proline’s cyclized side-chain
considerably restricts the conformational space on the Ramachandran (𝜙, 𝜓) plane,
such that stable and intermediate peptide conformations are mainly determined by
the 𝜔 dihedral angles. Thus, a proline 𝑛-mer can be well described by a set of CVs
{𝜔𝑖 } with 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛 − 1. This provides an interesting test system for enhanced
sampling techniques, as the dimensionality of the problem can be tuned by adding
or removing residues. Moreover, the system has biological relevance, as proline
switches are involved in protein signaling [23], and their cis-trans isomerization is
a rate-determining step in several protein folding processes [22]. We demonstrate
the imperviousness of the path-CV to the increase in dimensionality by finding the
average pathways and associated free-energy profiles for the PPI-PPII transition
for: tetrameric, pentameric and hexameric polyproline.
The transition between PPI and PPII has been extensively computationally studied by Moradi and coworkers [22, 24–29] via various enhanced sampling methods, including: adaptively biased MD (ABMD) [30], Hamiltonian and temperature replica
exchange MD (HT-REMD) [31] and steered MD (SMD) [3] from PPII to PPI and
vice versa. As biasing all {𝜔𝑖 } dihedrals proves ineﬀicient, more compressed CVs
were built based on summations and other functions of cos(𝜔𝑖 ), as well as the helix handedness and radius of gyration. ABMD and HT-REMD were used to obtain
free-energy surfaces (FESs) on such CVs. SMD was used to compute the work along
different candidate pathways on the calculated surfaces, from which the transition
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(a)
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4
Figure 4.1: : (a) PPI right-handed helix structure with backbone dihedral angles (𝜙 = −75°, 𝜓 =
160°, 𝜔 = 0°). (b) PPII left-handed helix structure with backbone dihedral angles (𝜙 = −75°, 𝜓 =
146°, 𝜔 = ±180°)

rates could be computed via an extension of Crook’s transient fluctuation theorem.
Simulations were carried out in vacuo, as well as in implicit and explicit water and
other solvents. The preference for either PPI or PPII was observed to depend on
the solvent environment and the chain length. Interestingly, the transition was
found to occur following zipper-like mechanisms. That is, with adjacent residues
rotating in sequential order, each representing one of 𝑛 − 1 free-energy barriers.
Two main pathways were reported: (1) a zipper-like mechanism starting from the
acetylated end when going from PPI to PPII, and from the amidated end when going from PPII to PPI, with intermediate states of the form Ace–TTT...CCC-Nme;
and (2) a zipper-like mechanism starting from both ends of the chain when going
from PPI to PPII, and from the center of the chain when going from PPII to PPI,
with intermediate states of the form Ace–TTT...CCC...TTT-Nme. Oddly, some of
the SMD results show a different preferred mechanism depending on the direction
of the transition. Recently, the experimental studies of Shi and coworkers [32, 33]
have confirmed the zipper-like mechanism starting from the acetylated end for the
PPI-to-PPII transition. We refer to these previous results for comparison.

4.3. Simulation protocol
4.3.1. Molecular dynamics
In our study, we construct proline oligomers using AmberTools17 [34], which produces PPII structures. Simulations are carried out using GROMACS 5.1.4 [35]
patched with PLUMED 2.3.0 [19] with the added path-metadynamics code available on: http://www.acmm.nl/ensing/software/PathCV.cpp. We use the AMBER force field ff99SB [36] and no solvent. The time step size is 1 fs and a canonical
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sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [37] is set at 300 K with a
time constant of 0.1 ps.

4.3.2. Path-metadynamics
The path for each proline 𝑛-mer is defined in a CV-space composed of all dihedrals
{𝜔𝑖 } with 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛 − 1. Since our path implementation currently does not support
periodic CVs, we consider only one direction for each residue rotation at a time. For
the clockwise rotation (from 0° to ±180° through positive angle values) we add −90°
to all {𝜔𝑖 } and map the transition from PPI {𝜔𝑖 } = −90° to PPII {𝜔𝑖 } = +90°.
For the counter-clockwise rotation (from 0° to ±180° through negative angle values)
we add +90° to all {𝜔𝑖 } and map the transition from PPI {𝜔𝑖 } = +90° to PPII
{𝜔𝑖 } = −90°. Whenever a particular transition direction is being sampled, the
other one is blocked by harmonic walls with force constants of 1000 kcal/(mol rad2 )
which restrain the sampling inside the [−172°, +172°] interval. In this work we only
test transitions in which all residues rotate in the same direction. We primarily focus
on the counter-clockwise rotation, which provided results consistent with previous
literature [22, 24–26, 32, 33].
Paths are described by 20 nodes per dihedral plus 20 trailing nodes at each end,
giving a total of 20(𝑛 + 1) nodes for each proline 𝑛-mer. For all PMD simulations,
the initial guess is a linear interpolation from PPI (path progress parameter 𝑠 = 0)
to PPII (𝑠 = 1). The path update pace is set to 0.5 ps and the half-life parameter
to 2.0 ps. A tube potential is applied with a force constant of 50 kcal/(mol rad2 ).
Harmonic walls with force constants of 1000 kcal/mol per squared normalized path
unit are set on 𝑠 to limit the sampling inside the [−0.1, +1.1] interval. Accordingly,
the metadynamics force is set to zero outside the same interval. Since the range of 𝑠
is known a priori, it is easy and memory-eﬀicient to use a grid to store the potential.
The PLUMED framework facilitates all these measures.
We start with a single-walker PMD simulation of the proline tetramer. The path
is set for the counter-clockwise transition. Gaussians with a height of 0.05 kcal/mol
and a width of 0.05 normalized path units are deposited every 1.0 ps. The system escapes from the starting PPI minimum and follows a step-wise transition to PPII. As
the residues rotate one at a time, the path consists in successive orthogonal segments
in CV-space. Each section captures the crossing over a barrier, and each “corner”
the location of a metastable state. During the simulation, we observe problems
while attempting to converge a path curve. As the system drifts away from each
metastable state, leaving it momentarily unsampled, the reparametrization algorithm makes the nodes tend to a straight line and undoes the previous optimization
(See Fig. 4.2). This “corner-cutting” problem persists until the metadynamics bias
has filled all minima and the system diffuses quickly over every corner, such that
all metastable states are visited frequently enough for the reparametrization not to
undo the path. However, we may expect that this issue will aggravate as we move
to larger systems with more residues, and therefore, more path corners. Multiplewalker metadynamics [38] presents a solution for this. By having several simulations
updating the same path and the metadynamics bias, we can increase the probability
of all metastable corners being frequently sampled. Additionally, the convergence
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Figure 4.2: An evolving PPI-PPII path for a proline tetramer in 𝜔1 𝜔2 𝜔3 -space. As the singlewalker sampling (black) drifts away from the (𝜔1 = −90°, 𝜔2 = −90°, 𝜔3 = +90°) metastable state
corner, the node reparametrization makes the path tend to a straight line (red) and undoes the
previous optimization (green).

time is expected to be reduced.

4.3.3. Multiple-walker path-metadynamics
We setup the multiple-walker PMD simulations as follows. For each proline 𝑛-mer,
we initialize 2(𝑛 + 1) walkers—two per expected valley in the FES—half of them
starting from PPI and half from PPII, with random Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed
velocities. Since AmberTools17 [34] generates only PPII helices, the initial PPI
configurations are obtained via SMD simulations (See Section 4.A). We focus on
the counter-clockwise transition for all chain lengths.
For the tetramer, we deposit Gaussians with a height of 0.02 kcal/mol and a
width of 0.05 normalized path units every 0.5 ps. For the pentamer, the Gaussian
height is reduced to 0.01 kcal/mol, and for the hexamer, to 0.025 kcal/mol. The
adjustment in Gaussian amplitude is for two reasons. First, to compensate the
increase in total bias after adding more walkers. Second, to favor convergence to the
minimum energy channel in longer peptides, which present greater path degeneracy.
Of course, runs with smaller Gaussians need a longer time to sample the path and
compute the free energy along it.
Data and example PLUMED input files required to reproduce the results reported in this chapter are available on PLUMED-NEST (www.plumed-nest.org),
the public repository of the PLUMED consortium [39], as plumID:19.033.
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4.4. Results and discussion
Our PMD results for the proline tetramer are in very good agreement with previous
work [22, 24–26, 32, 33]. We observe a PPI-to-PPII zipper-like transition starting
from the acetylated end following the order 𝜔1 → 𝜔2 → 𝜔3 (See Fig. 4.3). This
is equivalent to the PPI-to-PPII path with least average work in [24]. The freeenergy profile shows barriers of around 10 kcal/mol for each rotated dihedral and a
free-energy difference of 7 kcal/mol between the two stable helical states. The same
results were obtained with Gaussian heights of 0.01 and 0.005 kcal/mol. Thus, the
zipper-like mechanism starting from the N-terminus appears to be the MFEP for
the counter-clockwise rotation.
In [24], Moradi and coworkers report different least-work mechanisms for the
PPI-to-PPII and the PPII-to-PPI transition. No evidence of this was observed in our
PMD simulations. We hypothesize that the cosine-based CVs inability to capture the
direction of dihedral rotation might hamper the calculation of a reversible transition
[24]. As a check, we performed a PMD run for the clockwise transition with a
Gaussian height of 0.1 kcal/mol. This resulted in a center-to-ends PPI-to-PPII
transition, ordered 𝜔2 → 𝜔3 → 𝜔1 (See Section 4.A, Fig. 4.A.1), which is consistent
with the least-work path reported in Ref. [24] for the PPII-to-PPI transition. This
provides an explanation for the contradiction in reversibility for the reported result,
and points to a relation between the order and the direction in which the residues
rotate.
For the proline pentamer, we again obtain a zipper-like PPI-to-PPII transition
starting from the acetylated end, following 𝜔1 → 𝜔2 → 𝜔3 → 𝜔4 (See Fig. 4.4). This
mechanism does not correspond to the optimal one reported in previous studies [24]
(ends-to-center), but it is included within the feasible pathways. The free-energy
profile also shows the expected barrier heights. When attempting to replicate the
result with smaller or less frequent Gaussians, we observed different zipper mechanisms (starting from each end, both ends and the center). Given the path degeneracy
for this case, it is not possible to confirm that the algorithm has converged to the
(global) MFEP after just one simulation. One could obtain more statistics either by
optimizing the path several times using different parameters and initial velocities, or
by explicitly calculating the free energy along each of the possible (𝑛 − 1)! transition
paths.
The result is similar for the hexamer. We observe a PPI-to-PPII transition
following the order 𝜔1 → 𝜔2 → 𝜔3 → 𝜔4 → 𝜔5 starting from the acetylated end
(See Fig. 4.5). The free-energy difference and the free-energy barriers are similar to
the ones in previous studies [22, 24]. Again, when modifying the Gaussian deposition
parameters, we observe all different zipper-like mechanisms. The path degeneracy
prevents us from finding the optimal path in a single simulation. However, the
presented adaptive path framework can be used to extract enough statistics for
this, or even longer peptides.
In order to evaluate the path-CV’s handling of the increasing {𝜔𝑖 }-space dimensionality, we analyze the convergence of the PPI-to-PPII path and the free-energy
profile for the different oligomers. To have comparable results, we run the tetramer
and the pentamer with the same multiple-walker PMD protocol used for the hex-
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Figure 4.3: (a) Adapted PPI-PPII path for a proline tetramer in 𝜔1 𝜔2 𝜔3 -space after 𝑡 = 30 ns
(black) and sampling density for each of the eight walkers during the last 1 ns (colored dots). (b)
Time evolution of the path progress parameter 𝑠 for each walker (in colors). (c) Average free-energy
profile from 𝑡 = 5 ns to 𝑡 = 30 ns.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Adapted PPI-PPII path representation for a proline pentamer in 𝜔1 𝜔2 𝜔3 𝜔4 -space
after 𝑡 = 50 ns. (b) Time evolution of the path progress parameter 𝑠 for each of the ten walkers
(in colors). (c) Average free-energy profile from 𝑡 = 5 ns to 𝑡 = 50 ns.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Adapted PPI-PPII path representation for a proline hexamer in 𝜔1 𝜔2 𝜔3 𝜔4 𝜔5 space after 𝑡 = 70 ns. (b) Time evolution of the path progress parameter 𝑠 for each of the twelve
walkers (in colors). (c) Average free-energy profile from 𝑡 = 5 ns to 𝑡 = 70 ns.
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amer (12 walkers, with 0.025 kcal/mol Gaussian height). The tetramer run produces the same Ace-to-Nme zipper-like mechanism, while the pentamer produces
a 𝜔1 → 𝜔3 → 𝜔4 → 𝜔2 mechanism. We assume that the rate of convergence is
independent of the captured pathway. In Fig. 4.6 we depict the root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) time evolution of the paths with respect to the initial guess (i.e.
the linear interpolation), and of the running average free-energy profiles with respect to a flat profile at 0 kcal/mol. We stop the runs as soon as the RMSD of the
running average free-energy profile does not fluctuate more than 0.1 kcal/mol per
ns for a duration of 10 ns. We observe that the convergence time does not increase
exponentially—not even linearly—with the dimension of CV-space. We argue that
convergence is reached in two stages. In the first stage, the adaptive path searches
for a transition channel, while at the same time the minima in the free-energy profile
are filled. This process is mediated by the flexibility of the path, the strength of
the bias, the features of the FES and the dynamics of the system. In the second
stage, when the metadynamics walker(s) has (have) visited the full length of the
path, the average transition path and the free energy are further converged while
sampling the orthogonal degrees of freedom. The complexity for this task depends
on the Gaussian size and deposition frequency, as well as on the features of the
one-dimensional free energy and the diffusivity of the system along the path. We
reason that the same performance persists for higher-dimensional systems, and for
non-step-wise transitions.
The tunable polyproline system has allowed us to run a comprehensive exercise
on path-metadynamics. The capabilities of the path-CV to handle increasing dimensionality were analyzed and a two-stage convergence is proposed. Additionally, we
demonstrated how explicitly considering multiple CVs can impact the specificity of
the sampled configurations, which is a key aspect to tackle more complex systems.
Multiple-walker simulations were presented not only as an accelerating tool, but
also as a relevant complement to sample step-wise transitions while reparametrizing the path. We also observed the challenges associated with path degeneracy,
as computing each of the (𝑛 − 1)! transition channels is a quickly-growing task for
longer chains. An interesting approach to study such multiple-pathway transitions
is to sample in the direction perpendicular to the path to find alternative transition
channels [12], or to use multiple paths as done in Chapter 5.

4.5. Conclusions
At the hand of a case study of a complex activated molecular transition, we have
shown that an adaptive path-CV, i.e. a flexible parametrized curve that is a function
of a set of descriptive collective variables, is a powerful means to describe the transition and to enhance the sampling of the process. Combined with metadynamics
and given an appropriate set of CVs, the path-CV transforms on-the-fly to the mean
transition flux density and is simultaneously used as a reaction coordinate, along
which the dynamics are biased and the free-energy profile of the process is obtained.
By applying the bias onto the path-CV, instead of directly on each of the descriptive CVs in the set, the restriction on the number of CVs, which is about three
in “normal” metadynamics, is essentially removed. The case study, in which we
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applied PMD to model the conformational switch from a right-handed helix to a
left-handed helix in polyproline oligomers, showed that the computational cost to
converge the transition path and the free-energy profile grows less than linearly
with the number of dihedral angles in the set of CVs. The observed increase in the
required simulation time was mainly due to the increasing number of intermediate
meta-stable states and barriers that need to be “filled” with metadynamics Gaussians in the first part of the PMD simulation. But once the path-CV has found the
reaction mechanism and the full length of the path has been sampled, the second
part of the convergence is even less dependent on the dimensionality of the CV
set. The cost-eﬀiciency of PMD can be particularly beneficial in MD simulations
where the calculation of each time step is highly expensive, i.e. when using DFT to
calculate forces. For example, PMD has been successfully applied to chemical transitions such as the deprotonation of acetic acid in explicit water, or the production
of molecular hydrogen from protons in the hydrogenase enzyme [20].
The polyproline study also showcased the multiple-walker implementation of
PMD, in which parallel replicas of the simulation simultaneously sample and update
the path-CV, as well as construct the metadynamics bias potential. The multiplewalker parallelization has a trivial scaling with the number of walkers, perhaps only
limited by the communication of the transition flux density information, which in
the current implementation in the PLUMED software is handled through reading
and writing the data files of each replica, but in a later version can potentially
use OpenMP/MPI communication. Apart from the computational speed-up, the
multiple-walker PMD has the advantage that the “corner-cutting” problem due to
the reparametrization step in the path updates is largely avoided.
Finally, the polyproline study also raises the challenge of path degeneracy, i.e.
having several feasible mechanisms with similar free-energy barriers connecting two
states. The original PMD algorithm is designed to converge a single average transition path or MFEP. In landscapes with multiple transition channels, PMD is
bounded to the closest low free-energy path to the initial guess. If the landscape is
very diffusive, convergence can be elusive if the transition constantly switches from
one path to another. In Chapter 5, we propose an extension of PMD to handle
multiple transition pathways.

4.A. Appendix
4.A.1. Path-steered molecular dynamics
Steered MD (SMD) was used to obtain PPI structures parting from the default PPII
produced by AmberTools17 [34]. We set straight paths from −1 to +1 in the space
of {cos(𝜔𝑖 )} with 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛 − 1 for each proline 𝑛-mer. The path update pace is
set to 0.1 ps and the half-life to 0.025 ps. In all cases, the SMD spring constant is
of 1000 kcal/mol per squared normalized path unit. We only use a tube potential
for the hexamer, with a force constant of 30 kcal/mol. We start the simulation with
a 10 ns equilibration, drive the transition in 50 ns, and finish with another 10 ns
equilibration and a visual inspection of the structure. It is possible to repeat this
process recursively—using optimized paths as initial guesses—to converge a path
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and a free-energy profile [3].

4.A.2. PPI-to-PPII clockwise transition for the proline tetramer
PMD was applied to the PPI-to-PPII transition via clockwise rotations of the proline
tetramer. The metadynamics and path-CV parameters where set as explained in
Section 4.4. The resulting path, ordered 𝜔2 → 𝜔3 → 𝜔1 , corresponds to a center-toends PPI-to-PPII transition (Fig. 4.A.1). Comparing this to the counter-clockwise
Ace-to-Nme PPI-to-PPII transition, points to a relation between the direction and
the order in which the residues rotate.

4.A.3. Selecting the number of path nodes

4

We have no a priori rule to find the required number of nodes for a given transition.
However, we can identify specific signs of either lack or excess of nodes during simulations. We run multiple-walker simulations for the tetramer transition as described
in Section 4.4, and only change the number of path nodes. Results are shown in
Fig. 4.A.2. Too many nodes cause the path to “curl” near the stable states, as seen
in the 40 nodes per dihedral path, at the (𝜔1 = +90°, 𝜔2 = +90°, 𝜔3 = +90°) corner.
This occurs as numerous nodes start to capture small fluctuations around the FES
basins. Too few nodes generate an effect as seen in the minimal nodes path—that
is, 1 node per metastable state—at the (𝜔1 = −90°, 𝜔2 = −90°, 𝜔3 = +90°) corner.
As only one node locates the metastable state, any sampling fluctuation from it will
cause the path to drift away. It should also be noted that changing the number of
nodes leads a different pathways. This is a consequence of the changes in path flexibility. Still, the algorithm has a degree of robustness, as the path with 10 nodes per
dihedral produces the same result as the original path with 20 nodes per dihedral.
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Figure 4.A.1: (a) Adapted PPI-PPII (clockwise) path for a proline tetramer in 𝜔1 𝜔2 𝜔3 -space after
𝑡 = 30 ns (black) and sampling density for each of the eight walkers during the last 1 ns (colored
dots). (b) Time evolution of the path progress parameter 𝑠 for each walker (in colors). (c) Average
free-energy profile from 𝑡 = 5 ns to 𝑡 = 30 ns.
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5
Simultaneous sampling of
multiple molecular transition
pathways
En todas las ficciones,
cada vez que un hombre se enfrenta con diversas alternativas,
opta por una y elimina las otras;
en la del casi inextricable Ts’ui Pên,
opta—simultáneamente—por todas.
Crea, así, diversos porvenires, diversos tiempos,
que también, proliferan y se bifurcan.
Jorge Luis Borges
We present a molecular simulation method to simultaneously find multiple transition pathways, and their associated free-energy profiles. The scheme extends pathmetadynamics (PMD) [Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 020601 (2012)] with multiple paths
and repulsive walkers (multiPMD). We illustrate multiPMD for two C7eq →C7ax
paths in Ace-Ala-Nme and six PPII→PPII paths in Ace-(Pro)4 -Nme. We also show
a scheme to render an interpretable “PathMap”, showing the free energy ridges
between paths, as well as the branching and merging of the transition channels.
MultiPMD is a flexible and promising method for systems with competing or controversial pathways, which appear in many biomolecular systems, including proteins
and nucleic acids.
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5.1. Introduction

5

In molecular simulations, enhanced sampling methods provide an effective means
to deal with molecular transitions that are too slow or infrequent for direct simulation, such as chemical reactions, conformational rearrangements, and self-assembly
processes. In particular, schemes that use a biasing force to escape the stable states
and estimate the free energy—including umbrella sampling [1], constrained molecular dynamics [2, 3], steered molecular dynamics [4, 5], metadynamics [6], and many
others [7–12]—depend crucially on an accurate description of the transition by one
or more collective variables (CVs). However, the computational cost of sampling
multidimensional free-energy landscapes scales exponentially with the number of
CVs, and is therefore usually limited to a maximum of three. To sample complex
transitions that require more CVs to be described, path-CV approaches have been
developed. A path-CV defines a mechanistic route from a reactant state to a product state as a parametrized curve in the space spanned by a set of standard CVs,
e.g. bond lengths, angles, dihedral angles, or more elaborate functions of the atomic
coordinates. By optimizing this curve towards the minimum free-energy pathway
(MFEP) or the mean transition pathway, the path-CV gives unique insight into the
reaction coordinate of the slow process. Additionally, due to the subexponential
scaling of the computational cost with the number of CVs in which the path-CV
is expressed [13], more complex processes can be modeled than when the CVs are
biased directly in an enhanced sampling simulation. The main disadvantage of the
path-CV approach is however, that the reaction channel that it converges to depends on the starting location of an initial guess path, which poses a diﬀiculty when
the stable states are connected by more than one (possibly unknown) channel. In
practice, multiple transition pathways are present in many biomolecular systems,
e.g. protein folding (see [14] and references therein), small molecule unbinding from
proteins [15], conformational changes in enzymes [16], and base-pairing transitions
in nucleic acids (see [17], as well as Chapters 6 and 7). In this chapter, we show how
to extend our path-CV approach to search beyond the nearest local MFEP and,
instead, explore multiple relevant reaction channels.
Well-known path-CV schemes such as the string method in its different variants
[18–20] and the nudged elastic band method [21, 22] are able to locate an MFEP
by propagating an initial guess path along the steepest descent on the free-energy
landscape in the direction perpendicular to the path. In the string method, the path
is expressed as a string of nodes, of which the first and last nodes are fixed at the
stable-state minima. The other nodes can then be evolved by running a series of
simulations restrained at each node position that accumulate the gradient of the free
energy for each path update. The initial path can simply be a linear interpolation
between the stable states or a somewhat more informed initial guess. After the
string of nodes has reached a local MFEP, the reaction free-energy profile can be
computed as a function of the progress component along the converged path, 𝑠.
Branduardi and co-workers developed an approach that can be used to find
additional reaction channels [23]. They expressed a transition path as a series of
ordered molecular structures that morph from the average reactant to the average
product structure. Next, they defined two components: the progress along the path,
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𝑠, and the distance from the path, 𝑧. By performing a 2D metadynamics simulation
in the (𝑠, 𝑧)-space of an already optimized path, they could also search for other
reaction channels. The final 2D metadynamics free-energy surface would show the
reference MFEP at 𝑧-values close to zero, and possible other paths at higher 𝑧-values.
However, the higher 𝑧-distance from the optimized structures of the reference path
does not provide structural information on the other mechanistic paths. Moreover,
multiple paths at similar distances from the reference path cannot be distinguished.
In this work, we present a method that finds multiple average transition paths
(or local MFEPs) in a simultaneous manner. The method draws inspiration from
multiple-walker [24] and replica-repulsion [25] techniques, and builds on our pathmetadynamics (PMD) approach, introduced in Chapter 2 [13, 26]. As the name
suggests, PMD combines a path-CV with the metadynamics enhanced sampling
technique [6, 27, 28]. By gradually building a repulsive bias potential along the pathCV, while simultaneously optimizing the path, PMD is able to escape stable states,
find a (local) reaction pathway and obtain the free-energy profile along the converged
path. Instead of a sequence of molecular structures, the path-CV is expressed as
a curve in the space of the CVs that each describe (part of) the transition. The
path optimization is particularly eﬀicient because it is driven by the cumulative
average density of the sampling and therefore does not need to sample the gradients
of the free-energy landscape. If let unrestrained, PMD converges the path-CV to
the average transition path; that is, to the maximum reactive flux. However, if
a stiff harmonic restraint, or “tube” potential, is set on the distance component
perpendicular to the path, 𝑧, then PMD follows the local free-energy gradient as
estimated from the narrow density fluctuations; converging to the MFEP. PMD has
demonstrated subexponential scaling of the path and free-energy convergence time
with respect to the growth of CV-space dimensionality [13]. Recently, a multiplewalker implementation of PMD was realized, in which multiple replicas sample and
optimize the same path-CV and free-energy profile in parallel (See Chapter 4 [13]).
Apart from a trivial speed-up in the free-energy calculation with the number of
replicas, this also provides a more eﬀicient path optimization due to the more evenly
distributed sampling.
To find multiple reaction channels, we add an extra level of parallelism and
concurrently spawn several PMD simulations (multiPMD), each of them with its
own group of walkers that update their respective path-CV and free-energy estimation. Naturally, when starting from the same initial guess path, all of these
simulations would normally converge to the same transition mechanism. However,
this can be prevented by introducing repulsion between the path-CVs. To do so,
we introduce repellers, a special type of walkers that does not participate in the
free-energy calculation—i.e. they do not deposit Gaussian potentials, nor are biased
by the potentials deposited by other walkers—but do take part in the path optimization and, additionally, exert a tunable repulsive potential on the repellers of
the other paths. While the repellers separate the path-CVs, the standard walkers
perform a free-energy calculation along their respective paths. In the following,
we show how repellers, and other types of special walkers, can successfully drive
the search for separate reaction channels. One main advantage of the multiPMD
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framework is that the walkers that are not repellers contribute explicit dynamics
between the stable states, thus yielding physical paths within the simulation’s level
of theory. This supposes an advantage over action-minimization strategies, which
have been also used to locate multiple transition pathways [29–31], but that may
suffer from non-physical mechanisms arising from discretization errors [32]. In addition, being implemented in PLUMED [33], the multiPMD framework can be easily
combined with other free-energy techniques besides metadynamics, and be used in
combination with various other MD engines.

5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Multiple-path-metadynamics

5

In the simplest protocol, we initialize two parallel multiple-walker PMD runs, and we
substitute one standard walker for a repeller in each of the two runs. The repellers
are first steered to the midpoint of their respective path (𝑠=0.5) by means of a
moving harmonic restraint. At the same time, the repulsive potential is activated
by a moving lower-half harmonic “wall” potential that biases the pairwise distance
between the repellers in CV-space, starting at a value of 𝑑 = 0 and finishing at
a desired minimum distance 𝑑 = 𝑑min , which forces the path-CVs to diverge (see
Fig. 5.1). The aim is to find two different reaction channels, which will typically
be separated from each other by a divide in the free-energy landscape. The value
of the minimum distance 𝑑min can therefore be tuned in such way that it is enough
to push one repeller over such a dividing ridge, away from the other repeller. Once
the two repellers are on opposite sides of a divide, they will spontaneously further
separate as they descent into the different reaction channels. Note that it is not
necessary to know the location of any free-energy divides beforehand; one can just
monitor the switch in the repeller dynamics from driven by the repulsive potential
to spontaneous separation, which marks the crossing of a divide. During and after
the path-CV separation, the other walkers continuously overwrite and improve the
metadynamics free-energy calculation [34], leading to converged profiles for each of
the found transition pathways.
This minimalist protocol can easily be extended. If the number of reaction mechanisms is known beforehand, one can start with that many parallel multiple-walker
PMD runs, each with a repeller that pushes away all other path-CVs, so that each
reaction channel is found by a unique path-CV. Alternatively, the reaction channels can be found in a sequential manner, starting with one path-CV optimization,
and continuing by adding one path-CV optimization at the time, thereby keeping
the previously optimized path(s) fixed, in a similar way to the recent multi-string
version of the climbing string method [35]. The number of repellers per path-CV
and their location along the path can be flexibly chosen, for instance to capture
suspected bifurcation points. Other options include the distance metric between
repellers, e.g., a simple Euclidean distance or a statistical variance, either on all or
on some specific CVs; and the repulsive potential functional form, its parameters
and its range of action, etc. Repellers can also push away from arbitrary points
in CV-space, rather than other repellers. Moreover, we can exploit other kinds of
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Figure 5.1: Scheme representing the elements of the multiPMD method. Two stable states, 𝐴
and 𝐵, are represented with blue circles. Two adaptive paths connecting the two stable states are
represented in green and red, respectively. At the midpoint of each path there is a repeller, 𝑟,
fixed by a harmonic restraint represented with a dashed-line parabola. The two repellers exert a
repulsive force on each other with a certain range, 𝑑min , represented with a gray dashed line. Each
path also has standard walkers, 𝑤, which perform a free-energy calculation.

non-standard walkers. For example, attractors, which pinpoint known landmarks to
capture in CV-space while keeping the rest of the path flexible. Several attractors
and repellers can be used together. Finally, we emphasize that this protocol of parallel interacting path-CVs to find multiple reaction channels can straightforwardly be
combined with various other enhanced sampling methods instead of metadynamics,
for example: umbrella sampling [1], constrained MD [2], or steered MD [4, 5].

5.2.2. PathMap
When dealing with complex molecular transitions, one is typically not only interested in finding the multiple possible pathways, but also in understanding how the
reaction channels merge or separate, and how the system switches between the
mechanisms connecting different intermediate states. With this in mind, once the
transition pathways have been found via multiPMD, we propose a scheme to sample
the free-energy surface between the optimized path-CVs in a two-dimensional landscape, or map, of the pathways. This PathMap is spanned by an average progress
parameter along the 𝑁 reaction channels, 𝑠,̄ and a metric of the closeness to each
path, 𝑧,̄ in which we have labeled the paths with an integer 𝑖 and ordered them
based on their relative proximity. Both parameters use a weighting, 𝑤𝑖 , based on
the proximity to each path:
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𝑁

𝑁

𝑠 ̄ = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑠𝑖 / ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑖
𝑁

𝑁

𝑧 ̄ = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖 / ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑖

𝑤𝑖 =

5

(5.1)

𝑖

(5.2)

𝑖
𝑛

1 − (𝑧𝑖 /𝑟)
1 − (𝑧𝑖 /𝑟)𝑚

(5.3)

where, 𝑟, 𝑛 and 𝑚 are the parameters of a switching function that assigns weights to
the paths depending on proximity, as measured by their respective 𝑧𝑖 components.
The switching function parameters can be optimized according to the distances
between the paths in CV-space.
With the two new descriptors, we can use metadynamics to render a 2D freeenergy landscape, (𝑠,̄ 𝑧),
̄ which reveals the connectivity and branching of the pathways, as well as the barriers of switching mechanisms at any point between the
states 𝐴 and 𝐵. Effectively, the PathMap compresses a 2𝑁 -dimensional space,
(𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , ..., 𝑠𝑁 , 𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , ..., 𝑧𝑁 ), into a 2D one, (𝑠,̄ 𝑧).
̄ The idea to apply dimensionality
reduction to analyze a landscape is not new, and is done in other algorithms such as
diffusion-map [36–38], sketch-map [39, 40], isomap [41, 42], intrinsic map dynamics
[43], and others [44–48].

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Multiple transition channels of alanine dipeptide
To illustrate the performance of multiPMD, we map the conformational transition
channels of two well-known short peptides. The first case study involves alanine
dipeptide (Ace-Ala-Nme), a prototypical model system used for testing and benchmarking enhanced sampling methods. Details on the simulation protocol, including
system preparation and parameters for MD, metadynamics and the path-CVs, can
be found in Appendix 5.A. Runs are performed in GROMACS 2018.8 [49] patched
with PLUMED 2.6 [33]. The conformational transition of the dipeptide is described
by two CVs, the dihedral angles 𝜙 and 𝜓. Two path-CVs connect the stable states
C7eq and C7ax , starting with a linear interpolation. Each path has three standard
walkers and one repeller. A tube potential is set on the direction perpendicular
to the path, 𝑧, to keep the walkers close to their respective path and to keep the
path updates small. The tube’s force constant is 70 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 . The repellers
start each in one of the two stable states, and are steered to the midpoint of the
path, i.e. 𝑠 = 0.5, with a force constant of 1500 kcal/mol per normalized path unit.
Such strong restraints are required, since we expect the repellers to sit close to
the top of the free-energy barriers. Simultaneously, the repulsion is activated by a
lower harmonic wall that biases the squared distance between the repellers in CVspace, increasing from 0.0 to 0.5 rad2 , with a force constant of 70 kcal mol−1 rad−4 .
To drive path separation successfully, the force constant of the repelling potential
should be at least as strong as that of the tube potential.
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Figure 5.2: Top: Two different C7eq →C7ax paths for alanine dipeptide captured by multiPMD
are represented in purple and green. The sampling of repellers and standard walkers during the
last 5 ps of simulation is shown with different markers of the same color as their respective paths.
Bottom: Two free-energy profiles represented in the same color as their respective paths.
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Fig. 5.2 shows the two well-separated paths after 10 ns of simulation. At this
stage, the repellers do not exert force on each other, as they are beyond the repulsion
range (see Fig 5.A.1). Subsequently, the path-CVs relax to two local MFEPs. The
sampling performed by the metadynamics walkers is evenly distributed after a few
ns of simulation (see Fig 5.A.1), indicating good convergence. The resulting freeenergy profiles, shown in Fig. 5.2, agree on the difference between the two stable
states. Path 1 shows a lower barrier, as expected for the dominant, global MFEP.
The repellers and attractors can be used in a versatile and arbitrary manner to
take further slices and probe interesting details of a high-dimensional free-energy
landscape. For example, the final positions of the two repellers in the (𝜙, 𝜓)-plane
can be used as initial and final points for a repeller-to-repeller path. By placing
attractors along different points of the repeller-to-repeller path, we can sample new
C7eq →C7ax paths that “switch” from path 1 to path 2. In Fig 5.A.2, we show
such switching paths, at one third, one half and two thirds of the distance from
repeller 1 to repeller 2. While the free-energy profiles along the switching paths
are consistent with the (𝜙, 𝜓) free-energy surface, the repeller-to-repeller path is not
guaranteed to provide a robust—or physically interpretable—switching parameter.
The PathMap approach offers a more general solution to sample between maps,
which is illustrated for the polyproline case study hereafter. More details about the
switching-path approach can be found in Appendix 5.A.
The alanine dipeptide system is also used to illustrate how to use an attractor
for the treatment of a cyclic path (see Fig. 5.A.3). We set an C7eq → C7eq path with
an attractor at C7ax , hence effectively tracking an C7eq →C7ax →C7eq path. This
approach does not require to make assumptions about the length of each section of
the path in order to choose a node to fix at C7ax . It also exemplifies how an attractor
can guide a path to a particular known intermediate state. A more detailed account
of this result is given in Appendix 5.A.

5.3.2. Multiple transition channels of tetrameric polyproline
The second peptide we study is a tetrameric polyproline (Ace-(Pro)4 -Nme). See
Appendix 5.A for a detailed description of the system preparation and parameters
for MD, metadynamics and the path-CV. We focus on the transition from the PPI
right-handed helix to the PPII left-handed helix, which was also investigated in
Chapter 4. The conformation of the tetramer can be described by three CVs, the
dihedral angles 𝜔1 , 𝜔2 , and 𝜔3 (numbered from the acetylated end), which have
values of 0 rad at PPI and ±𝜋 at PPII. The preferred transition mechanism is
zipper like, starting with a counter-clockwise rotation (as defined in Chapter 4) of
𝜔1 , followed by 𝜔2 and 𝜔3 [13, 50]. However, a total of six different mechanisms
are possible if all orders of counter-clockwise 𝜔-rotations are considered. We set to
capture these mechanisms with six path-CVs. Since we expect the transitions to have
two intermediate states (after one and two 𝜔-rotations), we employ two repellers per
path. During the first 50 ps of the simulation, the repellers of each path are steered
to 𝑠 = 0.33 and 𝑠 = 0.66 each, with force constants of 1500 kcal/mol per normalized
path unit. Simultaneously, each pair of repellers repels the average position of the
five other pairs. The repulsion is exerted by a lower harmonic wall that biases the
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squared distance between the average repeller-pair positions, increasing from 0.0 to
4.0 rad2 , with a force constant of 10 kcal mol−1 rad−4 . The repulsion is deactivated
after 500 ps of simulation. More details on the run parameters are available in
Appendix 5.A.
Fig. 5.3 shows six distinct PPI→PPII pathways identified by multiPMD after
2.5 ns. Path 1 is the MFEP, as identified in Chapter 4 and in [13, 50]. The final
paths are beyond the repulsive range, and relax to local MFEPs. The time evolution
of the repulsive force is shown in Fig. 5.A.4.
To showcase how to sample the free-energy landscape between paths, we use the
PathMap approach for the six located pathways of tetrameric polyproline. We perform metadynamics on the (𝑠,̄ 𝑧)-plane,
̄
where 𝑠 ̄ is the proximity-weighted progress
along the six paths, and 𝑧 ̄ is the closeness metric to each of the six paths. The resulting PathMap free-energy surface is shown in Fig. 5.4. The minima are labelled
“A” to “H”, from the lowest to the highest free energy (See Table 5.A.1). Label “H”
marks the PPI state, and label “A” marks the PPII state. The intermediates with
the lowest free energies, “E” and “B”, correspond to the global MFEP, path 1. The
features on the 2D PathMap match those of the paths in the full (𝜔1 , 𝜔2 , 𝜔3 )-space.
Three channels connect the “H” state at 𝑠 ̄ = 0.0, to the first intermediates, “G”,
“F” and “E”, at 𝑠 ≈ 0.33. This structure reflects the overlap of the paths—1 with
2, 3 with 4, and 5 with 6—in Fig. 5.3. As the transition advances, each of the three
channels bifurcates, leading to the six channels that are distinguishable at 𝑠 ̄ ≈ 0.5,
and also in Fig. 5.3. Forward in the transition, at 𝑠 ̄ ≈ 0.66, the six channels merge
again into three, corresponding to the overlap of the paths 1 with 3, 2 with 5 and 4
with 6 in Fig. 5.3. Finally, the three channels connect the intermediates “D”, “C”
and “B” to state “A” at 𝑠 ̄ = 1.0. It is also relevant to notice that the free energy
of the intermediates is lower for 𝑧 ̄ close to path 1, and higher as 𝑧 ̄ approaches path
6. This PathMap projection is a consequence of our careful ordering of the paths,
but future versions of the method can contemplate an automated path indexation.
The projection of the free-energy along the 𝑠 ̄ component shows the three barriers
corresponding to the three 𝜔-rotations, similar to the result of Chapter 4, Fig. 4.3.

5.4. Conclusions
To conclude, here we have shown how path-CVs guided by repulsive walkers can
simultaneously find different molecular transition pathways. The repellers can be
flexibly tuned in number, biasing potential and range, or even act as attractors.
Once these special walkers force the multiple path-CVs to diverge, the standard
walkers can converge a free-energy profile for each mechanism with high-eﬀiciency,
independent of the dimensionality of the CV-space. After the pathways have been
isolated, the free energy of a foliation between two, or more, pathways can be calculated in a 2D metadynamics run, or PathMap, which can be a useful measurement
in diffusive transitions.
Current large-scale computing facilities offer excellent platforms for parallel
replica simulations, which multiPMD can exploit. By implementing the repulsion
via special walkers, i.e., repellers, we ensure that they obey the potential-energy
surface of the system, apart from the biasing force. Another advantage of assigning
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the repulsion, or attraction, to specific replicas is that the remaining walkers continue to perform a standard free-energy calculation, i.e., metadynamics, along the
evolving path. The dynamics of the standard walkers, which cross and recross from
𝐴 to 𝐵 numerous times, yields physical transition paths within the level of theory
of the simulation, free from time discretization errors. Each of the repelled paths is
optimized to a local MFEP, which can be related to a specific contribution to the
total rate constant of the transition, given by their free-energy barrier [52].
In Chapter 7, multiPMD is employed for an investigation of base-pairing transition pathways in DNA. The current framework also sets the stage for future developments. For example, in the current implementation, the location of the repellers
along the paths has to be chosen a priori. A climbing algorithm could potentially
guide the repellers to candidate transition states [35]. Additionally, instead of setting the number of paths and repellers at the beginning of the simulation, new paths
could be initialized depending on specific convergence criteria. Another prerequisite of multiPMD is the definition of the CV-space itself. CV discovery techniques
based on machine learning have been successfully combined with path-CVs to describe phase transformations [53]. Hence, multiPMD is not only a ready-to-run
flexible method that can deliver multiple physical molecular transition pathways,
but also a scheme with promising directions for the near future.
All the data and PLUMED input files required to reproduce the results reported
in this paper will be made available on PLUMED-NEST (www.plumed-nest.org),
the public repository of the PLUMED consortium [54].

5.A. Appendix
5.A.1. Multiple-path-metadynamics of alanine dipeptide
The peptide C7eq configuration is generated with AmberTools17 [55]. The C7ax
state is obtained in a short path-steered MD run [4], with similar parameters as
the ones used in production runs. Interatomic interactions are modeled by the
AMBER99SB-ILDN force field [56]. We run 50 ps of equilibration at each stable
state, C7eq and C7ax , using GROMACS 2018.8 [49]. The time step is 2 fs. The
LINCS algorithm [57] is used to constrain bonds involving hydrogen atoms. We use
the canonical sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat at 300 K with
a time constant of 0.1 ps [58]. The same settings are kept for the production runs.
We use PLUMED 2.6 [33] with the adaptive path-CV code available at http:
//www.acmm.nl/ensing/software/PathCV.cpp to perform multiPMD runs. The
CVs are the dihedral angles 𝜙 and 𝜓. The stable states are defined: C7eq (state 𝐴) at
(𝜙 = −1.4 rad, 𝜓 = 1.2 rad), and C7ax (state 𝐵) at (𝜙 = 1.1 rad, 𝜓 = −0.8 rad). We
set harmonic walls with force constants of 1000 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 to keep sampling
in the interval 𝜙 = [−2.7, 2.7] and 𝜙 = [−2.7, 2.7]. The two paths consist each of 60
nodes in total: 20 nodes between the stable states 𝐴 and 𝐵 to cover the transition,
20 extra nodes before, and 20 extra nodes after. The extra nodes help in sampling
slightly past the bottom of the free-energy valleys. The paths are initialized as a
linear interpolation between 𝐴 and 𝐵 and are updated every 0.5 ps according to
the algorithm described in Chapter 2 [26]. The half-life parameter, which controls
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path flexibility, is set to 2 ps. This is the time after which previous samples weight
only half of their original value for the current path update. A tube potential is
set on the direction perpendicular to the path, 𝑧, to keep the walkers close to their
path and the path updates small. The tube’s force constant is 70 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 .
Similarly, we put walls on the direction of the path, 𝑠, at −0.4 and 1.4 with a force
constant of 50 kcal/mol per normalized path unit to keep the sampling within the
relevant 𝑠 ≈ [0, 1] range. For more details on how path parameters are chosen,
consult Chapters 2 and 6 [59].
The repulsion parameters are provided in the main text. The location in CVspace of each walker is communicated to the other walkers via weighted replica
averages in PLUMED. Fig. 5.A.1 depicts the distance between the repellers. After
a few ps, the repellers are beyond each other’s range and do not exert force. This
indicates that, once separated, the paths evolve obeying the undisturbed free-energy
surface of the system.
The standard walkers that perform metadynamics (three on each path) deposit
Gaussian potentials with a height of 0.02 kcal/mol and a width of 0.05 normalized
path units every 0.5 ps. The Gaussians are stored on a grid for eﬀiciency, and only
exert force within the 𝑠 = [−0.4, 1.4] interval, to avoid artifacts with the harmonic
walls limiting that same range. The sampling performed by the metadynamics
walkers is shown in Fig. 5.A.1. The evenly distributed sampling indicates good
convergence in the free-energy calculation. A free-energy profile is obtained by
averaging the metadynamics estimations, every 50 ps, from 1 to 10 ns.

5.A.2. Switching-path-metadynamics of alanine dipeptide
We extract the final positions of the two repellers from the alanine dipeptide multiPMD run. The position of repeller 1 is (𝜙 = −1.0 rad, 𝜓 = −0.6 rad), and of
repeller 2 is (𝜙 = 0.7 rad, 𝜓 = 1.0 rad). We define a fixed path from repeller 1 to
repeller 2 with a linear interpolation of 10 nodes. We refer the progress component
along this repeller-to-repeller path as 𝑠′ . We perform a PMD run from C7eq to
C7ax with three standard walkers and one attractor. The standard walkers perform metadynamics with the same parameters as those of the multiPMD run. The
attractor is restrained to 𝑠 = 0.5 along the C7eq -to-C7ax path, and to 𝑠′ = 0.5
along the repeller-to-repeller path. Both force constants are of 1500 kcal mol−1
units per squared normalized path unit. The restraints are stiff because we expect
the attractor to sit on top of the free-energy barriers. We then repeat two similar
runs, but with the attractor restrained at 𝑠′ = 0.33 and 𝑠′ = 0.66 of the repeller-torepeller path. The resulting pathways, gradually switching from path 1 to path 2,
are shown in Fig. 5.A.2. We obtain free-energy profiles in the same manner as for
the multiPMD run.

5.A.3. Cyclic-path-metadynamics of alanine dipeptide
The CVs are cos(𝜙), sin(𝜙), cos(𝜓), sin(𝜓). We initialize a cyclic path with 39 nodes
from C7eq to C7eq (𝜙 = −1.4 rad, 𝜓 = 1.2 rad). The path initially describes a
concerted rotation of both dihedral angles. The path is updated every 0.5 ps, with
a half-life of 2 ps. The tube potential has a force constant of 50 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 .
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Figure 5.A.1: Top: time series of distance between repellers of the two C7eq → C7ax paths for
alanine dipeptide. Middle and Bottom: Time series of the sampling along each of the two C7eq →
C7ax paths for alanine dipeptide by the standard walkers and repellers.
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Figure 5.A.2: Top: Three different C7eq →C7ax paths for alanine dipeptide progressively switching
from path 1 to path 2, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The intermediate states of each of the three paths are
defined by attractors sitting between the final positions of repeller 1 and repeller 2, as shown in
Fig. 5.2. The three paths are labeled 1 + 𝑠′ , where 𝑠′ is the progress in their position from repeller
1 to repeller 2. The sampling of attractors during the last 5 ps of simulation is shown with markers
of the same color as their respective paths. Bottom: Free-energy profiles represented in the same
color as their respective paths.
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The path progress parameter, 𝑠, is scaled, shifted and handled periodically from
𝑠 = [−1, 1], in such way that 𝑠 = ±1 marks the C7eq state. We expect the C7ax
state to be at 𝑠 ≈ 0, but the exact value cannot be known a priori, since it depends
on the length of each section of the cyclic path. An attractor is initialized at C7ax
(𝜙 = 1.1 rad, 𝜓 = −0.8 rad), with force constants of 50 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 on each
CV. Seven walkers perform metadynamics with Gaussian height 0.08 kcal/mol and
width 0.05 path units, deposited every 0.5 ps. A free-energy profile is obtained by
averaging the metadynamics estimations, every 50 ps, from 1 to 10 ns.

5

Fig. 5.A.3 shows the cyclic path projected on the (𝜙, 𝜓)-plane. The first part of
the cyclic path is the same as path A depicted in Fig. 5.2. Its free-energy profile
is consistent with the previous result. The second part corresponds to a third
path that completes a periodic crossing in the depicted (𝜙, 𝜓)-plane. The attractor
ensures that the path passes through the C7ax state, while allowing for flexibility
on the length of each path section (i.e., before and after the C7ax state). In fact, in
the free-energy profile, we observe that the first part of the path, corresponding to
𝑠 = −1 to 𝑠 = −0.3, is shorter that the second part, from 𝑠 = −0.3 to 𝑠 = +1.

5.A.4. Multiple-path-metadynamics of tetrameric polyproline
Similar to alanine dipeptide, the peptide PPII configuration is generated with AmberTools17 [55]. The PPI state is obtained via a short path-steered MD run [4],
with similar parameters as the ones used in production runs. We use the AMBER
force field ff99SB [60] to model interatomic interactions. 50 ps of equilibration are
performed at each stable state, PPI and PPII, in GROMACS 2018.8 [49]. The time
step size is 1 fs and a canonical sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [58] is set at 300 K with a time constant of 0.1 ps. The same parameters are
used for the production runs.
Same as for alanine dipeptide, we use PLUMED 2.6 [33] and the adaptive pathCV code available at http://www.acmm.nl/ensing/software/PathCV.cpp. The
stable states are: PPI (𝐴) at (𝜔1 = 0 rad, 𝜔2 = 0 rad, 𝜔3 = 0 rad) and PPII (𝐵) at
(𝜔1 = ±𝜋 rad, 𝜔2 = ±𝜋 rad, 𝜔3 = ±𝜋 rad). The CVs that are included in the path
are 𝜔𝑖′ = 𝜔𝑖 + 𝜋/2, for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, to ease periodic treatment as done in Chapter 4
[13]. We set harmonic walls with force constants of 1000 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 to keep
sampling in the interval 𝜔𝑖′ = [−2.9, 2.9]. The six paths have each 30 nodes in total,
all between 𝐴 and 𝐵 to cover the transition. No extra nodes are added. The paths
are initialized as a linear interpolation between 𝐴 and 𝐵 and are updated every
0.5 ps according to the algorithm described in [26]. The half-life parameter, which
controls path flexibility, is set to 2.5 ps. The force constant of the tube potential is
10 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 .
The repulsion details are provided in the main text. In Fig. 5.A.4 we show the
time evolution of the repulsive bias exerted on the repellers. At 0.55 ns, the repulsion
is turned off. By that time, the paths have been successfully separated, and relax
to local MFEP beyond each other’s repulsive range.
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5.A.5. PathMap of tetrameric polyproline
We start by downsampling the six paths obtained in the multiPMD run of tetrameric
polyproline. We simplify the paths to just four nodes, which mark the PPI state,
their two respective intermediate states, and the PPII state. In order to calculate
𝑠 ̄ and 𝑧,̄ we use Equations 5.1 to 5.3, with 𝑁 = 6, 𝑟 = 1, 𝑛 = 8 and 𝑚 = 16. The
parameter of the switching function (𝑟, 𝑛, 𝑚) are carefully chosen by trial and error
on a simplified version of the system—i.e. an analytical potential energy surface—
to save computational time. The paths are carefully ordered to achieve the overlap
patterns described in the main text.
We perform metadynamics with 12 walkers on the (𝑠,̄ 𝑧)-plane
̄
with Gaussians
of width (0.05, 0.1) and height 0.05 kcal/mol, deposited every 1 ps. Wall potentials
with force constants of 100 kcal⋅mol−1 ⋅rad−2 are used to keep the sampling in the
interval 𝜔𝑖′ = [−2.6, 2.6]. We present the free-energy estimation after 4 ns. The
metadynamics Gaussians are processed using Metadynminer [51]. In Table 5.A.1,
we show the identified minima in the PathMap free-energy landscape.
Table 5.A.1: Free-energy minima in the PathMap from Fig. 5.4.

minima
A (PPII)
B
C
D
E
F
G
H (PPI)

𝑠̄
1.01
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.35
0.34
0.33
-0.02

𝑧̄
3.51
2.00
3.51
5.00
1.46
3.51
5.51
3.49

free energy (kcal/mol)
0.00
1.56
5.75
5.79
6.29
7.13
11.31
12.65
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6
Mechanistic study of the
Watson-Crick-Franklin to
Hoogsteen transition in
A6-DNA
In the past decades, great progress has been made in the development of enhanced
sampling methods, aimed at overcoming the time-scale limitations of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Many sampling schemes rely on adding an external bias
to favor the sampling of transitions and to estimate the underlying free-energy landscape. Nevertheless, sampling complex biomolecular processes—which require many
transition descriptors, i.e. collective variables (CVs), to be biased—remains often
prohibitively computationally expensive. To overcome this challenge, sampling can
be performed on the one-dimensional progress along an adaptive path connecting
two known states, rather than on the full high-dimensional CV-space. Here, we
apply such an adaptive path-CV in combination with various enhanced sampling
methods—steered MD, metadynamics, umbrella sampling, transition path sampling
and constrained MD—to study a biologically relevant process: the Watson-CrickFranklin to Hoogsteen base-pairing transition in double-stranded DNA. Step by
step, we show how to eﬀiciently extract mechanistic details of two types of transition pathways—with and without base flipping—and calculate free-energy profiles
consistent with previous literature.

Based on: A. Pérez de Alba Ortíz, J. Vreede, and B. Ensing. The Adaptive Path Collective
Variable: A Versatile Biasing Approach to Compute the Average Transition Path and Free Energy
of Molecular Transitions. In: Bonomi M., Camilloni C. (eds) Biomolecular Simulations. Methods
in Molecular Biology, vol. 2022, pp. 255-290. Humana, New York, NY, (2019).
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6.1. Introduction

6

Enhanced sampling methods have expanded the accessible time-scale of molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, and, with that, our understanding of complex biomolecular phenomena. Molecular processes that are very slow or infrequent with respect
to the molecular vibrations and thermal motions, such as most chemical reactions,
conformational changes and nucleation events—all characterized by a transition over
a free-energy barrier—can now, in principle, be tackled by a wide range of enhanced
sampling techniques. Popular approaches include: adding an external bias to the
system, e.g., using metadynamics [1–3], steered MD [4, 5], umbrella sampling (US)
[6], the adaptive biasing force method [7], etc. [8–14]; increasing the temperature,
e.g., by parallel tempering [15, 16], multi-canonical sampling [17], the temperature
accelerated method [18], etc. [19–21]; or finding transition pathways, e.g., through
transition path sampling (TPS) [22, 23], the string method [24–27], nudged elastic
band (NEB) [28], and so forth [29–34], and combinations of these [35, 36]. Many
of these techniques, and in particular those applying an external bias, allow for
estimating the Landau free energy of the process, from which transition rates and
equilibrium constants can be computed. The key challenge in these schemes is choosing an adequate, and preferably small, set of collective variables (CVs), which are
the key order parameters that describe the transition. For relatively simple transitions, a few well-chosen CVs can be used to steer the process of interest without
problems of hysteresis or degeneracy. However, many interesting biomolecular transitions involve concerted displacements of many groups of atoms, requiring large sets
of CVs for the description of the process. This gives rise to high-dimensional freeenergy landscapes that are very cumbersome to sample and converge. Sometimes,
the problem can still be handled by sheer computational power, or by combining in
a smart manner several CVs into fewer, more complex, ones. But generally, sampling high-dimensional free-energy landscapes poses a notoriously diﬀicult problem
in computational studies of biomolecular processes.
A promising route to tackle the problem of sampling high-dimensional CVspaces, is to map the CV-space onto a so-called path-CV [26, 33, 34, 37–41], a
parametrized curve in the CV-space that describes the transition between the reactant and the product states. By performing the sampling along this path—for
example, with the path-metadynamics (PMD) method [37, 41]—the dimensionality
problem is circumvented. The challenge now consists in optimizing the path-CV in
the space spanned by the original set of descriptive CVs, such that it “falls” into the
channel corresponding to the average transition path. Optimizing a parametrized
curve as a string of nodes to locate the minimum free-energy path (MFEP) can
be done by computing and following the gradients of the nodes in the perpendicular direction to the path [26, 33]. However, a further speed-up can be realized by
optimizing via the average sampled density of the CVs, which—under reasonable
assumptions—leads to the average transition flux density [37, 41]. Irregularities on
the free-energy landscape, such as ill-defined or multiple transition channels, can
be managed by restricting the sampling to the neighborhood of the path and by
tuning the path flexibility. More details about our adaptive path-CV methodology
are provided in Chapter 2.
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Figure 6.1: A: Double-stranded A6 -DNA; B: WCF A16⋅T9 base pair; C: HG A16⋅T9 base pair
after the 180° rotation of the adenine; D: Base flipping of the adenine in the A16⋅T9 base pair.

Here, we present a step-by-step application of path-CV enhanced sampling to
study the transition between Watson-Crick-Franklin (WCF) [42, 43] and Hoogsteen
(HG) [44] base pairs in double-stranded DNA. HG base pairs form via a 180° rotation
of the purine base around the glycosidic bond from an anti to sin conformation with
respect to WCF [45–48] (Fig. 6.1). This conformational change has raised attention
after discovering that DNA presents a dynamical equilibrium between the two basepairings, and that the alternative HG conformation can be involved in biological
functionalities related to recognition, replication, damage induction and repair [45–
48].
Experimental [45, 47] and computational [45, 49] studies have been carried out
to elucidate the mechanistic pathways, the free-energy differences and the barriers
between the WCF and HG base pairs. Previous simulations have focused, among
others, on the transition of the A16⋅T9 base pair of A6 -DNA, which we will also
do in this chapter. In these studies, the transition was described by two CVs: the
glycosidic torsion, 𝜒, and the base opening angle, 𝜃. These two CVs can in principle
distinguish between two suggested transition mechanisms involving the base rotation
(Fig. 6.1C) and base flipping outside of the double helix (Fig. 6.1D). In these previous
investigations, the pathways and free-energy profiles were determined by conjugate
peak refinement (CPR), connecting the two stable conformers on the adiabatic freeenergy surface [45], and by US simulations, restrained to specific points on the
(𝜒, 𝜃)-plane followed by an a posteriori search for possible pathways on the freeenergy surface [49]. Six different transition pathways have been identified, as one
can distinguish two directions for the rotation around the glycosidic bond (clockwise
and counter-clockwise) and three kinds of base flipping (opening to the DNA major
groove, opening to the minor groove, or without base opening). We refer to the
mechanisms without and with base flipping as “inside” and “outside”, respectively.
Inside pathways were reported as favorable in the CPR [45] and US studies [49],
while our recent TPS work pointed to a preferred outside path [50]. This difference
can be due to the lack of explicit solvent in the CPR runs, and to the different force
field or restrained neighboring base pairs in the US initialization.
In the following, we describe the application of the adaptive path-CV introduced
in Chapter 2 to study the WCF-to-HG transition in A6 -DNA. The path-CV allows
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us to include a larger set of CVs to enhance the sampling, giving a more detailed
picture of the process, including changes in hydrogen-bonding, constriction of the
base-pair distance, and reorganization of neighboring base pairs. The path-CV also
enables the eﬀicient use of various enhanced sampling methods. First, we test the
ability of the CVs to drive a transition by means of path-steered MD. Then, we
explore the conformational landscape and converge an inside pathway via multiplewalker PMD. To converge an outside pathway, we use TPS trajectory data [50] to
perform an a posteriori path optimization. The free-energy along the inside and
outside paths is obtained via US and WHAM [51]. Finally, to test the effect of the
number of CVs, we calculate new free-energy profiles with constrained MD [8, 9]
along the same paths with a reduced number of CVs.

6.2. Simulation protocol
6.2.1. System preparation

6

The setup of the aqueous double-stranded DNA system for classical MD simulation is based on [50]. In brief, an ideal B-DNA duplex structure is created with
the make-na webtool [52]. The nucleotide sequence 5’-CGATTTTTTGGC-3’—and
its complementary strand—are reproduced from [45]. Using GROMACS [53], the
chain is placed in a periodic dodecahedron box and solvated in 6691 TIP3P water molecules [54] with 28 Na+ and 6 Cl− ions (25 mM NaCl), resulting in a
charge-neutral system of 20868 atoms. The AMBER03 force field [55] is used to
describe atomic interactions. Non-bonded interactions are treated with a cut-off
at 0.8 nm and long-range electrostatics are handled by the particle mesh Ewald
method [56, 57]. Energy minimization is performed by conjugate gradient (with a
threshold of 100 N), and followed by a 1 ns position restrained run (with a force
constant of 1000 kJ/(mol nm2 ) for DNA heavy atoms). Equilibration is performed
in nine, 200 ns long, MD runs starting with different random Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributed velocities and using a time step of 2 fs, the v-rescale thermostat [58] at
300 K and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [59] at 1 bar. These equilibrations are
used to obtain an initial metadynamics-biased transition to initialize the TPS algorithm. For our path-CV simulations, two 100 ns re-equilibrations, one in WCF and
one in HG, are performed after changing the force field to AMBER99-BSC1 [60],
with contains special parameters for DNA. The same setup is employed for production runs. All simulations are carried out using GROMACS version 5.1.4 [53]
compiled with PLUMED version 2.1.3 [61] with the added PMD code available on
http://www.acmm.nl/ensing/software/PathCV.cpp. PLUMED input files and
scripts can be found in the publication upon which this chapter is based [62].

6.2.2. Collective variables
Determining a good set of CVs to describe the slow dynamics of a system is a
highly non-trivial problem. For a long time, chemical intuition was the main way
to identify geometric order parameters to describe a molecular transition. Today,
state-of-the-art efforts in automating the discovery of CVs include: the spectral
gap optimization of order parameters (SGOOP) [63], the time-lagged independent
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component analysis (tICA) [64, 65], and the harmonic linear discriminant analysis
(HLDA) [66]. Regardless of the method for choosing CVs, one big advantage of the
path approach is that it enables to use a large set of CVs (i.e., more than the usual
two or three). We may even have some redundancy or include some irrelevant CVs,
without running immediately into problems. Here, we constructed the set of CVs
after a careful analysis of available TPS trajectories of the transition and using a
trial-and-error approach at the hand of test runs with path-steered MD and PMD.
Key aspects aimed for in the test run included: (1) structural consistency of the
stable states and (2) of the overall DNA double helix, (3) consistent capture of the
transition mechanism, and (4) minimizing hysteresis effects in the path finding and
free-energy estimation. The set contains the following seven CVs (See Fig. 6.2 for a
graphical illustration):
• 𝑑WCF : The distance of the characteristic WCF hydrogen bond between A16
(N1) and T9 (N3).
• 𝑑HG : The distance of the characteristic HG hydrogen bond between A16 (N7)
and T9 (N3).
• 𝑑HB : The distance of the conserved hydrogen bond, present both in WCF and
in HG, between A16 (N6) and T9 (O4).
• 𝑑CC : The distance between A16 (C1’) and T9 (C1’).
• 𝑑NB : The distance between the centers of mass P1’ and P2’.
• 𝜒′ : The torsion around the glycosidic bond defined by the pseudo-dihedral
angle formed by the axis A16 (C1’-N9) and the vectors P2-P1 and P5-P6.
This is a correction to the original 𝜒 introduced in [45].
• 𝜃: The base flipping torsion defined by the pseudo-dihedral angle (P1+P2)P3-P4-P5 as introduced in [67].
The first two CVs—𝑑WCF and 𝑑HG —discriminate the hydrogen-bond forming
and breaking that distinguishes each of the stable states. On the other hand, 𝑑HB
and 𝑑CC ensure the alignment and complete forming of both types of base pairs. By
including these CVs in the path definition we make sure that the base pairs are wellformed when running the biased dynamics, preventing stacking and dislocations.
During the transition without base flipping, 𝑑NB represents a slight displacement
of the neighboring base pairs, which provides the required space for the rotation
of the base. The last two CVs, 𝜒′ and 𝜃, which are based on previous works [45,
49, 67], describe the rotation of the purine base, A16, and its flipping out the helix
respectively.
It should be noted that our definition of the glycosidic torsion, 𝜒′ , involves the
centers of mass of the neighboring base pairs, while the original 𝜒 used in previous
free-energy calculations involved only the immediate sugar atoms [45, 49]. This
alteration was introduced after the observation of sugar and backbone perturbations
when running biased dynamics. Such deformations prevent an exact measurement
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Figure 6.2: A: A16⋅T9 WCF base pair with graphical representations of the CVs: 𝑑WCF , 𝑑HB and
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A16⋅T9 base pair and its two neighboring base pairs with graphical representations of the centers
of mass involved in the calculation of CVs: 𝑑NB , 𝜒′ and 𝜃.
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of the base rotation, as the atoms used as reference also rotate. The extra flexibility
that we observe in DNA can be a consequence of the chosen force field, or of the
fact that the sampling is done by evolving dynamics, instead of minimization steps
[45] or restrained windows [49].
Our final remark on this CV set concerns the non-periodic nature of the path-CV.
The WCF-to-HG transition can occur either with a clockwise or counter-clockwise
rotation around the glycosidic torsion, 𝜒′ . However, the current formulation of the
path can only capture one direction, as it does not capture a periodic crossing from 𝜋
to −𝜋. This implies that a particular definition for 𝜒′ , is also bound to a specific kind
of rotation. In this chapter, we focus on the rotation which crosses the zero radian
line in our definition of 𝜒′ (with the 6-ring of A16 pointing in the 3’ direction of
DNA, toward A17), as it corresponds to the MFEP reported in [45], and the second
MFEP in [49]. We refer to this rotation as clockwise1 . We do not contemplate this
issue for 𝜃, which would correspond to the base opening to the DNA major groove
and coming back in the minor groove. In our definition, negative values of 𝜃 imply
base flipping to the major groove, while positive values do so to the minor groove.
In Appendix 6.A, we evaluate a reduced set of CVs for the WCF-to-HG transition. This reduced set contains only 𝜒′ and 𝜃, which were confirmed as the most
relevant CVs in our subsequent work using genetic algorithms and neural networks
[68]. Our framework uses CVs as inputs for a neural network to reconstruct the
DNA’s atomic coordinates during trajectories at stable and intermediate states.
The best input CVs are selected by a genetic algorithm and ranked based on a sensitivity analysis. According to this metric, 𝜒′ and 𝜃 are the most important CVs to
accurately predict the conformation of the DNA system. In Appendix 6.A, we also
discuss the implications of this reduction of the number of CVs for the calculated
free-energy profiles.

6.3. Results and discussion
6.3.1. Stable-state structures
Before we can embark on introducing and optimizing a transition path in CVspace, we need to define the two stable states. To this end, we perform two 100 ns
equilibration simulations of the WCF and HG states with the AMBER99-BSC1
force field. The resulting trajectories are stored for analysis using the PLUMED
driver. The PLUMED driver is the stand-alone feature of the PLUMED package,
which does not require linking to an MD code to operate on configurations generated
during a simulation, but rather operates on configurations from an input trajectory.
This tool allows us to compute and print CVs from a pre-existent trajectory (.xtc
file). The inclusion of a protein data bank (PDB) file [69] is required to provide
atomic masses to the PLUMED driver.
Table 6.1 shows the average values for the CVs in the stable states, which will
subsequently be used in the following sections for the location of the two fixed, initial
1 The

current numerical implementation of the path-CV does not support periodic crossings. This
implies that periodic CVs must always be handled in a specific direction. Alternatively, one can
map the periodic CV to its sine and cosine, and include those two in the path-CV. In this way,
the periodic movement can be represented by a curve in the given 2D space.
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and final, nodes of the path. The path progress parameter, 𝑠, is equal to 0 in the
WCF state, and equal to 1 in the HG state.
Table 6.1: Average values of the seven CVs in the stable WCF and HG states.

bp / CV
WCF
HG

𝑑WCF (Å)
2.9
5.9

𝑑HG (Å)
6.4
3.0

𝑑HB (Å)
3.0
3.0

𝑑CC (Å)
10.6
9.0

𝜒′ (rad)
1.5
-1.7

𝑑NB (Å)
7.9
7.8

𝜃 (rad)
-0.1
0.0

6.3.2. Path-steered molecular dynamics
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We employ path-steered MD simulations [4, 5] to perform a first assessment of the
CVs. The goal is to validate whether the CV set provides an accurate enough
descriptor to drive the transition and successfully arrive at each of the stable states.
From this relatively fast analysis one can gain already an approximate idea of the
shape of the path curve, the features of the immediate landscape, the number of
required nodes, and the free-energy difference between states.
We start a simulation in the WCF state and define an initial straight path (that
is, a linear interpolation in the CV-space between the fixed nodes defining the stable
states) to the HG state, containing 50 nodes. No trailing nodes are necessary at
this stage, as we do not pull the system beyond the stable states. We apply a
harmonic restraint on the path, with a force constant of 2000 kcal/mol per squared
normalized path unit. During a simulation of 1 ns, we gradually, and with a constant
velocity, move the center of the restraint from 𝑠 = 0 to 𝑠 = 1 . Thus steering the
system toward the final HG state. We also include a tube potential with a force
constant of 50 kcal/mol per squared path unit, to keep the system close to the path.
Simultaneously, we update the path nodes every 0.2 ps, so that the system can find
its way toward the transition valley. A short half-life (0.2 ps) increases the path
flexibility; a convenient choice when starting from an uninformed first guess.
Steering along the path successfully achieves the WCF-to-HG transition, as seen
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Figure 6.3: Left: time evolution of the path progress parameter, 𝑠, (grey) and of the target
restraint value (purple) during the path-steered MD simulation; Center: sampled configurations
projected onto the torsion angle CVs, 𝜒′ and 𝜃 (grey); Right: sampled configurations projected
onto the distance CVs, 𝑑WCF and 𝑑HG (grey). The stable states are indicated by crosses.
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in Fig. 6.3, left. The initial, intermediate and final structures show a conserved
double helix and the base pairs are properly hydrogen-bonded and aligned. From
the two selected projections of the 7-dimensional CV-space (Fig. 6.3, center and
right), characteristic features of the path can be observed. In particular, we observe
the sampling of the major groove base flipping from the WCF state, seen as a
negative value of 𝜃 and an increase of both 𝑑WCF and 𝑑HG . In the path-steered
MD simulation, the base is driven to flip before completing a rotation without much
base opening. We also note that the number of nodes appears adequate for the
transition, as the path can capture the curvature as dictated by the mechanism,
and does not loop or overlap.
The average path obtained after this short steered MD run, sampling only one
crossing between the stable states, is still far from a converged result. However,
by iteratively repeating this procedure, feeding the last path optimization of each
iteration as the initial guess of the next, an optimal path can be converged. Furthermore, by applying the Jarzynski method [5] a free-energy difference can be
calculated after collecting enough statistics. However, in this chapter we will not
follow this route and instead continue with the application of the path-CV with
other sampling schemes.

6.3.3. Path-metadynamics
After the path-steered MD simulation, we set out for an exploratory PMD run.
We use the multiple-walker approach, using 16 walkers—eight starting in the WCF
state and eight in the HG state, each with different random Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed velocities—all probing and updating the same path and biasing potential.
Gaussians with a height of 0.05 kcal/mol and a width of 0.05 normalized path units
are deposited every 0.5 ps. Since the range of the biased variable is known a priori,
it is easy and computation-eﬀicient to use a grid to store the potential. For the initial guess path, we take the same linear interpolation as used before in the steered
MD case, but now adding 20 trailing nodes at the beginning and at the end of the
original 50 transition nodes. The path update has a half-life of 1 ps and is performed
every 0.5 ps. No tube potential is set, so that the CV-space perpendicular to the
path is sampled freely. Harmonic walls with force constants of 1000 kcal/mol per
squared normalized path unit are set on 𝑠 to limit the sampling inside the [-0.2,1.2]
interval. Similarly, harmonic walls with a force constant of 1000 kcal/(mol rad2 )
are set on 𝜒′ to prevent counter-clockwise rotations, which are mapped by the path
as sudden jumps from negative values to values greater than one. Note that, when
putting a wall on a periodic CV, it is necessary to define a non-periodic instance of
it to avoid force artifacts.
The distribution of the walkers along the path in time (Fig. 6.4, left) shows
how the deposited Gaussians generate a repulsive effect among the walkers. The
walkers quickly de-correlate and sample different sections of the path. This makes
the path updates more eﬀicient, as most nodes are now sampled and relocated at
each path update. The sampled CV values, illustrated in the middle and right panels
in Fig. 6.4, show evidence for three competing pathways: one with a small degree of
flipping (𝜃 ≈ 0.5 rad) toward the minor groove, one with no flipping, and one which
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Figure 6.4: Left: time evolution of the path progress parameter, 𝑠, for each of the 16 PMD walkers
(green-pink colormap); Center: sampled configurations by all walkers projected onto 𝜒′ and 𝜃;
Right: sampled configurations by all walkers projected onto 𝑑WCF and 𝑑HG . The stable states
are indicated by crosses.
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opens up to 𝜃 ≈ −𝜋/2 rad toward the major groove. Due to the partial overlap
of these three pathways, the PMD simulation does not succeed in converging to a
single average transition path. Instead, the nodes oscillate between the path of no
base flipping and several paths with various degrees of base opening, which prevents
convergence. In the following section, we will show how to converge the path-CV to
a specific mechanistic pathway.

6.3.4. Converging a path
Starting again from the guess path based on the linear interpolation between the
stable states, we will now aim to converge the path-CV to a specific mechanistic
transition pathway and its corresponding free-energy profile. To do so, we use
a tube potential to control the sampling in the neighborhood of the path. This
restraint prevents bifurcation, such as that seen in Fig. 6.4, and maintains all walkers
exploring the same valley. The force constant for the tube, after several trials, is
set to 20 kcal/mol per squared path unit. The number of walkers is decreased to
eight (4 starting in each stable state), and the Gaussian height to 0.04 kcal/mol,
as smaller and more infrequent increases of the bias potential favor the ability of
metadynamics to overwrite and self-heal a free-energy profile [70]. We also reduce
to 500 kcal/mol per squared normalized path unit the force constant of the wall
potentials on 𝑠 that restrict the sampling to the [-0.2,1.2] range. The rest of the
parameters are the same as in Section 6.3.3. The eight parallel runs are started with
different random Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed velocities.
Similar to before, we observe that the walkers repel each other and explore
different sections of the path (Fig. 6.5, left). The full range along the path is
sampled, although most walkers do not actually explore 𝑠 over the entire range.
The walkers are only able to diffuse above and below a narrow region close to
𝑠 = 0.3 that is not crossed as much; we will comment on this feature at the end of
the section. The middle and right panels of Fig. 6.5 show that the sampling is now
mostly focused on a single transition pathway. The path shows only a very small
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Figure 6.5: Left: time evolution of the path progress parameter, 𝑠, for each of the eight PMD
walkers (in colors); Center: sampled configurations by all walkers projected onto 𝜒′ and 𝜃 (gray),
and the optimized path (purple) with trailing nodes (black); Right: sampled configurations by all
walkers projected onto 𝑑WCF and 𝑑HG (gray), and the optimized path (purple) with trailing nodes
(black). The stable states are indicated by crosses.

degree of base flipping toward the minor groove, and rotates mainly inside of the
DNA double helix, with the bases remaining at a close distance from each other for
the entire transition.
In Fig. 6.6, we show the sampling along the path projected onto each of the
seven CVs. Apart from the slight flipping to the minor groove seen from 𝜃, we
observe an increase in the neighboring base-pair distance, 𝑑NB , to provide space
for the rotation. The hydrogen-bond distances, 𝑑WCF , 𝑑HG and 𝑑HB , as well as
the inter-strand C1’–C1’ distance, 𝑑CC , show that the base pair is well formed
and aligned during the sampling, and that there is no significant dislocation of the
pair. The rotation of the adenine, seen from 𝜒′ , occurs early in the transition, as
the mid-rotation—which is expected to coincide with the peak of the free-energy
barrier—occurs at 𝑠 = 0.3. This is somewhat contradictory with respect to previous
work, which reported a late transition state, more similar in structure to the HG
state [47, 49]. The discrepancy with our results can be explained either by the
different force field, or by our redefinition of the glycosidic torsion CV, 𝜒′ , which
is based on centers of mass, rather than single atomic positions (Section 6.2.2). In
Appendix 6.A, we observe an HG-like transition state using a reduced number of
CVs.
The convergence of the path-CV to the found transition path is rather robust and
invariant upon modest variations of the PMD parameters. Reduction of the height of
the Gaussian height from 0.04 to 0.02 kcal/mol leads to a slower buildup of the bias
potential and, with that, a slower diffusion over the path, but the same mechanism is
found. Increasing the number of nodes from 50 to 70 makes the path-CV somewhat
more flexible, but the final result is not different (interestingly, increasing the number
of trailing nodes from 20 to 30 causes them to capture the pathway with base
flipping toward the major groove, described in Section 6.3.3, while the transition
nodes remain in the same path with no base opening). Finally, increasing the
force constant of the harmonic tube potential from 20 to 30 kcal/mol per squared
path unit still leads to the same results, however, a decrease to 10 kcal/mol per
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Figure 6.7: Time evolution of the distance from the path, 𝑧, with respect to the path progress
parameter, 𝑠, averaged over the eight PMD walkers. The color map on the z-axis shows the
average distance from the path, 𝑧, weighted according to the inverse distance to the grid points.

squared normalized path unit is not restrictive enough to prevent bifurcations to
other pathways, which hinders the convergence.
To assess the convergence of the path-CV, we show in Fig. 6.7 the time evolution
of the distance of the system from its projection onto the path in CV-space, 𝑧,
averaged over the walkers. At the start of the simulation, we observe peaks at both
stable states, as the walkers attempt to find their way out of the basins. Next, we
observe smaller peaks up to around 1200 ps, corresponding to the first crossings of
the walkers. Eventually, as the path adapts to the sampled transition density, the
sampled distance from the path continues to decrease. The convergence of PMD can
also be assessed by the time evolution of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of
the path, as well as of the free-energy profile, with respect to some references (e.g.,
the initial linearly interpolated path and flat profile). Increasingly smaller RMSD
changes reflect a convergent simulation, as shown in Chapter 4 [41].
Although the path is seen to nicely converge, the estimation of the free-energy
profile along the path is not as well-behaved. Generally, there are several approaches
to converge the free-energy estimation of a metadynamics simulation. One can
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gradually reduce the height of the Gaussian potentials after each recrossing [37], or
use the well-tempered approach [2, 3] to reduce the Gaussian size in an automatic
manner, or one can compute a running average of the free energy starting from
the moment of the first recrossing back to the initial state [41]. First however,
we check for hysteresis in the construction of the metadynamics bias potential,
which would be an indication that our set of CVs is incomplete, or that the pathCV has not properly converged to the average transition path. Unfortunately, we
indeed observe hysteresis in the time evolution of the bias potential, despite our
rather extensive set of CVs to describe the base rotation transition. This hysteresis
explains the already observed depletion around 𝑠 = 0.3 in Fig. 6.5 (left), which
indicated the diﬀiculty of all walkers to cross from WCF to HG, and vice versa, even
after the minima had been filled. The hysteresis is even more evident in a singlewalker metadynamics run along the fixed optimized path: during each crossing, the
minima are over-filled and the previously constructed profile becomes again undone.
In the original publication on which this chapter is based [62], we hypothesized that
our calculations are possibly missing a CV describing a large-scale conformational
change in the DNA strands, such as the tilting and rotation around HG base pairs
reported in [48]. Agreeing with this, we observed that transitions were prevented if
we restrained the position of all DNA atoms except for those in the rotating base
pair and its immediate neighboring base pairs. However, in our recent work on CV
selection—which uses genetic algorithms and neural networks to predict stable- and
intermediate-state coordinates [68]—we found that the set of seven CVs used here
should actually be reduced to only 𝜒′ and 𝜃. In Appendix 6.A, we confirm that
using a tube potential with the seven CVs—and particularly with the hydrogenbond distances—introduces entropic penalties, which lead to overestimation in the
free-energy and cause hysteresis. In this manner of (1) monitoring for hysteresis,
(2) comparing intermediate configurations, and (3) constraining, adding or removing
candidate CVs, we can systematically discover the essential parameters to describe
the process. Further PMD simulations with the corrected set of CVs are described in
Chapter 6, in which we focus on the DNA sequence-dependence of the WCF-to-HG
transition. For this chapter instead, we proceed with two other illustrations of the
path with seven CVs: an US simulation and an a posteriori path optimization.

6.3.5. Path-umbrella sampling
In this section, we compute the free-energy profile of the WCF-to-HG transition,
using the path-CV optimized in the previous section in combination with US simulations. By dividing the sampling into regions along a CV (here, the path progress
parameter, 𝑠) using window potentials, US is less sensitive to hysteresis than metadynamics due to the dynamic nature of the latter. Of course, the resulting free
energy would still suffer from an incomplete description of the process, which would
become evident in an a posteriori transmission coeﬀicient calculation or a committor
analysis.
We run ten, 20 ns long, path-US simulations. The harmonic window potentials
are placed at every 𝑠 = 0.1 normalized path units to restrain the sampling to different
regions along the optimized path, from 𝑠 = 0 to 𝑠 = 1. The initial molecular
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Figure 6.8: Free-energy profile obtained from the US simulations along the WCF-to-HG inside
path (without base flipping) optimized by PMD.

structures for each window are obtained via steered MD along the optimized path.
The force constants for the window potentials are of 2000 kcal/mol per squared
normalized path unit. An additional window at 𝑠 = 0.34 was added to fill a gap in
the distribution overlap. We also apply a tube potential with a force constant of
30 kcal/mol per normalized path unit.
To construct the free-energy profile, we apply WHAM [51] to the last 10 ns of
each simulation. The result, shown in Fig. 6.8, confirms the early barrier (𝑠 = 0.3)
already observed in the PMD simulation, which coincides with the halfway point
of the base rotation (Fig. 6.6). An indistinct metastable state can be identified at
𝑠 = 0.7, which signifies the completion of the base rotation, but with the HG base
pair still not fully aligned.
Here we performed the US along a fixed path that was already optimized with
PMD. But of course, the path can also be evolved with US using multiple walkers;
as done with PMD in Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.

6.3.6. A posteriori path optimization
As a final illustration of optimizing the adaptive path-CV to find a transition mechanism, we will employ the path-CV as an a posteriori analysis tool on a pre-existing
trajectory2 . Of course, this trajectory should contain configurations from at least
one transition between two stable states, for example from a very long (or very
lucky) brute-force MD or Monte Carlo simulation, or from an enhanced sampling
simulation. Here, we will analyze a reactive trajectory obtained from a TPS simu2A

posteriori path optimization can be a very powerful tool when a TPS ensemble is already
available. We collaborated with the developers of the Open Path Sampling (OPS) Python library
[71, 72], to include a PLUMED patch that enables the integrated use of the path-CV, as well as
the rest of the PLUMED CVs [73].
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lation [74], and optimize a path for one WCF-to-HG transition involving the base
opening to the major groove (described in more detail in Section 6.3.3). We start
with a straight path and use the PLUMED driver to optimize it using the trajectory
as input. The driver can compute and print CVs, and, for the current purpose, also
compute the distance to the path-CV in each trajectory frame to optimize the path.
Typically, a single run of the PLUMED driver over the trajectory is not enough to
converge the path-CV. But by running the driver several times on the trajectory,
while every time providing the previously optimized path as the initial guess for the
next run, the path-CV can be optimized eﬀiciently (see scripts in the publication on
which this chapter is based [62]). After 100 iterations a good fit is obtained for all
CVs (Fig. 6.9). Notice that this simulation was done without a tube, which explains
the fluctuating sampling.
To obtain the free energy along the optimized path, we use US, similar as we did
before for the inside mechanism found by PMD. Harmonic window potentials are
placed at every 0.1 normalized path units, from 𝑠 = 0 to 𝑠 = 1, with force constants
of 2000 kcal/mol per squared normalized path unit. Additional windows with the
same force constant are placed at 𝑠 values of 0.35, 0.65 and 0.95; and with a force
constant of 3000 kcal/mol per squared normalized path unit at 𝑠 = 0.1.
Fig. 6.10 shows the resulting free-energy profile for the base flipping transition,
which is characterized by additional small barriers close to 𝑠 = 0.1 and 𝑠 = 0.9.
These barriers mark the flipping of the nucleotide out of, and back into, the confines
of the double helix. In between these steps, the base rotation takes place. In
this mechanism, the top of the central barrier is not located at the mid-rotation
state, but to a stage in which the base starts to re-enter into the double helix. As
expected, the hydrogen-bond distances between base pairs, 𝑑WCF , 𝑑HG and 𝑑HB ,
increase more than in the mechanism without base opening, and the distance of the
neighboring base pairs, 𝑑NB , does not play a role. In Appendix 6.A, we show that
the inconsistency is due to entropic penalties that cause an overestimation in the
barrier of the outside path.
The free-energy barriers for both mechanisms—with and without base flipping—
are similar according to our path-US calculations. The similarity of the barriers, and
the greater depth and width of the WCF basin, explains the base opening escapades
observed both in path-steered MD and PMD simulations. For a system starting in
the WCF basin, it is indeed more favorable to climb the first base flipping-barrier,
rather than the base-rotation one. It is not until later in the pathway that the
barrier of the base-flipped mechanism becomes slightly higher.

6.4. Conclusion
The similarity of the free-energy barriers that we obtain for both mechanisms disagree with previous reports, which show a marked preference for the inside pathways
[45, 49]; as well as with our TPS study, which shows a favored outside mechanism
[50]. In Appendix 6.A, we present a path-based constrained MD calculation, in
which we use a corrected CV set based on our work on genetic CV selection [68].
These new calculation shows a lower barrier for the outside pathway, agreeing with
our TPS study. It also shows an HG-like transition state, as seen in experiments
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Figure 6.9: Sampled configurations by the TPS trajectory projected onto each of the seven CVs
and 𝑠 (gray), and the optimized path nodes for each CV (in colors). Notice that this is an outside
path (with base flipping).
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Figure 6.10: Free-energy profiles obtained from US simulations along the WCF-to-HG inside path
(without base flipping) optimized by PMD (purple), and the outside path (with base flipping)
optimized based on the TPS trajectory (green).
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[47]. The calculations in which the inside path was dominant were performed either
with no solvent [45], or with a different force field and restrained neighboring bases
upon initialization [49], which can explain the disagreement with our results.
In the next chapter, we exploit the eﬀiciency of PMD to study the sequencedependence of the WCF-to-HG free-energy barriers. Moreover, we do so for multiple mechanisms—inside and outside, with both clockwise and counter-clockwise
rotations—using our multiple-path implementation described in Chapter 2. The
WCF-to-HG transition in DNA contains a complexity due to the involvement of
various local and non-local degrees of freedom that is rather common to conformational changes in biomolecules and bio-assemblies. In that sense, we believe that the
path-CV framework is a promising tool to unravel the mechanisms and obtain the
free-energy profiles of all sorts of biomolecular phenomena. Naturally, the path-CV
can be adapted to many kinds of transition mechanisms, either on-the-fly or by a
posteriori optimization. In search for transition channels, one can fully exploit the
versatility of the path-CV, and of the enhanced sampling methods applied to it, as
shown in the chapters of this thesis.
In this chapter, we focused our attention on a non-chemical, conformational
transition, modeled by classical MD simulation. However, applications that require
quantum mechanical simulations (e.g., density functional theory (DFT) MD as implemented in Car-Parrinello MD or Born-Oppenheimer MD) may also benefit highly
from the use of a path-CV. The computationally costly dynamics can be focused
on a specific chemical transition of interest. In addition, physical insight can be
extracted from the properties of the system along the optimized path, as done in
[41] and in Chapter 8.
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6.A.1. Collective variable selection
As mentioned in Section 6.2.2, automated finding of CVs is a topic of much interest
for the enhanced sampling community; with several strategies being currently developed and applied. Following the publication upon which this chapter is based,
we have assembled a framework for CV selection, and applied it to the WCF-toHG transition [68]. For our scheme, we have taken inspiration from previous work
on genetic algorithms and autoencoder neural networks. In particular, we build
on the work of Ma and Dinner, who combined genetic algorithms and neural networks to identify the CVs that best predict the committor probability of sets of
coordinates [75]. We also base our work on several others, who have used neural
networks to encode (or decode) high-dimensional atomic coordinates into (or from)
low-dimensional representations, i.e. CVs [76–79]. In our framework, we genetically
select CVs as inputs for neural networks to best predict the atomic coordinates of a
system in both stable- and intermediate-state trajectories. In a sense, our strategy
replaces the latent space representation of an autoencoder with a set of inputs that
are genetically selected from a predefined pool. This restricts the encoding, but
eases its interpretation. Optionally, we can also genetically optimize the architecture of the neural networks. More details about the framework can be found in [68].
The algorithm, in short, is as follows:
• Initialize a population of neural networks, each with random CV inputs.
• Train and test all neural networks, using the mean absolute error (MAE) with
respect to the trajectory data as loss function.
• Cross-breed the best performing CV inputs, according to predefined rules.
• Repeat until a particular combination of CV inputs dominates the population.
• Perform a sensitivity analysis to rank the CVs.
For the DNA system we included in the gene pool the seven CVs described
in Section 6.2.2, along with some extra CVs describing large-scale deformations
[48]. We trained and tested the networks to predict the atomic coordinates of the
transitioning base pair, its immediate neighboring nucleotides, and the phosphorus
atoms of the entire DNA sequence. We ran the framework first for stable-state
trajectories, i.e. the equilibrations at the WCF and the HG states. The top two CVs
from this analysis were 𝜒′ and 𝜃. Then, we obtained intermediate-state trajectories
via path-constrained MD. We reran the framework on the new data, and confirmed
that 𝜒′ and 𝜃 were again among the top-ranked CVs, accompanied by 𝑑HB . In
previous literature, 𝜒 (the local version of 𝜒’) and 𝜃 have successfully been used to
obtain free-energy surfaces [45, 49]. In the next section, we use 𝜒′ and 𝜃 to obtain
free-energy profiles via path-constrained MD. We also explain why the result differs
from when using the set of seven CVs, and why it agrees better with TPS results.
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6.A.2. Path-constrained molecular dynamics

6

We use the same inside path that was optimized with PMD in Section 6.3.4 and
the same outside path that was optimized based on TPS data in Section 6.3.6. We
remove all CVs from both paths except 𝜒′ and 𝜃, according to the selection done
in the previous section. A reparametrization step [26] is applied to make the nodes
equidistant again. Then, we perform 11 path-constrained MD runs [8, 9], from
𝑠 = 0.0 to 𝑠 = 1.0 with an interval of 0.1 normalized path units. The force constant
of the restraint is 2000 kcal/mol per squared normalized path unit. We also set a
tube potential with a force constant of 20 kcal/mol per path unit. The constrained
runs are steered to their designated position within 1 ns. We allow the system to
equilibrate for 1 ns before monitoring the forces for 10 ns. We divide the 10 ns of
data in blocks of 1 ns and do numerical integration to obtain a free-energy profile
for each block. In Fig. 6.A.1 we show the average of the 10 free-energy profiles, and
an error bar of one standard deviation. The results are mostly unchanged when
duplicating the block size, or the sampling time.
In Fig. 6.A.1 we see that, for the inside path, the free-energy barrier (∼ 16
kcal/mol) and difference (∼ 4 kcal/mol) are almost unchanged from the path-US
result shown in Fig. 6.10. The only distinction is that the transition state appears at
𝑠 = 0.5, because the mid-rotation is shifted to the middle of the path after the node
reparametrization. The free-energy barrier of the outside pathway is significantly
lowered with respect to the path-US result, from ∼ 18 to ∼ 13 kcal/mol, and the
free-energy difference is now more consistent with that of the inside path. The
reason for this change is illustrated in Fig. 6.A.2. In the path-US simulations, all
of the seven CVs are stiffly restrained to specific values by the tube potential. The
path-constrained MD simulations do so only for 𝜒′ and 𝜃. The difference in sampling
is evident for 𝑑WCF , 𝑑HG , 𝑑HB , 𝑑CC and 𝑑NB . In the path-US runs, the distances are
effectively fixed for all intermediate states, which removes natural fluctuations of the
flipped A16 as it interacts with the water [50]. Restraining these motions removes
their entropic contribution to the free-energy, which leads to an overestimation of
the barrier in the path-US results. The preferred outside mechanism indicated by
the path-constrained MD free-energy profiles is consistent with our observation on
TPS trajectories, which shows switching from inside to outside pathways, but not
the opposite [50]. The free-energy profiles obtained via path-constrained MD are
also consistent with the ones presented in the next chapter, which consider both
directions of rotation.
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Figure 6.A.1: Free-energy profiles obtained from constrained MD simulations along the WCF-toHG inside path (without base flipping) optimized by PMD (purple), and the outside path (with
base flipping) optimized based on the TPS trajectory (green), using only the 𝜒′ and 𝜃 CVs.
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Figure 6.A.2: Sampled configurations by the US simulations (gray) and by the constrained MD
simulations (green) projected onto each of the seven CVs and 𝑠. Notice that this is an outside path
(with base flipping) and that the constrained MD simulations included only the 𝜒′ and 𝜃 CVs.
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7
Sequence-dependence of
transient Hoogsteen
base-pairing in DNA
Hoogsteen (HG) base-pairing is characterized by a 180° rotation of the purine base
with respect to the canonical Watson-Crick-Franklin (WCF) motif. In recent years,
both kinds of base-pairing have been found to coexist in a dynamical equilibrium,
with up to 1.2% Hoogsteen base pairs, with residence times of up to 1.5 ms. More
importantly, several biological functions require HG base pairs. This relevance has
motivated both experimental and computational studies to improve our understanding of the base-pairing transition. However, a systematic investigation of the effect
of sequence variations has remained out of reach for simulations. Here, we employ
highly eﬀicient path-based sampling methods to perform unprecedented free-energy
calculations of the base-pairing transition. Our methodology enables us to simultaneously study the different mechanisms through which the adenine can rotate,
either remaining inside or after flipping outside of the double helix toward the major
groove. We study seven different sequences in total, which are neighbor variations of
a well-studied A⋅T base pair in A6 -DNA. We observe the experimentally known effect of A⋅T steps favoring HG stability, and find evidence of triple-hydrogen-bonded
neighbors hindering the inside transition. However, we observe a much more dominant factor determining the free-energy barrier: the direction of the A rotation,
with the 6-ring pointing either towards the longer or shorter segment of the DNA
chain, respectively relating to a lower or higher barrier. This highlights the role of
the relative flexibility of a DNA chain for the dynamic equilibrium between WCF
and HG base pairing, which might be a mechanism to modulate biological functions.
Additionally, our work provides a robust methodology for future systematic studies
of HG base-pairing proclivity in varied DNA environments.
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7.1. Introduction
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In 1953, emblematic studies by Watson and Crick [1], and Franklin and Gosling [2]
defined the structure of DNA for the first time. The discovery of a specific pairing of
purine and pyrimidine bases via hydrogen bonds revealed not only DNA’s doublehelical shape, but also the basis for its replication, which is essential for a genetic
information carrier. In Fig. 7.1A we depict a Watson-Crick-Franklin (WCF) A⋅T
base pair, with the characteristic hydrogen-bonding pattern. Six years later, in 1959,
Hoogsteen proposed an alternative base-pairing motif based on crystallographic data
from A-T crystals, in which the purine base rolls 180° around the glycosidic bond [3],
i.e. from anti to syn, with respect to the WCF geometry, as depicted in Fig. 7.1B.
In the Hoogsteen (HG) configuration, the pyrimidine forms hydrogen bonds with
the 5-ring of the purine, rather than with its 6-ring, causing the opposite backbone
C1’ atoms of the bases to be at a somewhat shorter distance, as well as some
degree of twisting and bending of the double helix in the vicinity of the base pair
[3, 4]. In the last decades, a number of studies have shown that the abundance
of the HG conformation is non-negligible in canonical duplex DNA, and that its
biological implications are very relevant. In 2011, Nikolova and coworkers reported
the transient presence of HG base pairs in specific steps inside canonical duplex
DNA using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation dispersion spectroscopy
[5]. They reported populations of A⋅T and G⋅C HG base pairs of around 0.5%,
with residence times of up to 1.5 ms. Recent studies have measured even larger
HG populations, of 1.2%, in an A⋅T rich segment [6]. A few years later, Alvey and
colleagues, also using NMR relaxation dispersion, demonstrated that HG base pairs
appear in more diverse sequences than previously expected [7]. These studies shifted
the perspective on HG base pairs, which were initially thought to appear mainly
in distorted or damaged DNA, but are now considered to coexist with the WCF
motif in a dynamic equilibrium [8]. A recent survey of structures of DNA-protein
complexes in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) showed 140 HG base pairs out of a total
of around 50,000 [4]. Some of these complexes are of particular biological relevance.
For example, the human DNA polymerase-𝜄 performs replication exclusively via HG
base pairing [9, 10], a function that was previously thought to be unique of WCF base
pairs. Other examples of the involvement of HG in DNA-protein complexes include
the p53 tumor suppressor protein [11], the TATA-box binding protein involved in
transcription [12], and the MAT𝛼2 homeodomain which regulates transcription in
cells [13].
The newly discovered relevance of HG base pairs, and the dynamic equilibrium
in which they coexist with WCF base pairs, demands a more detailed understanding of the transition mechanisms between both conformations. Given the diﬀiculty
of observing the short-lived intermediate states experimentally, computational approaches based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, boosted with enhanced
sampling, have provided valuable insights. In their original work from 2011, Nikolova
and co-workers complemented their NMR results with conjugate peak refinement
(CPR) simulations. They simulated the DNA sequence 5’-CGATTTTTTGGC-3’
(A6 -DNA) in vacuo using the CHARMM27 force field [14], and studied the transition
of the A16⋅T9 pair. Two collective variables (CVs) were used to steer the transition:
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Figure 7.1: (A) WCF conformation of the A16⋅T9 base pair in A6 -DNA. (B) HG conformation of
the same base pair. (C) Intermediate state of the WCF-to-HG transition via the inside pathway,
i.e. with the rolling of A16 occurring within the double helix. (D) Intermediate state of the
WCF-to-HG transition via the outside pathway. i.e. with A16 flipped out of the double helix via
the major groove. (E) Two cyclic paths in the space of the collective variables (CVs) 𝜒′ and 𝜃,
which describe the rolling and the flipping of A16, respectively. Both paths start and end at the
WCF state, describing a full revolution of A16 with intermediate states in which the 6-ring of
A16 points toward the 5’ or the 3’ direction of DNA. The HG state is marked by an attractor,
represented by the circle labeled 𝑎HG . The purple path samples the inside mechanism, while
the green path explores the outside mechanism. Additional attractors, represented by the circles
labeled 𝑎, are restrained between the WCF and the HG states along their respective paths and
are also restrained along 𝜃 to prevent switching between the inside and the outside mechanisms.
Restraints are represented by dashed lines.
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(1) the 𝜒 glycosidic angle, which describes the rolling of A16 around the glycosidic
bond and is defined by the atoms O4’-C1’-N9-C4; and (2) the 𝜃 base opening angle,
which describes the flipping of A16 outside of the double helix towards the major
groove and is defined in [15]. The CPR simulations revealed two types of pathways:
one in which the rolling of the adenine, either clockwise or counterclockwise, occurs
within the double helix, i.e. with a small base opening angle; and another in which
the rolling occurs outside of the double helix, i.e. with a large base opening angle.
We refer to these two types of pathways as inside and outside, respectively. Examples of intermediate states of the two types of pathways are shown in Fig. 7.1C and
D. The (𝜒, 𝜃) pseudo-free-energy landscapes of Nikolova and coworkers showed an
overwhelming preference for the inside mechanism, likely influenced by the lack of
solvent to stabilize the flipped conformations. In 2015, Yang and colleagues used
umbrella sampling (US) to obtain a (𝜒, 𝜃) free-energy landscape of the same A16⋅T9
pair in A6 -DNA [16]. They employed a version of the AMBER99-BSC0 force field
[17] with modified parameters for the glycosidic torsion, and used explicit TIP3P
water [18]. Their vast US calculations, with over 300 windows, revealed multiple
pathways, including inside ones, and outside ones opening either towards the major
or the minor groove. Yang and coworkers reported a free-energy difference from the
WCF to the HG state of 4.4 kcal/mol, close to Nikolova and coworkers’ NMR result
of 3.0 kcal/mol. The free-energy barrier was of 10-11 kcal/mol for the inside pathways, and up to 14 kcal/mol for the outside ones, again close to NMR results of 16
kcal/mol. A few years later, Yang and coworkers reported another (𝜒, 𝜃) free-energy
surface, this time for a base pair with an N1-methylated adenine [19]. Similarly,
Ray and Andricioaei calculated a (𝜒, 𝜃) free-energy surface for DNA and RNA [20].
While such 2D free-energy landscapes are rich in insight, they also demand significant computational expense to obtain several 𝜇s-long MD runs; hindering the
systematic study of multiple DNA variations. In particular, investigations of the
effect of the DNA sequence on HG base-pairing proclivity have remained beyond
computational reach, even though there is experimental evidence that specific sequence patterns, e.g. A⋅T steps, can favor HG base pairing [21].
Path-based approaches offer an eﬀicient alternative to study the WCF-to-HG
transition. Techniques like path-metadynamics (PMD) [22]—i.e. metadynamics using as a unique CV the progress along an adaptive path connecting two known states
in a multidimensional CV-space—focus sampling on the transition channels, rather
than on the entire conformational landscape, e.g. the entire (𝜒, 𝜃) plane. Recently,
we performed a PMD mechanistic study [23]—presented in Chapter 6—where we
modeled the known A6 -DNA with the state-of-the-art AMBER99-BSC1 force field
[24] in explicit solvent. We focused on one direction of rotation, with the A16 6ring pointing toward the A17 neighbor in the 3’ direction of DNA. We analyzed
additional CVs, such as: the donor-acceptor distances of the characteristic hydrogen bonds of each type of base pairing, the distance between the backbone C1’
atoms, and the distance between the neighboring bases of the rolling A16 (C15 and
A17). The latter CV displayed an increase at the mid-rotated intermediate state
of inside pathways, indicating that the neighboring bases are displaced in order to
accommodate the rotation of the adenine. In contrast, the distance between bases
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neighboring the rolling A16 remained unaffected in outside transitions, indicating
that the inside pathways might be more subject to sequence dependence than the
outside ones. We also found that, while the 𝜃 pseudo-dihedral as defined in [15] is
effective at biasing base opening, the 𝜒 dihedral can induce rotations of the sugar
ring, rather than of the adenine. This can be addressed by defining a less locally
dependent pseudo-dihedral based on centers of mass, 𝜒′ , as done in Chapter 6 or
in [25]. Most importantly, and contrary to previous studies, we found a favorable
outside pathway using the 𝜒′ and 𝜃 CVs (see Fig. 6.A.1). Together with other coauthors, we recently reported another pathway-focused study [25]. We used transition
path sampling (TPS) [26] to generate unbiased trajectories, and transition interface
sampling (TIS) [27] to calculate a WCF-to-HG free-energy difference of 3.2 kcal/mol, which compares well with Nikolova and coworker’s previous experiments [5].
Most importantly, TPS showed trajectories spontaneously changing from the inside
to the outside mechanism, evidencing a preference for the latter one. This raises
a debate with the previous results from free-energy surfaces, which favored inside
pathways, although having either no explicit solvent [5] or restrained neighboring
bases in their setup [16]. A predominance of outside pathways could explain why sequence variation does not seem to impact significantly the WCF-to-HG free-energy
barrier, according to Alvey and coworkers’ NMR results [7]. Markov state modeling
has also confirmed a dominant outside pathway [20].
In this work, we apply recent advances in PMD—which allow to treat multiple
pathways in parallel (see Chapter 5)—to study the WCF-to-HG inside and outside mechanisms in diverse DNA sequences with high eﬀiciency. Unlike standard
metadynamics [28], PMD does not suffer from exponential performance scaling with
the number of CVs [29]. This is because the sampling is effectively done in only
1D, i.e. on the normalized progress component along the path, 𝑠, connecting the
two known stable states in CV-space. As shown in the previous chapter, this sampling along the path can be done with other well-established methods, like US,
or using common algorithmic extensions, such as multiple walkers [23]. The path
curve is optimized based on the restrained cumulative sampling density, which is
an estimator of the free-energy gradient, such that the method converges to the
closest low free-energy path from the initial guess. However, this optimization can
be challenging in systems with multiple pathways, especially when the transition
can switch between mechanisms, as seen for the WCF-to-HG inside and outside
pathways [23, 25]. To tackle this scenario, we recently developed multiple-walker
multiple-path-metadynamics (MultiPMD), presented in Chapter 5. In this scheme,
we initialize several paths, each with an associated group of walkers. Under normal conditions, all paths would converge to the same low free-energy channel. By
introducing special walkers, i.e. repellers or attractors, the paths can be forced to
diverge and find alternative mechanisms connecting the known states. Thus, with
MultiPMD one can calculate the free-energy profiles along multiple pathways simultaneously, with sub-exponential performance scaling with the number of CVs, and
exploiting the parallelism of current supercomputing resources.
Here, we apply MultiPMD to find inside and outside pathways, and free-energy
profiles, for the WCF-to-HG transition of the A16⋅T9 pair in seven sequence vari-
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ations based on the well-studied A6 -DNA sequence. In order to verify the effect of
local variations, we test four different nucleobases (A,T,G,C) as direct neighbors on
the 5’ side of the rolling A16. We repeat the procedure for the neighbor on the 3’
side. Our MultiPMD methods provide, for the first time, suﬀicient computational
agility for a systematic evaluation of HG base pairing in multiple DNA chains. This
enables us to extract trends about the structure and free energy of the base-pairing
transition across sequences.

7.2. Simulation protocol
7.2.1. Sequence variations
From [5] we take the original A6 -DNA sequence 5’-CGATTTTTTGGC-3’, with its
complementary strand 3’-GCTAAAAAACCG-5’, as shown in Fig. 7.A.1. We study
the WCF-to-HG transition of the A16⋅T9 base pair, which is produced by the 180°
rotation of A16 around its glycosidic bond. The original direct neighbors of A16
are C15 and A17, in the 5’ and in the 3’ direction respectively, which gives the local
environment CAA. To test the local effect of the direct neighbor of A16 in the 3’
direction, we replace A17 with T, G and C. This yields the new local environments
CAT, CAG and CAC. We apply the same criteria for the direct neighbor of A16
in the 5’ direction, and replace C15 with A, T and G. This gives the new local
environments AAA, TAA and GAA. All sequences are generated as ideal B-DNA
duplex structures using the make-na tools [30], and can be regenerated with the
current W3DNA server [31]. Since make-na generates WCF base pairs, we manually
rotate A16 to obtain the HG state for each sequence.

7

7.2.2. Molecular dynamics
System preparation is done with GROMACS 5.4.1 [32]. We employ the AMBER99BSC1 force field [24] to model DNA’s interatomic interactions. Each sequence is
placed in a periodic dodecahedron box, with a distance of 1 nm between the DNA
sequence and the edge of the box. Each system is then solvated in water, which is
modeled by the TIP3P [18] force field. We add 25 mM of NaCl to mimic physiological conditions and neutralize the charge of each system. The systems are energy
minimized at each stage of the preparation process. To run MD, the canonical sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [33] is set at 300 K, and the
Parrinello-Rahman barostat [34] at 1 bar. Each sequence, both at the WCF and at
the HG state, is equilibrated for 100 ns with a time step of 2 fs. From the equilibrations, we analyze key structural features and their variations from sequence to
sequence.

7.2.3. Multiple-path-metadynamics
MultiPMD production runs are performed with GROMACS 5.4.1 [32], patched with
PLUMED 2.3.1 [35] and with the added PMD code, available at: www.acmm.nl/
ensing/software/PathCV.cpp. We use two CVs: the base opening pseudo-dihedral
angle 𝜃, as defined in [15], which has been repeatedly proven effective to bias base
flipping [5, 16, 23]; and the base rolling pseudo-dihedral angle 𝜒′ , as defined in [23],
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which is a correction to the glycosidic torsion 𝜒 to prevent sugar rotation. The
fitness of these two CVs has been discussed in Appendix of Chapter 6 and in [36].
A value of 𝜒′ = 0 rad implies a mid-rotated A16 with its 6-ring pointing in the 3’
direction, while 𝜒′ = ±𝜋 implies that the A16 6-ring points toward the 5’ direction.
Negative values of 𝜃 imply base flipping toward the major groove. To handle both
directions of rotation of A16, the 𝜒′ angle is treated with its sine and cosine. Then,
the paths are curves in the CV-space spanned by [cos(𝜒′ ), sin(𝜒′ ), 𝜃]. These paths
are cyclic, starting and ending at the WCF configuration, whose coordinates in the
[cos(𝜒′ ), sin(𝜒′ ), 𝜃]-space are determined by averaging the CVs from the corresponding equilibration run. The initial guess for all paths describes a full revolution
of A16, transitioning from WCF to HG to WCF, with no flipping. All outside paths
are discretized as strings with 39 nodes, with the initial and the final node fixed at
the same point in the [cos(𝜒′ ), sin(𝜒′ ), 𝜃]-space, which marks the WCF state. The
inside paths are discretized as strings of 11 nodes, since they require less flexibility.
The progress component along the path, 𝑠, which usually grows from 𝑠 = 0 to 𝑠 = 1
from the initial to the final node, is now set to grow from 𝑠 = −1 to 𝑠 = +1, and to
be periodic in the same range, in order to match the cyclic nature of the path. This
implies that the WCF state corresponds to 𝑠 = ±1. on the other hand, the HG state
corresponds to 𝑠 ≈ 0, but the exact value cannot be known a priori. Assigning the
HG state to a specific fixed node in the middle of the path would require to make
an assumption about the length of each section of the path. Instead, the HG state
is marked by an attractor, i.e. a walker that does not participate in the free-energy
calculation. The HG attractor is harmonically restrained, with a force constant of
50 kcal/mol, at the average value of 𝜒′ and 𝜃 during the corresponding equilibration
run. Values of −1 < 𝑠 < 0 imply a rotation with the A16 6-ring in the 5’ direction,
while values of 0 < 𝑠 < +1 signify a rotation in the 3’ direction.
For each sequence, we initialize two paths, one for the inside, and one for the
outside mechanism. We only consider the outside mechanism with opening toward
the major groove, as previous work has already demonstrated that opening towards
the minor groove is unlikely [16, 25]. As we reported in Chapter 6 [23], switching
between the inside and the outside mechanisms can occur during a PMD calculation
of base rolling. Since path-switching prevents convergence, we use a similar strategy
to the one shown in Chapter 5 to keep the paths apart. The separation is induced by
special walkers, called attractors, that do not take part in the free-energy calculation
and guide the paths through specific intermediate states. We add two attractors on
each path, which are steered to 𝑠 = 0.5 and 𝑠 = −0.5 by a moving harmonic restraint
with a force constant of 5000 kcal/mol per squared path unit during the first 20 ps
of the simulation, such that they are located at intermediate states in the WCFto-HG and the HG-to-WCF sections of the cyclic path. These intermediate states
between the two kinds of base pairing have the A16 mid-rotated, perpendicular
to the other bases. To keep the inside path from flipping, its two attractors are
restrained by a harmonic potential with a force constant of 5000 kcal/(mol rad2 )
at 𝜃 = 0.0, which prevents them from leaving the confines of the double helix. In
turn, the repellers of the outside path are restrained by a harmonic potential with
a force constant of 5000 kcal/(mol rad2 ) at 𝜃 = −𝜋/2, which ensures that the A16
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stays flipped toward the major groove at the mid-rotation. The large values for
all the force constants are chosen because the attractors are located near the top
of the free-energy barriers, and we require them to remain in these high-energy,
mid-rotated, conformations. Then, each path has one attractor at the HG state,
and two attractors at intermediate states; one at 𝑠 = 0.5 and one at 𝑠 = −0.5. In
Fig. 7.1E, we show a scheme of the inside and outside paths, the fixed nodes, the
HG attractor and the intermediate-state attractors.
Nine standard walkers—for a total of 12 walkers per path—perform metadynamics on the 𝑠 component of the path. The metadynamics Gaussian potentials have a
width of 0.1 path progress units and a height of 0.05 kcal/mol, and are deposited
every 1 ps. The paths are updated every 1 ps. The value of the half-life parameter
is infinite for inside paths and 20 ps for outside paths. This parameter determines
the flexibility of the path by setting the amount of simulation time that takes for
previous samples to weight only 50% of their original value for path updates. We use
a tube potential—i.e. an upper harmonic wall at a distance of 0.0 on the component
perpendicular to the path, 𝑧—with a force constant of 50 kcal/mol per path unit to
maintain all walkers near the path. For all the sequences, we analyze the adapted
paths after 7 ns of sampling. We obtain free-energy profiles and error bars from the
average and standard deviation of the metadynamics estimation from 2 ns until 7
ns of sampling, with sampled every 0.1 ns. There are few exceptions to the general
protocol, which we detail in Appendix 7.A

7

7.3. Results and discussion
7.3.1. Stable-state structures
From the 100 ns equilibrations at the WCF and HG stable states, we analyze structural variations between the different sequences. Table 7.A.1 presents the definitions, averages and standard deviations of several CVs during the equilibrations.
See Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2, for more details about the CVs. First, we note that all
equilibrations are stable at the respective base-pairing configurations, as evidenced
by the characteristic hydrogen-bond distance, 𝑑WCF or 𝑑HG , and the conserved 𝑑HB
with average values of ∼ 3 Å; and by the base rolling angle 𝜒′ close either to +1.5 rad
in WCF, or to -1.5 rad in HG. However, the standard deviations of 𝑑HG for the HG
states, which range from 0.2 to 0.7 Å, already indicate that the stability of HG base
pairing is not equal for all sequences. In contrast, the standard deviation of 𝑑WCF
for WCF base pairs is of ∼ 0.1 Å, indicating more rigid hydrogen bonds. Another
structural signature of the two kinds of base pairing is the distance between the C1’
atoms of A16 and T9, 𝑑CC , which shows an expected constriction from ∼ 10.6 in
WCF, to ∼ 9.1 Å in HG conformations [4]. A key feature that varies significantly
from sequence to sequence is the distance between the neighboring bases, 𝑑NB , with
a range from 7.4 to 8.0 Å. In the following sections, we show how this CV relates
with the free-energy barriers from the WCF-to-HG transition.
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7.3.2. Free-energy differences and barriers
Inside and outside pathways, together with their corresponding free-energy profiles,
are shown in Fig. 7.A.2. The attractors successfully keep the paths separated, with
the inside ones near 𝜃 = 0 and the outside ones flipping toward the major groove.
The free-energy profile for the CAA sequence compares well to our result from the
previous chapter (see Fig. 6.A.1), which considers only the 3’ direction of rotation.
To simplify the analysis of the numerous free-energy profiles, in Fig. 7.2 we show
only the barriers, in both the 3’ and the 5’ directions of rotation, as well the freeenergy difference from WCF to HG. The free-energy differences calculated for the
same sequence along inside and outside paths are consistent within ∼ 2 kcal/mol;
providing a sensible check for our profiles (see Fig. 7.2B). As expected, WCF base
pairing is preferred over HG in all cases. The free-energy difference between both
states ranges from ∼ 0.5 to ∼ 6 kcal/mol across all sequences. This range agrees with
free-energy differences obtained by NMR relaxation dispersion for other sequences
[7]. According to our calculations, the sequence TAA presents the most favored HG
state, with a free-energy difference of 0.6 to 2 kcal/mol with respect to WCF; and
with the lowest barrier overall (9.7 kcal/mol) via the outside 3’ rotation. This result
agrees with experimental reports of HG stability being increased by A⋅T steps [21].
The CAT sequence shows the most disfavored HG state, with a difference of 4.9 to
5.9 kcal/mol and the highest barrier overall (20 kcal/mol) via the 5’ inside rotation.
For all sequences, the lowest free-energy barrier is that of the outside pathway
with a 3’ rotation (see Fig. 7.A.2C). Such a prevalent outside mechanism agrees
with our previous results for the CAA sequence using path-constrained MD (see
previous chapter, Fig. 6.A.1) and TPS [25], as well as Markov state modeling by
Ray and Andricioaei [20]. Most of the outside 3’ rotations also show a transition
state closer to HG (𝑠 ≈ 0) than to WCF, which agrees with experiments [7]. These
results imply that the conformational penalty of A16 rolling within the double helix
is higher than that of it flipping out and back in.
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Figure 7.2: WCF-to-HG free-energy differences and barriers for the seven sequences shown in
Fig. 7.A.1, extracted from the average free-energy profiles and error bars in Fig. 7.A.2. Inside
paths are shown in purple, and outside paths are shown in green. (A) Free-energy barriers via
the rotation with the 6-ring of A16 pointing in the 5’ direction. (B) Free-energy differences. (C)
Free-energy barriers via the rotation with the 6-ring of A16 pointing in the 3’ direction.
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7.3.3. Sequence-dependence of the free-energy barriers

7

In Chapter 6, we showed how the inside rotation induces an increase in the distance between the neighbors of A16, which suggests that inside pathways have a
stronger neighbor-dependence. Specifically, one may hypothesize that less flexible—
i.e. double-ringed (A,G) or triple-hydrogen-bonded (G,C)—neighboring bases can
hinder the inside rotation of A16. We observe such a trend in the barriers for the 3’
inside rotation (see Fig. 7.2C). The 5’ neighbor variations with respect to CAA yield
the following ranking of sequences, from the highest to the lowest barrier: GAA,
CAA, TAA, AAA. While the 3’ neighbor variations yield the following order, again
for the highest to the lowest barrier: CAG, CAC, CAT, CAA. These rankings would
indicate that the barriers are increased mostly by G neighbors, followed by C, T
and A. However, this trend is not repeated for the inside rotations in the 5’ direction (see Fig. 7.2A), or for the outside rotations. Instead, we notice that the most
dominant influence on the free-energy barrier is the direction in which the 6-ring of
A16 points during the rotation. Remarkably, the rotation in the 3’ direction has a
consistently and significantly lower barrier than in the 5’ direction (see Fig. 7.2A
and C). This is due to the asymmetrical length of the DNA sequence in each direction (see Fig 7.A.1), i.e. the position of the rolling base along the sequence. Starting
from the rotating base, A16, there are three base pairs in the 5’ direction and eight
in the 3’ direction, which imply a difference in flexibility. We observe that, when
the 6-ring rotates in the 5’ direction, the 5-ring protrudes in the opposite direction
toward the longer segment of DNA, which is less flexible, causing a higher barrier.
In contrast, when the 6-ring rotates in the 3’ direction, the 5-ring pushes toward
the shorter, more flexible, segment of DNA, causing a lower barrier.
We analyze trends between the free-energy barriers and a few significant CVs.
The average values of the CVs are taken from the attractors restrained at the intermediate states 𝑠 = −0.5 and 𝑠 = 0.5, which are close to the peaks of the free-energy
barriers. In Fig. 7.3A, we show the distance between the two neighbors of the rolling
A16, 𝑑NB , in relation to the free-energy barrier. Several trends can be identified.
First, 𝑑NB remains at low values (< 8 Å) for all outside paths, close to those of
the stable states (see Table 7.A.1); confirming that the transition with base flipping
induces much less deformation of the neighbors. On the other hand, all the inside
paths show larger values of 𝑑NB , ranging from ∼ 9 to ∼ 14 Å. Among the inside
paths, two distinctive trends can be observed. Inside rotations in the 3’ direction
reach much larger values of 𝑑NB , with a relatively low increase in the free-energy
barrier (0.3 kcal/mol per Å). In contrast, for the inside rotations in the 5’ direction,
the free-energy barrier quickly rises (1.7 kcal/mol per Å). This again highlights the
role of the DNA segment’s relative length in each direction of the rolling base, as
well as the favored 3’ direction of rotation.
We also analyze the influence of the water solvation on the free-energy barriers
(see Fig. 7.3B). We measure the solvation using the parameter 𝑁water [25], i.e. the
number of water oxygens within 6 Å of the N6 atom of A16, which is the atom
involved in the conserved hydrogen bond of both WCF and HG base pairs. The
intermediate states of the inside pathways show a wide range of 𝑁water values, from
∼ 8 to ∼ 21. For both the 3’ and the 5’ direction, an increase of 𝑁water in the
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Figure 7.3: Trends between the WCF-to-HG free-energy barriers reported in Fig. 7.2 and the
average value of a few selected CVs for the attractors restrained at 𝑠 = −0.5 and 𝑠 = 0.5. Inside
paths are shown in purple, and outside paths are shown in green. The barriers for the rotation
with the A16 6-ring pointing in the 5’ direction are represented in solid triangles pointing up,
while the ones in the 3’ direction are represented in outlined triangles pointing down. (A) Freeenergy barrier vs. the distance between the neighboring bases of A16, 𝑑NB . The fit of the inside 5’
direction barriers is shown with a thick purple line (free-energy barrier = 1.7 kcal/(mol Å)𝑑NB +
1.5 kcal/mol). The linear fit of the inside 3’ direction barriers is shown with a narrow purple
line (free-energy barrier = 0.3 kcal/(mol Å)𝑑NB + 12.6 kcal/mol). (B) Free-energy barrier vs. the
number of water oxygens within 6 Å of the N6 atom of A16, 𝑁water . The linear fit of the inside 5’
and 3’ direction barriers is shown with a thick purple line (free-energy barrier = 0.2 kcal/mol 𝑑NB +
13.9 kcal/mol). (C) Free-energy barrier vs. the distance between the C1’ atoms of A16 and T9,
𝑑CC .

intermediate state relates with an increase in the free-energy barrier (0.2 kcal/mol
per water molecule). Rather than a direct solvation of A16, the increase of 𝑁water
in the inside pathways is due to the separation of the neighboring nucleotides, as
measured before by 𝑑NB , which generates an opening accessible to water. On the
other hand, outside pathway intermediates present larger and mostly constant values
of 𝑁water ≈ 24, with the flipped conformations of A16 being stabilized by the water
solvent. Our reported ranges of 𝑁water for inside and outside mechanisms agree with
those in [25].
Additionally, we study the relation of the free-energy barrier with the distance
between the C1’ atoms of A16 and T9, 𝑑CC (see Fig. 7.3C). Inside pathway intermediates show values of 𝑑CC mostly from ∼ 8 to ∼ 11 Å. This spans a larger range
than that of the stable states (∼ 9.1 to ∼ 10.6 Å), indicating another possible conformational penalty for the inside pathways, but there is no clear correlation with
the free-energy barrier. The intermediates of the outside pathway show larger 𝑑CC
values, from ∼ 12 to ∼ 16 Å, which are expected given that the A16⋅T9 base pair is
completely broken. There is no clear correlation of the free-energy barriers via the
outside pathways with 𝑑𝐶𝐶 , or with the other analyzed parameters.

7.4. Conclusion
Our eﬀicient MultiPMD protocol allows, for the first time, a systematic study of
HG base-pairing proclivity in diverse DNA chains. We investigate the rotation of
the A16-T9 base pair in seven sequences, based on the previously studied A6 -DNA
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[5, 23, 25]. The seven sequences are variations of the direct neighbor of the rolling
A16 in the 3’ and the 5’ direction of DNA (see Fig. 7.A.1). For all sequences,
we study the inside and outside pathways, i.e. without and with base flipping, as
depicted in Fig. 7.1. We obtain WCF-to-HG free-energy profiles for the inside and
the outside pathway of each of the seven sequences (see Fig. 7.A.2). Our profiles are
validated by: 1) the previous result for the CAA sequence reported in Chapter 6,
Fig. 6.A.1; 2) the consistent WCF-to-HG free-energy difference between our inside
and outside calculations; and 3) the relatively favored HG base pairing for the TAA
sequence, which agrees with experimental evidence about the effect of A⋅T steps [21].
We run ∼ 7 ns with twelve walkers to calculate each free-energy profile; placing our
total runtime to obtain the inside and outside profiles of one sequence at ∼ 168 ns.
This requirement is well below the 𝜇s-long runs required for calculating previous
free-energy surfaces [16, 19].
From our free-energy calculations, we observe that all sequences have a preferred
outside pathway, in which the A16 rotates with its 6-ring pointing in the 3’ direction
(see Fig. 7.2). This dominant outside pathway agrees with our previous results
using path-constrained MD (see Fig. 6.A.1) and TPS [25], as well as with published
reports using Markov state models [20]. Our result is likely to settle the debate
arising from previous simulations that showed favored inside pathways, but either
with no explicit solvent [5], or with a modified force field and restrained neighboring
bases upon initialization [16].

7

We analyze the possible influence of the varied direct neighbors of A16 on the
free-energy barrier for its rotation. Based on the mechanistic analysis done in Chapter 6, we expect inside paths to be more sensitive to neighbor-dependence, since they
require to increase the distance between the neighbors of A16, 𝑑𝑁𝐵 , in order to accommodate the rotation. In Fig. 7.2C, we observe that barriers for an inside 3’
rotation are increased mostly by G neighbors, followed by C, T and A. While this
could point to triple-hydrogen-bonded neighbors hindering the transition, the trend
is not reproduced as prominently for other pathways. Instead, we observe that the
most impactful factor for the free-energy barrier is the direction, either 3’ or 5’, in
which the 6-ring of A16 points during the rotation. The barriers for the rotation
in the 3’ direction are significantly lower than their counterparts. This difference is
due to the asymmetric length of the DNA chain in each direction of the transitioning
base pair. The rotation of the 6-ring in the 5’ direction causes the 5-ring to protrude
in the 3’ direction, toward the longer and more rigid side of the DNA chain, causing
a higher free-energy barrier. In contrast, the 3’ direction of rotation causes the
5-ring to push against the shorter and more flexible side of the DNA chain, which
comes with a lower free-energy barrier. This trend is confirmed in Fig. 7.3A. We
observe that increasing the distance between the neighbors of A16, 𝑑𝑁𝐵 , quickly
raises the free-energy barrier for inside rotations in the 5’ direction, while the inside
rotation in the 3’ direction can reach larger neighbor separations with a much lower
free-energy penalty. We also observe that 𝑑𝑁𝐵 is almost undisturbed with respect
to stable-state values during the outside transitions. In Fig. 7.3B, we analyze the
number of water molecules surrounding A16, 𝑁water , which is large and mostly constant for all outside intermediates. The value of 𝑁water for inside intermediates is
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expectedly lower, and also evidences the energetically costly opening of the neighbors already described by 𝑑𝑁𝐵 . Additionally, we analyze the distance between the
C1’ atoms of the A16⋅T9 base pair, which separate significantly during the outside
transitions. Nonetheless, we do not find a CV that correlates with the free-energy
barrier of the outside pathways.
We believe that this work provides a robust and eﬀicient methodology for future
investigations of HG base pairing in various sequences. This includes studies with
equal number of base pairs on both sides of the transitioning base, in order to
elucidate the role of the neighbors exclusively, without the effect of an asymmetric
length. One could also study transitions of more than one base pair, similarly to
Chakraborty and Wales discrete path sampling work [37]. More importantly, our
observation about the dominant influence of the relative chain length, and associated
flexibility, towards the 5’ and 3’ directions of the rolling base, has major mechanistic
implications. Protein-DNA complexes that function via HG base pairs might not
only recognize, but even induce the transition by modulating the rigidity of a DNA
sequence. Our simulation protocol can also enable a fast investigation of this sort
of systems. Finally, the eﬀiciency of the MultiPMD method also enables the use
of higher levels of theory, such as hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) studies—akin to the one presented in the next chapter—in which the
HG transition of G⋅C base pairs could be simulated with flexible protonation states.

7.A. Appendix
7.A.1. Adjustments to the general simulation protocol
For the outside path of sequence GAA we average the metadynamics free-energy
estimation from 1 to 6 ns. For the outside path of sequence CAG we average
the metadynamics free-energy estimation from 4 to 9 ns. For the outside path of
sequence CAC we average the metadynamics free-energy estimation from 1 to 4
ns. For both paths of sequence TAA and for the inside path of sequence CAT, we
decrease the half-life to 10 ps, the attractor restraint force constant to 50 kcal/mol
and the tube potential force constant to 20 kcal/mol. This changes are done either
because the simulations crashed before the default time window (2 to 7 ns), or
because they do not optimize to the desired pathway within the default time window
with the general half-life and restraint parameters.
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12 C - G 13
11 G - C 14
10 G - C 15
9 T - A 16
8 A - T 17
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6 T - A 19
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3 A - T 22
2 G - C 23
1 C - G 24
5' 3'
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11 G - C 14
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1 C - G 24
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neighbor variation (3')

Figure 7.A.1: DNA sequence variations for which the transition from WCF to HG base pairing of A16⋅T9 is studied. The transitioning base pair
A16⋅T9 is shown in blue. The original sequence A6 -DNA from [5] is outlined in black, and has the local environment CAA. Variations of the direct
neighbor of A16 in the 5’ direction are outlined in teal, and have the local environments AAA, TAA and GAA. Variations of the direct neighbor of
A16 in the 3’ direction are outlined in magenta, and have the local environments CAT, CAG and CAC.
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WCF
HG
WCF
HG
WCF
HG
WCF
HG
WCF
HG
WCF
HG
WCF
HG

′

𝜒
(rad)
𝜃
(rad)
𝑑WCF
(Å)
𝑑HG
(Å)
𝑑HB
(Å)
𝑑CC
(Å)
𝑑NB
(Å)

state

CV

1.6±0.17
-1.5±0.19
-0.1±0.09
0.0±0.05
3.0±0.12
5.8±0.21
6.4±0.15
3.1±0.2
3.0±0.18
2.9±0.22
10.6±0.28
9.0±0.33
7.5±0.31
7.6±0.31

AAA
1.5±0.18
-1.8±0.19
-0.1±0.12
-0.0±0.08
3.0±0.12
6.0±0.58
6.4±0.14
3.3±0.66
3.0±0.2
3.0±0.71
10.6±0.29
9.2±0.6
7.9±0.4
7.9±0.4

TAA

CAA
1.5±0.15
-1.7±0.17
-0.1±0.11
-0.0±0.05
3.0±0.12
5.9±0.19
6.4±0.14
3.2±0.49
3.0±0.17
3.0±0.42
10.6±0.29
9.0±0.35
7.9±0.36
7.8±0.38

GAA
1.6±0.17
-1.6±0.18
-0.1±0.08
-0.0±0.06
3.0±0.13
6.0±0.48
6.4±0.15
3.2±0.55
3.0±0.19
3.0±0.52
10.7±0.29
9.2±0.64
7.4±0.3
7.4±0.29

1.5±0.15
-1.7±0.17
-0.1±0.09
-0.0±0.05
3.0±0.12
6.0±0.24
6.4±0.14
3.1±0.35
3.0±0.2
2.9±0.16
10.6±0.28
9.1±0.56
7.6±0.44
7.7±0.36

CAT

1.4±0.15
-1.7±0.17
-0.1±0.11
-0.0±0.06
3.0±0.13
6.0±0.28
6.4±0.15
3.1±0.43
3.0±0.2
2.9±0.18
10.7±0.31
9.1±0.69
7.8±0.41
7.9±0.4

CAG

1.4±0.15
-1.8±0.17
-0.1±0.09
-0.0±0.06
3.0±0.13
6.0±0.32
6.5±0.15
3.2±0.57
2.9±0.16
2.9±0.23
10.8±0.3
9.3±0.83
7.8±0.41
8.0±0.4

CAC

Table 7.A.1: Stable-state characterization based on averages and standard deviations of several CVs during equilibrations at the WCF and the
HG states for the sequences depicted in Fig. 7.A.1. The CVs—defined in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2, [23]—describe the following structural changes.
𝜒′ : A16 rolling angle; 𝜃: A16 flipping angle; 𝑑WCF : distance of the characteristic WCF hydrogen-bond; 𝑑HG : distance of the characteristic HG
hydrogen-bond; 𝑑HB : distance of the conserved hydrogen-bond in both states; 𝑑CC : distance between the backbone C1’ atoms of A16 and T9; 𝑑NB :
distance between the neighboring nucleotides of A16.
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Figure 7.A.2: Transition pathways (top) and free-energy profiles (bottom) for the inside and outside mechanisms of WCF to HG base-pairing with
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8
The dark-state recovery
mechanism of blue
light-using flavin proteins
Blue light-using flavin (BLUF) proteins are light-sensors that regulate responsive
movement, gene expression and enzyme activity in diverse organisms. Their signaling times range from seconds to minutes, indicating a uniquely flexible dark-state
recovery mechanism. Unlike other light-sensors, the flavin chromophore is noncovalently bonded to the protein. Hence, the switching occurs via a change in the
protein-flavin hydrogen-bond network, involving conserved residues transferring protons, tautomerizing, rotating, and approaching or leaving the chromophore pocket;
triggering secondary structure displacements. The specific deactivation steps and
residue roles have remained controversial. The detailed process is diﬀicult to probe
experimentally, and although simulations can track it, the computational effort is
daunting. We combine forefront techniques to simulate, for the first time, explicit
dynamics of the deactivation. A hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
scheme focuses the computational resolution in the flavin’s vicinity, while our pathbased methods sample the mechanism of dark-state recovery with high eﬀiciency.
Our protocol delivers free-energy profiles for the deactivation of two BLUF proteins,
BlrB and AppA; corroborating a proposed mechanism based on the rotation and
tautomerization of a conserved Gln. We find that the conformation of a Trp and a
Met near the flavin is crucial to modulate the rate-determining barrier, which differs
significantly between the BlrB and AppA proteins. Our work evidences how specific
variations of the deactivation mechanism control vast differences in signaling times.
The work has been performed under the Project HPC-EUROPA3 (INFRAIA-2016-1-730897), with
the support of the EC Research Innovation Action under the H2020 Programme; in particular, the
author gratefully acknowledges the support of Prof. Carme Rovira (Departament de Química Inorgànica i Orgànica & Institut de Química Teórica i Computacional, Universitat de Barcelona) and
the computer resources and technical support provided by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center.
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8.1. Introduction

8

The importance of being able to respond to external stimuli has driven the evolution
of light-sensing systems in all kingdoms of life. Different kinds of photoreceptor proteins have been discovered across species; each binding a particular chromophore,
i.e. a molecule that absorbs photons of a specific wavelength [1]. The photoreceptor
protein converts the energy absorbed by the chromophore into a signal, which is
propagated via chemical and conformational changes; ultimately triggering a biological response. Blue light-using flavin (BLUF) photoreceptors, discovered in 2002
[2–4], have a flavin-based chromophore—flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)—and
are found in many bacteria and in some algae. Among other functions, BLUF proteins regulate phototaxis, as well as photosynthetic gene expression [5]. Unlike the
chromophores of other photoreceptors, such as rhodopsin, which undergo cis-trans
isomerization upon illumination [1], the flavin does not present significant conformational changes under blue-light. In contrast, BLUF activation is characterized
by a change in the hydrogen-bond network between the FAD and a few conserved
protein residues, which is caused by photo-induced proton-coupled electron transfers (PCETs). This hydrogen-bond rearrangement is completed within < 1 ns after
photoactivation, and followed by a conformational change that propagates the signal
to the outside of the protein in 𝜇s to ms [5, 6]. The signaling time, which is determined by the rate of the thermal return to the dark state, can vary from a couple
of seconds to several minutes across different BLUF domains, e.g. ∼ 2 s in BlrB [7],
∼ 26 s in PixD and ∼ 25 min in AppA [8, 9]. Several signaling mechanisms have
been proposed, however the control of these signaling times in the different members of the BLUF family has remained thus far unclear. A deeper understanding
about the mechanistic origin of the widely-varying recovery times of BLUF proteins
could enable a precise control of their photoactivation in optogenetic tools [10] and
biosensors [11].
Determination of the different light- and dark-state hydrogen-bonding patterns
in BLUF proteins has demanded arduous experimental and computational efforts.
Early spectroscopic analyses indicated stronger hydrogen-bonding to the C4 O
carbonyl of the FAD in the signaling state [12]. X-ray crystallography identified
Tyr, Gln and Asn as the conserved residues interacting with the C4 O carbonyl of
the FAD. Mutagenesis studies [13, 14] showed that only Tyr and Gln are essential
to form the signaling state; confirming the key hydrogen-bond network FAD-GlnTyr. However, the exact light- and dark-state hydrogen-bonding motifs remained
elusive and debated for more than a decade, with models proposing the conserved
Gln undergoing either a rotation [15], an amide-imide tautomerization [16], or both
[17–19] to explain the stronger C4 O hydrogen-bonding upon activation [5]. Very
recent efforts combining Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations revealed that the activation is given by both rotation and
tautomerization of the conserved Gln [20, 21] In Fig. 8.1 we show the structures
assigned to the light and dark states. In the light state, the Gln is in the ZZ-imide
form, with its O-H group hydrogen-bonded to the C4 O carbonyl of the FAD. In
the dark state, the Gln is rotated ∼180° with respect to the light state and in the
amide form, with its oxygen hydrogen-bonded to the Tyr. In both states, the nitro-
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Figure 8.1: Light- and dark-state structures of the Tyr-Gln-FAD hydrogen-bond network in BLUF
proteins. The thermal return to the dark state is achieved via Gln rotation and tautomerization
from ZZ-imide to amide form.

gen of the Gln forms a hydrogen-bond to the N5 of the FAD. Further computational
studies have validated the stability of these hydrogen-bond networks [22], as well as
demonstrated the feasibility of the PCETs that facilitate the Gln tautomerization
upon excitation [23–27].
After the hydrogen-bond rearrangement within the active site, the light-induced
signal is propagated via conformational changes across the BLUF protein. Two
highly conserved residues located in the fifth 𝛽 strand, Met and Trp, have been identified as key components in the signal transduction mechanism (see Fig. 8.2). In the
PixD protein, replacing the conserved Met with Ala does not hinder the FAD-GlnTyr hydrogen-bonding change, but prevents further conformational changes toward
the C-terminal helices, as well as the usual regulation of phototaxis in Synechocystis
cyanobacteria [28]. Similarly, mutating Trp to Ala in the AppA protein also abolishes conformational changes in the 𝛽 strand [29], as well as the light-responsive
photosynthetic gene expression in Rhodobacter sphaeroides [30]. Interestingly, replacing Trp for Ala in PixD does not have significant effects on the conformational
switch, or in the downstream phototaxis [28]; indicating that the roles of Met and
Trp change depending on the BLUF domain. Recent Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) measurements indicate that, in AppA, the Trp is rigidly hydrogenbonded near the FAD in the light state, and flexible and pointing away from the
FAD in the dark state [31]. Based on X-ray crystallography, such Trpin /Metout [15]
(light) and Trpout /Metin [32] (dark) conformations had already been proposed for
the AppA protein. Computational studies have also been dedicated to elucidate the
Trp/Met switching mechanism in AppA [24, 33]. In contrast, the Trp/Met switch
does not occur in other BLUF domains, such as BlrB, where Trp faces outward in
both states [21]. These mechanistic variations between BLUF domains might hold
the key to understanding their wide span of dark-state recovery times.
The experimentally and computationally validated structures enable the inves-
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Trpout/Metin
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Gln
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Figure 8.2: AppA BLUF protein in the light state, with the Gln in imide-ZZ form and the
Trpin /Metout conformation; and in the dark state, with the Gln rotated in amide form and the
Trpout /Metin conformation. Structures are taken from MM simulations of the 1YRX [15] and
2IYG [32] PDB structures, respectively. In the BlrB protein, the transition to the dark state also
involves Gln rotation and tautomerization, while remaining in the Trpout /Metin conformation [21].

8

tigation of light-to-dark pathways, whose mechanistic details can explain the differences in recovery rates across BLUF domains. Hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations [34–36] are especially well-suited to treat the
deactivation process in BLUF photoreceptors. The vicinity of the FAD, where the
proton transfers occur, is described at the more accurate—but costly—QM level,
i.e. with density functional theory (DFT); while the surrounding protein and solvent
environment is simulated at the more affordable MM level, i.e. with a force field.
Most of the previous computational studies about specific steps of the BLUF photoactivation involve QM/MM calculations [16–19, 21, 24, 26, 33], and some studies
have focused on the effect of the selected QM/MM parameters [37–39]. Shortly
after the first FTIR spectroscopy and QM simulation confirmation of the Gln tautomerization and rotation [20], Khrenova and coworkers proposed a mechanism for
the dark-state recovery in the BlrB BLUF domain [40]. The mechanism involves
a nearby conserved protonated His and is comprised of the following steps (see
Fig. 8.3): 1) concerted proton transfers from the nearby conserved protonated His
to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the nitrogen of the Gln; 2) ∼ 180° rotation of the
O-H hydroxyl group of the Gln, which breaks the hydrogen bond with the C4 O
carbonyl of the FAD; 3) ∼ 180° rotation of the Gln; and 4) concerted proton transfer
from the oxygen of the Gln to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the nearby His, which
complete the imide-to-amide tautomerization of the Gln. The Met on the fifth 𝛽
strand remains within the active site throughout the transition, as suggested by
experiments [21]. Using hybrid QM/MM calculations, Khrenova and colleagues obtained potential-energy profiles for the recovery of the BlrB protein and its Tyr93F
mutant, in which the conserved Tyr is mono-fluorinated. The BlrB potential-energy
profile—with barriers of 13.2 and 14.6 kcal/mol for steps 2) and 3), respectively—
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implicated a recovery time of 0.4 s, close to the 2 s reported experimentally [7].
Fluorination of the conserved Tyr, which lowers its p𝐾a , increased the potentialenergy barriers by ∼ 4 kcal/mol, corresponding to a theoretical recovery time of
4.8 s. The lengthened recovery time predicted for the BlrB Tyr93F mutant agreed
qualitatively with reported experiments for the PixD BLUF protein [6]. More recent experiments suggest that the trend might be opposite, with a recovery time
of 26 s for the PixD wild type and 4.5 s for its Tyr93F mutant [9]. However, such
a difference in the rate would amount to a change of ∼ 1 kcal/mol in the calculated barrier, which lies arguably beyond the accuracy limit of this sort of QM/MM
energy calculations [41].
Here, we investigate the dark-state recovery of the BlrB and the AppA proteins.
Given the current consensus on the Gln rotation and tautomerization [20, 21], we
initially assume a mechanism similar to the one proposed by Khrenova and collaborators for the BlrB protein [40]. For the AppA protein, we consider the Tyr—rather
than a protonated His—as the first proton donor. This consideration follows experimental measurements showing that AppA has a much greater sensitivity to
Tyr triple-fluorination; decreasing its recovery time 4000-fold [8]. Additionally,
for AppA, we take into account the switch from the Trpin /Metout (light) to the
Trpout /Metin (dark) conformation [31]. We present simulations at the QM/MM
level for the hydrogen-bond rearrangement near the chromophore, for both BlrB
and AppA, and at the MM level for the Trp/Met switching in AppA. Moreover,
rather than obtaining potential-energy profiles along energy-minimized intermediate states, we perform both QM/MM-based molecular dynamics (MD) to validate
our mechanistic pathways and calculate free-energy profiles. This task, which is
particularly expensive for QM/MM MD, becomes feasible thanks to our in-house
developed path-based free-energy methods [42–45]. By sampling along an adaptive
light-to-dark path in the space of key transition descriptors, i.e. collective variables
(CVs), we eﬀiciently calculate a free-energy profile. For our QM/MM simulations of
the change in hydrogen-bonding within the active site, we use CVs inspired by the
currently accepted mechanism, and we render free-energy profiles for the AppA and
BlrB proteins, which we compare with previous work and experimental recovery
rates [7–9]. For the MM simulations of the Trp/Met conformational change around
the fifth 𝛽 strand of AppA, we employ our automated framework to find CVs based
on stable-state data [46]—which integrates several well-known CV-discovery algorithms [47–50]—and perform path-steered MD.

8.2. Simulation protocol
8.2.1. Molecular mechanics
System preparation is done using GROMACS 2018.8 [51, 52]. For BlrB, we start
with the X-ray structure 2BYC (chain A) [53] from the Protein Data Bank [54].
Same as in [40], we consider Lys and Arg residues to be positively charged, and
Glu and Asp residues to be negatively charged. Since His73 is considered to be the
first proton donor, we rotate it and protonate it at both nitrogen atoms in order to
facilitate a proton transfer to Tyr9, as done in [40]. All other residues are protonated
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according to default GROMACS protocols. The Gln is in amide form—for which
force-field parameters are readily available—with its oxygen pointing toward the
Tyr, which corresponds to the dark state. The system is centered in a cubic box
with a distance of 1 nm between the protein and the edge of the box. The protein
is modeled with the CHARMM36 force field [55]. A flavin mononucleotide (FMN),
which substitutes the FAD, is modelled with parameters from [56]. We solvate the
system in TIP3P water [57] and then neutralize the charge by adding 150 mM NaCl
[33]. The system is then energy-minimized. We use the canonical sampling via
velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat [58]—set at 300 K with a time constant of 0.1
ps—and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [59]—set at 1 bar with a time constant of
1 ps. The LINCS algorithm [60] was used to constrain bonds involving hydrogen
atoms. With a step of 2 fs, we perform 100 ns of equilibration.
For AppA, we start with the PDB X-ray structure 1YRX (chain A) [15], which
has the Trpin /Metout conformation assigned to the light state. The Gln is also in
the light-state orientation, i.e. with its oxygen pointing toward the C4 O carbonyl
of the FAD, but it is in amide form, due to force-field parameter availability. We
consider all His residues protonated only at their N𝜀 atoms; including the His85
near the FMN, since Tyr21 is now considered the first proton donor. The rest of
the preparation is done in the same manner as for BlrB.

8.2.2. Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics

8

We start from the final structures from the force-field MD equilibration runs described above. We run QM/MM MD using CP2K [61, 62]. For BlrB, following the
example of Khrenova and coworkers [40], we include in the QM zone the residues
Tyr9, Ser11, Asn33, Gln51, His73, Met94 and the FMN, which have a total of
92 atoms. The QM box size is of 25 × 25 × 25 Å. We use the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [63]—which has a very favorable
accuracy versus computational cost performance—together with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction [64]. We use Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) pseudopotentials
[65, 66] to represent valence-core interactions, and a double-zeta valence with polarization (DZVP-GTH-PBE) basis set with a plane wave cutoff of 400 Ry. All
QM residues are capped by hydrogen atoms, saturating the C𝛼 with a radius of 1.4
Å and a force scaling factor of 1.5. The QM region is embedded electrostatically
inside the MM environment, which is handled with the same force fields as in the
MM protocol. After a geometry optimization, we equilibrate for 5 ps with a time
step of 0.5 fs. We use the CSVR thermostat [58] set at 300 K with a time constant
of 0.5 ps, and with a thermal region for the QM atoms. The time evolution of the
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the QM atom positions plateaus at ∼1 Å
after 2 ps; and the energy drift is <0.4 K/ps per atom; indicating a stable setup.
A smaller QM zone was tested—only with Tyr9, Gln51, His73 and the FMN—but
dismissed after noticing lesser stability, i.e. the RMSD time evolution not stabilizing
after 5 ps and an energy drift of ∼0.6 K/ps per atom. After the dark-state is equilibrated, we use path-steered MD—with parameters similar to the ones described
in the next section—to rotate and tautomerize the Gln. Then, we re-equilibrate at
the light-state.
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For the AppA protein, we repeat a similar protocol, including in the QM zone the
residues Tyr21, Ser23, Asn45, Gln63, His85, Trp104 and the FMN, which account
for a total of 98 atoms. We use the same QM/MM parameters as for BlrB. We
manually change the Gln to the ZZ-imide form, before equilibrating in the light
state. To obtain the dark state structure, we again use path-steered MD with
settings similar to the ones described below, and then re-equilibrate.

8.2.3. Path-constrained molecular dynamics
Molecular transitions that require crossing over a free-energy barrier, such as chemical reactions or conformational changes, are typically rare events in the timescales
accessible to MD simulations; specially at higher levels of theory like QM/MM.
Standard free-energy methods, such as constrained MD, steered MD or metadynamics, can sample these rare events by exerting a biasing potential on a small set
of CVs and return an insightful free-energy surface. However, the convergence time
of these calculations suffers from exponential scaling with respect to the number of
CVs; meaning that complex transitions that involve many CVs are often unfeasible.
Here, we employ the path-based methodology described in Chapter 2, that was first
introduced in [42]. In short, rather than sampling the entire CV-space, we sample
the one-dimensional progress component, 𝑠, along an adaptive path connecting two
known stable states. Most standard free-energy methods—such as constrained MD
[67, 68] or steered MD [69, 70]—can be directly used along the path, and provide
valuable mechanistic details, as done in Chapter 6 [44].
For the BlrB BLUF protein, we use eight CVs to describe the tautomerization
and rotation of the Gln (see Fig. 8.3):
• 𝑐Tyr-H1 : coordination number1 of the Tyr O with the proton H12 .
• 𝑐His-H1 : coordination number of the His N𝜀 with the proton H1.
• 𝑐Gln-H2 : coordination number of the Gln N𝜀 with the proton H2.
• 𝑐Tyr-H2 : coordination number of the Tyr O with the proton H2.
• 𝑡O-H : dihedral angle formed by the C𝛾 -C𝛿 -O𝜀 -H3. This angle is shifted by
+5.5 rad in order to capture the desired direction of rotation, i.e. with the
O-H pointing toward the FMN at the mid-rotation.
• 𝑡Gln : pseudo-dihedral angle formed by: the axis between the C𝛾 and the C𝛿 of
Gln; the first vector from the C𝛼 of the previous residue of Gln to C𝛼 of the
following residue; and the second vector from the N𝜀 to the O𝜀 of Gln. The
direction of rotation is such that the Gln O points toward the FMN at the
mid-rotation.
• 𝑐Tyr-H3 : coordination number of the Tyr O with the proton H3.
1 Coordination

numbers are calculated as 𝑐𝑖𝑗 = [1 − (𝑟𝑖𝑗 /𝑟0 )6 ]/[1 − (𝑟𝑖𝑗 /𝑟0 )12 ], where 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the
distance between the two atoms involved and 𝑟0 = 1.5 Å.
2 We label protons based on their positions in the light state (see Fig. 8.3): H1 is the proton of
the His N𝜀 , H2 is the proton of the Tyr O, and H3 is the proton of the Gln O𝜀 .
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• 𝑐Gln-H3 : coordination number of the Gln O𝜀 with the proton H3.

8

The initial and final points of the light-to-dark path are based on the average
values of the CVs at each of the stable states (see Table 8.1). We normalize the CVs
such that their values are 1 at the light state, and 0 at the dark state3 . The path
has 20 nodes, with 10 extra trailing nodes at the beginning and at the end. The
light state corresponds to path progress component 𝑠 = 1.0, and the dark state to
𝑠 = 0.0. We shape the path in four steps, of ∼5 nodes each, according to the steps
proposed by Khrenova and coworkers [40]. The eight CVs decrease from 1 to 0 on
the following order: First, 𝑐Tyr-H1 , 𝑐His-H1 , 𝑐Gln-H2 and 𝑐Tyr-H2 ; second, 𝑡O-H ; third,
𝑡Gln ; and fourth, 𝑐Tyr-H3 and 𝑐Gln-H3 , while 𝑐Tyr-H1 and 𝑐His-H1 increase again from
0 to 1. Given the high computational cost of QM/MM MD, and the fact a proposed
mechanism is already available, we do not adapt the path on the fly as done in other
chapters. Instead, we allow the sampling to moderately deviate from the assumed
pathway. We do this by setting a “tube” potential—i.e. a harmonic restraint on the
distance component from the path, 𝑧—with an offset of 0.5 normalized units, and
a force constant of 1,000 kcal/mol. This implies that the sampling of the transition
may drift up to 0.5 units from the path in the normalized CV-space.
To obtain free-energy profiles, we perform path-constrained MD, with samples
from 𝑠 = 0.0 to 𝑠 = 1.0, every 0.05 path progress units. We use stiff harmonic
restraints, with a force constant of 100,000 kcal/mol. The large value of the force
constant is due to the normalization of the path progress, on top of the normalization
of the CVs. The samples are moved to the desired positions via path-steered MD,
starting from 𝑠 = 1.0, with a speed of 2.0 path progress units per ps. The sample
at 𝑠 = 1.0 is steered from 𝑠 = 0.0, to verify the reversibility of the transition. After
being steered to their respective positions, we let the systems equilibrate for at least
0.5 ps before recording forces for 1 ps. For the samples between 𝑠 = 0.35 to 𝑠 = 0.55,
which involve the slow rotation of the Gln, we double the equilibration and sampling
time. Finally, we obtain free-energy profiles via numerical integration of the average
forces, and cubic spline interpolation.
Some restraints are included in the simulations, all with force constants of 100
kcal mol−1 Å−2 . The distance between the Tyr O and the second proton of the
Gln N𝜀 in the dark-state is restrained to be larger than 2.5 Å to prevent proton
transfer. The distance between the Tyr O and the Gln C𝛿 is restrained to be larger
than 2.5 Å to avoid a reaction with the mid-rotated Gln. The distance between the
His N𝜀 and the Tyr O is restrained at 2.8 Å to ensure its favorable position for the
first concerted proton transfer. The tendency of the His flipping out of the active
site and into the solvent, greater in MM than in QM/MM MD, has previously been
observed in [40].
For the AppA BLUF protein we repeat the same protocol, with a few adjustments. Because we do not consider a proton transfer from the His (see Fig. 8.3), the
CVs 𝑐Tyr-H1 and 𝑐His-H1 , as well as the restraint between the His N𝜀 and the Tyr O,
are not used . To prevent proton transfer back to the Tyr during the O-H and Gln
3 The

CV normalization is done with 𝑥norm = (𝑥 − 𝑥dark )/(𝑥light − 𝑥dark ), where 𝑥 is the corresponding CV.
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Table 8.1: Average values of the eight CVs during the QM/MM light- and dark-state 5 ps equilibrations of the BlrB BLUF protein.

state / CV
Light
Dark

𝑐Tyr-H1
0.3
0.3

𝑐His-H1
0.9
0.9

𝑐Gln-H2
0.3
0.9

𝑐Tyr-H2
0.9
0.0

𝑡O-H
-2.2
1.2

𝑡Gln
2.5
-1.8

𝑐Tyr-H3
0.0
0.9

𝑐Gln-H3
0.9
0.3

rotation steps, the offset of the tube potential is decreased to 0.3 normalized units.
For the samples at 𝑠 = 0.65, 𝑠 = 0.60 and 𝑠 = 0.45 the offset had to be further
decreased to 0.2 normalized units; and for the sample at 𝑠 = 0.35, to 0.1 normalized
units. The sample at 𝑠 = 0.7 is the only one with an offset of 0.5 normalized units.

8.3. Results and discussion
8.3.1. Light- and dark-state structures
In Table 8.2 we show the hydrogen-bond occupancies for the BlrB and AppA BLUF
proteins, as measured during the QM/MM MD simulations in the light and dark
states. The hydrogen bonds are illustrated with dashed lines in Fig. 8.3. In general,
we observe good agreement with the currently accepted structures [20, 21] and with
previous QM/MM simulations [22].
In the light state of both proteins, the Gln O𝜀 makes a persistent hydrogen bond
with the O4 of the FMN; agreeing with previous spectroscopic analyses [12]. The
Gln O𝜀 -FMN O4 hydrogen bond appears to be stronger in AppA (100% occupancy)
than in BlrB (78%). The second Gln-to-FMN hydrogen bond, which involves the
N𝜀 and N5 atoms, is much more persistent in AppA (72%) than in BlrB (4%).
Moreover, the interaction of the Gln O𝜀 with Trp in AppA (84%) is much stronger
than with the Met in BlrB (3%) These stable-state trends already show consistency
with the longer recovery time in the AppA protein, where it is likely more diﬀicult
to break the hydrogen bonds of the Gln with the FMN and the Trp. Both proteins
have persistent hydrogen-bonding between the Gln N𝜀 and Tyr O.
In the dark state, we also see some differences between the two BLUF proteins.
The Gln N𝜀 of BlrB makes hydrogen bonds with both the FMN N5 (48%) and
Table 8.2: Hydrogen-bond occupancies during the QM/MM MD equilibrations of the BlrB and
AppA BLUF proteins in the light and dark states. A hydrogen bond is considered formed if the
donor-acceptor distance is <3.2 Å. We evaluate the distances every 50 fs for the 5 ps trajectories.

H-bond
Gln O𝜀 -FMN O4
Gln N𝜀 -FMN N5
Gln O𝜀 -Met S/Trp N
Gln N𝜀 -Tyr O
Gln N𝜀 -FMN O4
Gln N𝜀 -Met S/Trp N
Gln O𝜀 -Tyr O

BlrB Light
78%
4%
3%
93%
0%
0%
0%

BlrB Dark
0%
48%
0%
0%
65%
0%
100%

AppA Light
100%
72%
84%
100%
0%
0%
0%

AppA Dark
3%
12%
0%
0%
91%
7%
94%
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the FMN O4 (65%). On the other hand the Gln N𝜀 of AppA is significantly more
hydrogen-bonded to the FMN O4 (91%) than to the FMN N5 (12%). This is due to
differences in the alignment of the ZZ-imide Gln. In both proteins, the interaction
of the Gln N𝜀 with either the Trp or the Met is very weak. The hydrogen-bonding
of the Gln O𝜀 with the Tyr O is persistent in both proteins.

8.3.2. Glutamine tautomerization and rotation

8

In Fig. 8.4 we show free-energy profiles for the light-to-dark hydrogen-bond change
resolved with QM/MM-based path-constrained MD. For the BlrB protein, the first
barrier—from 𝑠 ≈ 1.0 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.7—corresponds to the first concerted proton transfers
from the His to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the Gln. The second barrier, 𝑠 ≈ 0.7 to
𝑠 ≈ 0.5, tracks the O-H rotation, while the third barrier, 𝑠 ≈ 0.5 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.3, does so
for the Gln rotation. Finally, the last barrier—from 𝑠 ≈ 0.3 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.0—represents
the concerted proton transfers from the Gln to the Tyr, and from the Tyr to the
His (see Fig. 8.3).
Our result for the BlrB protein is consistent with the previously published
potential-energy profile [40], especially regarding the O-H rotation and Gln rotation barriers. The Gln rotation is the rate-determining step, for which we calculate
a barrier of 14.6 kcal/mol, in perfect agreement with the previous result. The experimental recovery time of 2 s [7] implies a rate-determining barrier of ∼18 kcal/mol
4
. The mismatch of ∼3.4 kcal/mol between the calculations and the experiments
could be attributed to the size of the QM region, or other QM and MM parameters.
Continuing our comparison to the potential-energy calculation, we calculate a much
higher barrier (13.6 kcal/mol) for the first proton transfers than previously reported
(2.2 kcal/mol). The increased barrier might be due to the assumption that the
His-to-Tyr and Tyr-to-Gln proton transfers are concerted, which comes from the
single transition state reported in [40]. In Fig. 8.A.1—which shows the sampling
projected on each CV—we observe that, during the first proton transfers, 𝑐His-H1
and 𝑐Tyr-H2 deviate from the path by an amount close to the limit of 0.5 normalized
units; indicating that the proton transfers might indeed occur in a stepwise manner.
We also record a positive free-energy difference (8.0 kcal/mol) for the first proton
transfers, opposite to the previous potential-energy study (-2.1 kcal/mol); pointing
to less likely excursions to the first intermediate. The disagreement might also be
due to differences in the models, such as the choice for the DFT exchange-correlation
functional, which is PBE in this work versus PBE0 in the former work.
To analyze the mechanism, in Fig. 8.A.1 we show the path and the sampling
projected onto each of the eight CVs. For most cases, the sampling remains close
to the path. As mentioned before, the largest deviations from the path occur for
the concerted proton transfers. While it is common that the coordination numbers
of the acceptors change before those of the donors, the deviations indicate that the
His-to-Tyr and Tyr-to-Gln proton transfers might be more favored when occurring
in a stepwise manner. The coordination number 𝑐Gln-H3 shows deviations in the
range from 𝑠 = 0.7 to 𝑠 = 0.5, which are caused by the FMN C4 O attracting
4 Assuming

a free energy barrier Δ𝐹 ∗ = 𝑁A 𝑘B 𝑇 ln[(𝑘ℎ)/(𝑘B 𝑇 )], with the Avogadro constant 𝑁A ,
Boltzmann constant 𝑘B , Planck constant ℎ, rate constant 𝑘 and temperature 𝑇 .
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the proton during the rotation of the O-H group. Also, the torsion 𝑡O-H shows
deviations near the dark state, which we observe in the corresponding equilibration
as well, because the proton is transferred to the Tyr and no longer forms part of the
O-H group.
In Fig. 8.4, we also show a free-energy profile for the recovery of the AppA BLUF
protein. The free energy of the Tyr-to-Gln proton transfer, taking place from 𝑠 ≈ 1.0
to 𝑠 ≈ 0.7, is raised by almost 25 kcal/mol due to the lack of a proton donor for the
Tyr. Moreover, the first and third intermediate states (IS-1 and IS-3), as shown in
Fig. 8.3, do not show any metastability. The free-energy profile strongly suggests
that the AppA protein, like BlrB, requires a residue to donate a proton to the Tyr.
To explain the difference in recovery times—from 2 s in BlrB to ∼25 min in AppA—
we propose the role of the Trpin /Metout conformation. To compare the free-energy
profiles of both proteins in Fig. 8.4, we assume that the Tyr deprotonation does not
affect the AppA free-energy calculation beyond the range from 𝑠 ≈ 1.0 to 𝑠 ≈ 0.7. In
BlrB, starting from the top of the second barrier (12.3 kcal/mol), which corresponds
to the O-H rotation, the second intermediate state (IS-2) implies a lowering of 11.6
kcal/mol in free energy. In AppA, IS-2 is only 6.1 kcal/mol lower than the peak
of second barrier. This increased metastability of IS-2 in BlrB is likely caused by
the hydrogen bond of the Gln O-H group with the Met (98% occupancy), which is
replaced by the Trp in AppA. Moreover, the third barrier is only 2.3 kcal/mol higher
than the second barrier in BlrB, while in AppA it is 4.0 kcal/mol higher; indicating
that the Trp hinders Gln rotation; agreeing with the stronger hydrogen-bonding of
the light-state Gln O𝜀 (84%) shown in Table 8.1. Under the reasonable assumption
that introducing a protonated His in AppA would level the two-free energy profiles
at the top of the second barrier, then the barrier of the rate limiting step—i.e. the
Gln rotation—of AppA would be of ∼16.3 kcal/mol. While this number is still lower
than the ∼22 kcal/mol that might be expected from the ∼25 min recovery time of
AppA, this would mean that both free-energy calculations underestimate the barrier
by a similar factor: 0.8 in BlrB and 0.7 in AppA.
The mechanistic details of the AppA recovery, shown in Fig. 8.A.2, are similar to
those of BlrB. Again, the coordination numbers deviate slightly for the path, with
the proton acceptors changing before the donors. Same as in BlrB, the coordination
number 𝑐Gln-H3 fluctuates from 𝑠 = 0.7 to 𝑠 = 0.5, because the C4 O hinders the
rotation of the O-H group, and the torsion 𝑡O-H shows fluctuations near the dark
state, also seen in the equilibration. The coordination number 𝑐Tyr-H2 shows larger
fluctuations than in BlrB from 𝑠 = 0.7 to 𝑠 = 0.4, because the deprotonated Tyr is
still interacting with the proton at the Gln C𝜀 .

8.4. Conclusion
For the first time, dynamics and free-energy calculations where performed of the Gln
tautomerization and rotation associated with the deactivation of BLUF photoreceptors. In a QM/MM MD setup, we corroborate the stability of the currently accepted
light- and dark-state structures in two different BLUF proteins: BlrB and AppA.
We also confirm the BlrB dark-state recovery mechanism proposed by Khrenova
and coworkers [40] via path-steered and -constrained MD; obtaining a remarkable
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agreement in the energy barriers. Said mechanism involves several steps—i.e. proton transfers between a protonated His, a conserved Tyr and the Gln, as well as
rotations of the Gln—whose handling is streamlined in path-based calculations.
Aided by the eﬀiciency of path-based calculations, we also obtain a free-energy
profile for the dark-state recovery of the AppA protein. Based on the reported
high sensitivity to Tyr-fluorination of this protein, we consider its Tyr as a first
proton donor, rather than the protonated His considered in BlrB. However, our
calculated free-energy profile strongly points that the AppA protein, same as BlrB,
must have an initial proton donor different from the Tyr. We propose, based on our
free-energy profiles, that the ∼750-fold longer recovery time of AppA with respect
to BlrB is due to the Trpin /Metout conformation of the former. The respective
interactions of the Met or Trp modulate the barrier for the Gln rotation, i.e. the
rate-determining step of the recovery. In AppA, it has already been observed that
the Trp flips from inside to outside of the active site as the protein recovers the dark
state. In Appendix 8.A, we further investigate the Trp/Met switch at the MM level
of theory with CV-discovery tools and path-based enhanced sampling. The exact
concertedness of the Trp/Met switch with the Gln tautomerization and rotation
might determine the exact recovery rate. Larger, or adaptive QM regions may help
including the Trp/Met conformational change in the same simulation as the Gln
rotation and tautomerization.
Our scheme for QM/MM path-based sampling enables future calculations in
BLUF proteins or similar systems undergoing intricate hydrogen-bond rearrangements. This includes a calculation of the AppA dark-state recovery with a protonated His, as well as fluorinated Tyr mutants, which can be compared to experiments. Robust multiscale schemes and sampling methods hold the key to further
understand the variations of signaling times across BLUF proteins, and to predict
directed mutations to control their behavior in optogenetic or biosensor applications.

8

8.A. Appendix
8.A.1. Path-constrained molecular dynamics sampling
Fig. 8.A.1 and Fig. 8.A.2 show the path-constrained MD sampling of the darkstate recovery mechanism in the BlrB and the AppA BLUF proteins, respectively.
The sampling remains mostly close to the path for both cases. The deviations are
discussed in the main text.

8.A.2. Tryptophan and methionine switching
To select CVs for the conformational change from the Trpin /Metout to the
Trpout /Metin conformation in the AppA protein, we employ the framework for discovery of stable-state-based CVs (DiSSCoVa). The scheme—which is discussed in
further detail in [46]—consists of the following steps:
1. Obtain trajectory data for two stable states.
2. Extract all features, e.g. interatomic distances, angles and dihedrals, from both
trajectories.
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Figure 8.A.1: Path-constrained MD sampling projected onto each of the eight CVs and the path
progress, 𝑠, during the calculation for the dark-state recovery of the BlrB BLUF protein.
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Figure 8.A.2: Path-constrained MD sampling projected onto each of the six CVs and the path
progress, 𝑠, during the calculation for the dark-state recovery of the AppA BLUF protein.
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3. Normalize all features with respect to a unique reference for every feature
type, e.g. divide all distances by the largest recorded distance, and express all
angles by their normalized cosine.
4. Remove features with low variance, e.g. constrained bonds.
5. Use harmonic linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) [47] to score features according to how well-separated are their distributions between the two states.
6. Use maximal information coeﬀicients (MICs) [48] to score the pairwise redundancy of features in both states.
7. From the most redundant feature pairs, chose only the slowest feature according to time-lagged independent component analysis (TICA) [49, 50] in both
states.
8. Optionally, coarse-grain related features.
For the Trpin /Metout and Trpout /Metin conformations, we use the 1YRX [15]
and 2IYG [32] PDB structures, respectively (see Fig. 8.2); including residues 17 to
121 and the FMN. Both systems are prepared using the same protocol as in the main
text, before running 100 ns simulations. For our DiSSCoVa framework, we consider
all heavy-atom dihedrals (1,333), all heavy-atom angles (1,142) and only distances
between C𝛼 atoms (5,460), for a total of 7,935 features. We remove the bottom 1%
of the features with the smallest variance. This reduces the total number of features
to 4,149. Since HLDA struggles to handle the thousands of features simultaneously,
we perform a bagged analysis. For each feature type, we evaluate 200 bags of 20
randomly selected features at a time. We rank all the features based on their average
HLDA score, and keep only the top 1.4%. This reduces the total number of features
to 60. Then, we measure redundancy based on a pairwise MIC between all features.
We assume that every pair of features with a MIC score of 0.1 or higher is redundant.
For each redundant pair, we keep only the feature that is slowest, according to TICA.
The filtering criteria are based on the analysis protocol presented in [46]. Our final
CV set contains 30 features, which are listed in Table 8.A.3.
A set of 30 CVs would normally be extremely hard to handle, but a path-CV
simplifies the task. We perform path-steered MD on a path with 100 nodes in the 30dimensional CV-space. The initial and the final nodes of the path are defined based
on the average values of each feature at the two stable states. We steer the system
from the Trpin /Metout to the Trpout /Metin conformation using a harmonic restraint
with a force constant of 5000 kcal/mol per normalized path unit. The steering from
𝑠 = 0.0 to 𝑠 = 1.0 is done in 0.5 ns, and the path is updated every 1 ps. We also
use a tube potential with a force constant of 100 kcal/mol per normalized path unit
at 𝑧 = 0. In Fig. 8.A.3 we show snapshots of the transition, which successfully
switches the positions of Trp and Met. Note that the Gln remains in amide form in
this MM calculation. The 30 CVs are highlighted in green. Most of the CVs describe
motions occurring near the fifth 𝛽 strand, but some are further away. This indicates
that the selection can likely be refined. We defer a free-energy calculation of this
conformational change—which has been previously investigated in [33]—to future
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work. This preliminary simulation of the Trp/Met conformational change shows
that our CV selection framework, combined with path-based sampling, provides a
promising route to elucidate the mechanistic details of the signal propagation from
the local Gln rotation and hydrogen-bond rearrangement at the chromophore site
to the protein exterior.
Trpin/Metout

0.0 ns

Trpout/Metin

0.25 ns

0.5 ns

Figure 8.A.3: Snapshots of the path-steered MD run from the Trpin /Metout to the Trpout /Metin
conformation. The CVs selected by DiSSCoVa are highlighted in green.
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Table 8.A.3: CVs selected by DiSSCoVa for the Trpin /Metout and Trpout /Metin conformational
change in AppA BLUF.

CV
𝑧1
𝑧2
𝑧3
𝑧4
𝑧5
𝑧6
𝑧7
𝑧8
𝑧9
𝑧10
𝑧11
𝑧12
𝑧13
𝑧14
𝑧15
𝑧16
𝑧17
𝑧18
𝑧19
𝑧20
𝑧21
𝑧22
𝑧23
𝑧24
𝑧25
𝑧26
𝑧27
𝑧28
𝑧29
𝑧30

type
Torsion
Distance
Angle
Distance
Distance
Distance
Torsion
Angle
Angle
Torsion
Torsion
Torsion
Distance
Torsion
Distance
Torsion
Torsion
Distance
Torsion
Angle
Angle
Angle
Angle
Torsion
Angle
Angle
Torsion
Torsion
Torsion
Torsion

atom 1
105HIS N
52GLY CA
103GLY CA
54LEU CA
51THR CA
45ASN CA
88VAL CG2
92ALA N
104TRP CB
18SER N
81ARG CB
30THR CG2
104TRP CA
103GLY N
55PHE CA
44HIS CG
91LEU C
55PHE CA
100ARG CB
47ARG NE
93GLU N
47ARG NE
102ALA N
100ARG CA
22ARG NE
22ARG NE
22ARG CD
47ARG CD
108LEU N
104TRP N

atom 2
105HIS CA
106MET CA
103GLY C
109SER CA
108LEU CA
105HIS CA
88VAL CB
92ALA CA
104TRP CA
18SER CA
81ARG CG
30THR CB
106MET CA
103GLY CA
107GLN CA
44HIS CB
92ALA N
105HIS CA
100ARG CG
47ARG CZ
93GLU CA
47ARG CZ
102ALA CA
100ARG CB
22ARG CZ
22ARG CZ
22ARG NE
47ARG NE
108LEU CA
104TRP CA

atom 3
105HIS C

atom 4
106MET N

88VAL CA
92ALA C
104TRP C
18SER CB
81ARG CD
30THR CA

88VAL C

103GLY C

104TRP N

44HIS CA
92ALA CA

44HIS C
92ALA CB

100ARG CD
47ARG NH1

100ARG NE

100ARG CG
22ARG NH2
22ARG NH1
22ARG CZ
47ARG CZ
108LEU CB
104TRP CB

100ARG CD

18SER OG
81ARG NE
30THR C

22ARG NH2
47ARG NH2
108LEU CG
104TRP CG
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dvances in the atomistic understanding of biomolecular structure and function come with wide applications in medicine, pharmacology and biomaterials, as well as with fundamental answers about the nature of living things.
Such insight can be brought by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which nowadays can model a huge variety of biosystems, such as proteins, nucleic acids, polysaccharides, etc. However, even with nowadays vast computational resources, the
timescales that are usually accessible in standard MD simulations cannot reliably
sample many relevant biological processes, which occur either too slowly or too infrequently. We refer to this as the rare event problem. To overcome it, the MD
community has devised an arsenal of enhanced sampling techniques. One specific
family of techniques, known as free-energy methods, work by exerting a biasing
potential on key descriptive molecular degrees of freedom—i.e. collective variables
(CVs)—that drive the transition of interest. By correcting for the bias afterward,
one can extract insight in the form of free-energy landscapes—projected onto the
CVs—with stable states, transition channels and barriers that can be related to
experimental results. However, the computational cost of converging a free-energy
calculation scales exponentially with the number of CVs; meaning that complex
transitions that require many descriptors are typically out of grasp. Path-based
methods offer a solution to this challenge. By performing the biasing on the onedimensional progress parameter along an adaptive path connecting two known states
in CV-space, rather than on the CVs themselves, path-based methods circumvent
the curse of dimensionality. In this thesis, we introduce novel strategies to pathbased enhanced sampling, and also combine them with other powerful simulation
techniques; thus, advancing the capabilities to simulate complex molecular transitions. We assess our strategies by studying intricate conformational and chemical
changes in a variety of biomolecules; including oligopeptides, sensor proteins, DNA
and polysaccharides.
Part I of this thesis presents a general introduction to biomolecular simulation
and a methodology chapter. Part II deals with combining experiments and simulations of polysaccharides. In Chapter 3, we study the ion-responsive rigidity of
hyaluronan, a natural polyelectrolyte that regulates the mechanical properties of the
extracellular matrix. Our multi-method approach employs 2D infrared spectroscopy,
single-chain force spectroscopy and molecular simulations. Infrared spectroscopy
and MD simulations evidence a specific binding of Ca2+ ions to the amide and carboxylate groups of hyaluronan, which does not occur for Na+ ions. To study the
implications of this binding, we use free-energy calculations and force spectroscopy.
Both methods find that the presence of Ca2+ ions triggers a drastic decrease, of
∼ 50%, in the persistence length of hyaluronan. We discover that the mechanistic
origin for this responsive flexibility is the weakening of hyaluronan’s intramolecular
195
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hydrogen bonds, due to the distinctive binding of Ca2+ ions. The understanding of
this finely tuned responsive mechanism can elucidate how hyaluronan regulates cell
behavior in the extracellular matrix. Additionally, simulations could guide the design of biopolymers with specific monomer combinations, i.e. ion-binding side chains,
to achieve tunable rigidity responses. This is the only chapter that uses standard,
rather than path-based, free-energy calculations. Standard methods are more than
suitable when a single CV—in this case, the end-to-end distance of a hyaluronan
chain—can describe the process of interest—i.e. the bending of the chain—and accessible simulation timescales are suﬀicient to sample relevant fluctuations, as we
demonstrate in an error analysis.
In Part III of this thesis we present new developments in path-based methods,
mainly concerning parallelism. Our novel approaches are tested in oligopeptides.
In Chapter 4, we analyze the performance of multiple-walker path-metadynamics
(PMD), our in-house developed path-based method. We consider the right- to lefthandedness change in polyproline helices. Polyproline chains, whose conformation
can be described in terms of 𝜔-dihedrals around the peptide bonds, present an ideal
test system for CV-dimensionality. Adding one more proline residue to a chain is
equivalent to adding one more CV to the description of the transition. We study
polyproline chains described by three, four and five CVs, i.e. a tetramer, a pentamer
and a hexamer. Multiple-walker PMD delivers pathways and free-energy profiles
with sub-exponential, and even sub-linear, performance scaling; thus surpassing the
limitations of standard biasing techniques. The uniform sampling performed by the
multiple replicas along the path also helps in the path optimization, which raises
the performance above trivial parallelism. Regarding the handedness transition in
polyproline, we observe a relation between the direction and the order of the residue
rotations. By reversing the direction of the residue rotations, the order of the mechanism can change from an end-to-end (zipper-like) mechanism, to a center-to-end
mechanism. This observation reconciles previous experimental and computational
results. Moreover, we also observe that higher-dimensional CV-spaces tend to contain more possible pathways, which motivates the next chapter.
In Chapter 5, we introduce a novel method to perform a parallel search for reaction channels. Multiple-path-metadynamics (multiPMD) uses multiple repulsive
and adaptive paths to simultaneously find competing transition mechanisms, and
their free energies. The crucial aspect of the technique is the use of special walkers that induce repulsion between the paths, i.e. repellers, or that pinpoint known
distinct intermediates, i.e. attractors. We assess the performance of multiPMD by
simulating conformational transitions in alanine dipeptide—for which we find two
pathways—and tetrameric polyproline—for which we find six pathways. We also introduce additional schemes using special walkers to handle cyclic paths and switching paths, i.e. paths that lie somewhere between two previously found mechanisms.
More importantly, we also present another novel concept: the PathMap. After the
multiple paths between two states have been located, a PathMap provides an interpretable view of the free-energy along each pathway, as well as of the merging
and forking of the channels and the free-energy ridges between them. MultiPMD
and PathMaps offer promising ways to eﬀiciently handle competing, or debated,
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transition mechanisms. In particular, we exploit the versatility of MultiPMD in
Chapter 7.
In Part IV of this thesis, we study DNA base-pairing transitions using pathbased methods. Specifically, we study the transition between Watson-Crick-Franklin
(WCF) and Hoogsteen (HG) base-pairing. HG is an alternative base-paring motif,
in which the purine base is rotated 180° around the glycosidic bond with respect
to the WCF conformation. The rotation of the purine can occur either remaining
inside of the double helix, or flipping outside and then returning into the helix. In
recent years, HG base pairs have been discovered to exist in a dynamical equilibrium
with WCF base pairs. Moreover, the HG motif is required in many relevant biological functions. In Chapter 6, we present a mechanistic study of the WCF-to-HG
transition of a specific A⋅T pair in a previously studied DNA sequence (A6 -DNA).
Showcasing the flexibility of the framework, we apply the path approach in combination with several well-established sampling methods: steered MD, metadynamics,
umbrella sampling, constrained MD and transition path sampling. This robustness
might be of special interest to the simulation community. Additionally, the path
formalism also allows us to study many CVs for the transition. We consider the
purine base rotation and flipping, but also key hydrogen-bond distances, distances
between neighboring bases and distances between the backbone atoms of the transitioning A⋅T pair. The relevance of the CVs is evaluated in the appendix of the
chapter. Using the most relevant CVs, we find a preference for the outside pathway.
We identify key mechanistic differences between the inside and the outside pathways. For example, the inside pathway induces a significant opening between the
two neighboring bases of the adenine, in order to accommodate the rotation. This
possible influence of the neighbors motivates the following chapter.
In Chapter 7, we employ the multiPMD method presented in Chapter 5. The
eﬀiciency of multiPMD enables the first systematic investigation of the WCF-to-HG
base-pairing transition in multiple DNA sequences. We study seven different DNA
chains, which are variations of the original A6 -DNA sequence treated in Chapter 6.
In all sequences, we find that the outside pathway has the lowest free-energy barrier.
Regarding the sequence-dependence of the transition, we observe a weak influence of
the direct neighbors on the transitioning base. Instead, we observe a strong influence
of the direction in which the purine base rotates, and if it is either towards the long or
the short section of our DNA chain. This finding suggests a key role of local changes
in DNA flexibility to modulate the dynamical WCF/HG base-pairing equilibrium.
Such local changes in flexibility might be induced by stacking interactions in specific
nucleotide sequences, or by protein-DNA complexes.
Part V of this thesis deals with the combination of path-based free-energy techniques with hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) modeling.
In Chapter 8, we investigate the dark-state recovery mechanism of light-using flavin
(BLUF) photoreceptor proteins, which are known for their non-covalently bonded
flavin chromophore and for their widely-varying signaling times. For example, the
recovery time of the BlrB BLUF protein is of 2 s, which is 750 times shorter than
that of the AppA BLUF protein (∼25 min). Via path-based calculations we sample,
for the first time, the dynamics of Gln rotation and tautomerization that lead to
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the dark-state recovery. We calculate free-energy profiles for the BlrB and AppA
proteins that corroborate a previously proposed mechanism. Our free-energy barriers also evidence the crucial role a Trp and a Met near the flavin chromophore
as modulators of the recovery rate, by tuning the hydrogen-bonding interactions of
the rotating Gln. This result shows how slight mechanistic adjustments in BLUF
proteins are able to control large variations in signaling times, and therefore tune
the light-responsive behavior of organisms. Multiscale modeling and path-based
simulations hold the potential to eﬀiciently evaluate directed mutations of BLUF
photoreceptors, and thus calibrate signaling times for optogenetic or biosensor applications.
In this thesis, we have expanded the capabilities of path-based free-energy methods and put them to the test in various biosystems. We have incorporated wellestablished techniques—such as multiple replicas—to the path-based framework.
More importantly, we have also developed novel schemes, such as multiPMD and
PathMaps. Additionally, we combined path-based enhanced sampling with multiscale modeling, i.e. QM/MM, to enable even more cost-eﬀicient calculations. These
various method extensions have allowed us to overcome different challenges encountered while navigating the free-energy landscapes of various types of biomolecules.
We hope for the advancements here presented to contribute to the long-term goals of
biomolecular simulation; enabling the atomistic understanding of ever larger, more
complex and realistic living systems.
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V

ooruitgang in het atomistische begrip van de biomoleculaire structuur en
functie gaat gepaard met brede toepassingen in de geneeskunde, de farmacologie en de biomaterialen, alsmede fundamentele antwoorden over de
aard van levende wezens. Dergelijk inzicht kan worden verkregen door simulaties
in moleculaire dynamica (MD), die tegenwoordig een enorme verscheidenheid aan
biosystemen kunnen modelleren, zoals proteïnen, nucleïnezuren, polysacchariden,
enzovoorts. Echter, zelfs met de tegenwoordige enorme computationele middelen,
kunnen de tijdschalen die met standard MD simulaties worden bereikt niet alle
relevante biologische processen omschrijven, die ofwel te traag zijn ofwel zelden
voorkomen. We noemen dit het rare event probleem. Om dit probleem op te lossen,
heeft de MD gemeenschap een arsenaal van verbeterde bemonsteringstechnieken ontwikkeld. Een specifieke familie van technieken, bekend als vrije-energie methoden,
werken door het uitoefenen van een bias potentiaal op de belangrijkste beschrijvende moleculaire vrijheidsgraden—d.w.z. collectieve variabelen (CV’s)—die de
interessante moleculaire transities omschrijven. Door achteraf te corrigeren voor de
bias kan inzicht worden verkregen in de vorm van vrije-energielandschappen, geprojecteerd op de CV’s, waarin stabiele toestanden, overgangskanalen en barrières in
verband kunnen worden gebracht met experimentele resultaten. De computationele
kosten van het convergeren van een vrije-energieberekening schalen echter exponentieel met het aantal CV’s; wat betekent dat complexe overgangen waarvoor veel
beschrijvende elementen nodig zijn, meestal buiten het bereik van deze technieken
liggen. Pad-gebaseerde methoden bieden een oplossing voor deze uitdaging. Door
de bias uit te voeren op de één-dimensionale progressieparameter langs een adaptief
pad dat twee bekende toestanden in de CV-ruimte verbindt in plaats van op de
CV’s zelf, omzeilen pad-gebaseerde methodes de “vloek van de dimensionaliteit”. In
deze dissertatie introduceren we nieuwe strategieën voor pad-gebaseerde verbeterde
sampling, en combineren we ze met andere krachtige simulatietechnieken; op deze
manier bevorderen we de mogelijkheden om complexe moleculaire overgangen te
simuleren. We testen onze strategieën door ingewikkelde conformatie- en chemische
veranderingen te bestuderen in een verscheidenheid van biomoleculen, waaronder
oligopeptiden, sensoreiwitten, DNA en polysacchariden.
Deel I van dit proefschrift geeft een algemene inleiding tot biomoleculaire
simulatie en een methodologisch hoofdstuk. Deel II behandelt de combinatie
van experimenten en simulaties van polysacchariden. In Hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we de ion-ontvankelijke stijfheid van hyaluronzuur, een natuurlijk polyelectrolyt dat de mechanische eigenschappen van de extracellulaire matrix regelt.
Onze multi-methodische benadering maakt gebruik van 2D infraroodspectroscopie,
enkelvoudige-keten krachtspectroscopie en moleculaire simulaties. Infraroodspectroscopie en MD simulaties tonen een specifieke binding aan van Ca2+ ionen aan
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de amide- en carboxylaatgroepen van hyaluronzuur, die niet optreedt voor Na+
ionen. Om de implicaties van deze binding te bestuderen, gebruiken we vrijeenergieberekeningen en krachtspectroscopie. Beide methoden vinden dat de aanwezigheid van Ca2+ ionen leidt tot een drastische afname, van ∼50%, in de persistentielengte van hyaluronzuur. Wij ontdekken dat de mechanistische oorsprong
voor deze responsieve flexibiliteit de verzwakking is van de intra-moleculaire waterstofbruggen van hyaluronzuur, als gevolg van de kenmerkende binding van Ca2+
ionen. Het begrijpen van dit fijn afgestemd en responsieve mechanisme kan verklaren
hoe hyaluron het gedrag van cellen in de extracellulaire matrix reguleert. Bovendien kunnen simulaties een belangrijke leidraad zijn tijdens de ontwikkeling van
biopolymeren met specifieke monomeercombinaties, d.w.z. ion-bindende zijketens,
om afstembare stijfheidsreacties te bereiken. Dit is het enige hoofdstuk dat gebruik maakt van standaard, in plaats van pad-gebaseerde, vrije-energieberekeningen.
Standaardmethoden zijn meer dan geschikt wanneer een enkele CV—in dit geval de
eind-tot-eind afstand van een hyaluronzuurketen—het proces kan beschrijven dat
van belang is—d.w.z. de buiging van de keten—en de toegankelijke simulatietijdschalen voldoende zijn om relevante fluctuaties te omschrijven, zoals we aantonen
in een foutenanalyse.
In Deel III van dit proefschrift presenteren wij nieuwe ontwikkelingen in padgebaseerde methoden, voornamelijk met betrekking tot parallelliteit. Onze nieuwe
benaderingen worden getest in oligopeptiden. In Hoofdstuk 4 analyseren we de
prestaties van multiple-walker path-metadynamics (PMD), onze eigen ontwikkelde
pad-gebaseerde methode. We beschouwen de verandering van rechtshandigheid naar
linkshandigheid in polyproline helices. Polyproline-ketens, waarvan de conformatie
kan worden beschreven in termen van 𝜔-dihedralen rond de peptidebindingen, vormen een ideaal testsysteem voor de CV-dimensionaliteit. Het toevoegen van één
proline residu aan een keten komt overeen met het toevoegen van één extra CV aan
de beschrijving van de overgang. Wij bestuderen polyproline-ketens beschreven door
drie, vier en vijf CV’s, d.w.z. een tetramer, een pentamer en een hexamer. Multiplewalker PMD levert trajecten en vrije-energieprofielen met sub-exponentiële, en zelfs
sub-lineaire, prestatie schaling; daarmee overtreffen we de beperkingen van standaard bias technieken. De uniforme sampling voortkomend uit de meervoudige
replica’s langs het pad helpt ook bij de optimalisatie van het pad, waardoor de
prestaties boven triviaal parallelle berekeningen uitstijgen. Met betrekking tot de
overgang van de links- of rechtshandigheid in polyproline, zien we een relatie tussen
de richting en de volgorde van de residu-rotaties. Door de richting van de residurotaties om te keren, kan de volgorde van het mechanisme veranderen van een
eind-tot-eind (rits-achtig) mechanisme, naar een midden-tot-eind mechanisme. Deze
observatie brengt eerdere experimentele en computationele resultaten met elkaar in
overeenstemming. Bovendien zien we ook dat de hoger-dimensionale CV-ruimten
meer mogelijke routes bevatten, wat de motivatie vormt voor het volgende hoofdstuk.
In Hoofdstuk 5 introduceren we een nieuwe methode om in parallel te zoeken
naar reactiekanalen. Multiple-path-metadynamics (multiPMD) gebruikt meerdere
afstotende en adaptieve paden om gelijktijdig concurrerende overgangsmechanismen
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te vinden, en hun vrije energieën. Het cruciale aspect van de techniek is het gebruik
van speciale walkers die afstoting tussen de paden induceren, d.w.z. afstoters, of
die bekende verschillende tussenliggende paden aanwijzen, d.w.z. attractors. We
evalueren de prestaties van multiPMD door conformatie-overgangen te simuleren in
alanine dipeptide—waarvoor we twee paden vinden—en tetramerische polyproline—
waarvoor we zes paden vinden. We introduceren ook extra schema’s die gebruik
maken van speciale walkers om cyclische paden en schakelpaden te behandelen,
d.w.z. paden die ergens tussen twee eerder gevonden mechanismen liggen. Belangrijker nog is dat we ook een ander nieuw concept presenteren: de PathMap. Nadat
de meervoudige paden tussen twee toestanden zijn gelokaliseerd, geeft een PathMap
een interpreteerbaar beeld van de vrije-energie langs elk pad, en ook van de samenvoegingen en vertakkingen van de kanalen en de vrije-energierichels tussen de paden
in. MultiPMD en PathMaps bieden veelbelovende manieren om eﬀiciënt om te gaan
met concurrerende, of omstreden , overgangsmechanismen. In Hoofdstuk 7 maken
wij specifiek gebruik van de veelzijdigheid van MultiPMD.
In Deel IV van dit proefschrift bestuderen we de overgangen tussen DNA basenparen met behulp van op pad-gebaseerde simulatiemethoden. In het bijzonder
bestuderen we de overgang tussen Watson-Crick-Franklin (WCF) en Hoogsteen
(HG) basenparing. HG is een alternatief base-paringsmotief, waarbij de purinebase
180° geroteerd is rond de glycoside binding ten opzichte van de WCF-conformatie.
De rotatie van de purinebase kan binnen de dubbele helix blijven, of erbuiten vallen
en dan terugkeren in de helix. De laatste jaren is ontdekt dat HG-basenparen in
een dynamisch evenwicht bestaan met WCF-basenparen. Bovendien speelt het HGmotief een belangrijke rol in veel biologische processen. In Hoofdstuk 6 presenteren
we een mechanistische studie van de WCF naar HG-overgang van een specifiek A⋅T
paar in een eerder bestudeerde DNA-sequentie (A6 -DNA). Om de flexibiliteit van
het raamwerk te demonstreren, passen we de pad-benadering toe in combinatie
met verschillende beproefde simulatietechnieken: gestuurde MD, metadynamica,
overkoepelende sampling, beperkte MD en simulering van overgangspaden. Deze
robuustheid kan van bijzonder belang zijn voor de simulatiegemeenschap. Bovendien stelt het pad-formalisme ons ook in staat om vele CV’s tijdens de overgang te
bestuderen. We beschouwen de purinebase rotatie en flipping, maar ook belangrijke waterstofbrug-afstanden, afstanden tussen naburige basen en afstanden tussen
de ruggengraat atomen van het overgaande A⋅T paar. De relevantie van de CV’s
wordt verder besproken in de appendix van dit hoofdstuk. Met behulp van de meest
relevante CV’s vinden we een voorkeur voor de buitenroute. We identificeren belangrijke mechanistische verschillen tussen de binnen- en de buitenroute. Bijvoorbeeld,
de route binnendoor induceert een significante opening tussen de twee naburige
basen van de adenine om de rotatie te accommoderen. Deze mogelijke invloed van
de buren motiveert het volgende hoofdstuk.
In Hoofdstuk 7 gebruiken we de multiPMD methode die in Hoofdstuk 5 is gepresenteerd. De eﬀiciëntie van multiPMD maakt het mogelijk om voor het eerst systematisch onderzoek te doen naar de WCF-naar-HG-baseparing overgang in meerdere
DNA-sequenties. We bestuderen zeven verschillende DNA-ketens, die variaties zijn
van de originele A6 -DNA-sequentie die in Hoofdstuk 6 is behandeld. In alle sequen-
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ties vinden we dat de buitenste route de laagste vrije-energie barrière heeft. Wat
betreft de sequentie-afhankelijkheid van de overgang, zien we een zwakke invloed
van de directe buren op de overgaande base. In plaats daarvan zien we een sterke
invloed van de richting waarin de purinebase roteert, en of dit in de richting van het
lange of het korte gedeelte van onze DNA-keten is. Deze bevinding suggereert een
sleutelrol van lokale veranderingen in de flexibiliteit van het DNA bij het moduleren
van het dynamische WCF/HG basenpaarevenwicht. Dergelijke lokale veranderingen in flexibiliteit kunnen worden geïnduceerd door stapelinteracties aanwezig in
specifieke nucleotidesequenties, of door de vorming van eiwit-DNA-complexen.
Deel V van dit proefschrift behandelt de combinatie van pad-gebaseerde
vrije-energietechnieken met hybride kwantummechanica/moleculaire mechanica
(KM/MM) modellering. In Hoofdstuk 8 onderzoeken we het herstelmechanisme
in de donkere toestand van licht-gebruikende flavine (BLUF) fotoreceptoreiwitten,
die bekend staan om hun niet-covalent gebonden flavine chromofoor en om hun
sterk variërende signaleringstijden. De hersteltijd van het BlrB BLUF-eiwit is bijvoorbeeld 2 s, wat 750 keer korter is dan die van het AppA BLUF-eiwit (∼25 min).
Via pad-gebaseerde berekeningen simuleren we, voor het eerst, de dynamica van
Gln-rotatie en tautomerisatie die leiden tot het herstel van de donkere toestand.
We berekenen vrije-energieprofielen voor de BlrB en AppA eiwitten die beide een
eerder voorgesteld mechanisme bevestigen. Onze vrije-energie barrières tonen ook
de cruciale rol aan van een Trp en een Met in de buurt van de flavine chromofoor als modulatoren van de herstelsnelheid, door het afstemmen van de waterstofbindinginteracties van de roterende Gln. Dit resultaat toont aan hoe kleine mechanistische aanpassingen in BLUF-eiwitten in staat zijn om grote variaties in signaleringstijden te controleren, en dus het licht-responsieve gedrag van organismen
af te stemmen. Meerschalige modellering en pad-gebaseerde simulaties bieden de
mogelijkheid om gerichte mutaties van BLUF-fotoreceptoren eﬀiciënt te evalueren,
en zo signaaltijden te ijken voor optogenetische of biosensor toepassingen.
In dit proefschrift hebben we de mogelijkheden van op paden gebaseerde vrijeenergiemethoden uitgebreid en getest in verschillende biosystemen. We hebben
gevestigde technieken, zoals meervoudige replica’s, opgenomen in het pad-gebaseerde
raamwerk. Belangrijker nog is dat we ook nieuwe methoden hebben ontwikkeld,
zoals multiPMD en PathMaps. Bovendien hebben we pad-gebaseerde simulatie
verbeteringstechnieken gecombineerd met multidimensionale modellering, d.w.z.
KM/MM, om nog meer kosteneﬀiciënte berekeningen mogelijk te maken. Deze verschillende uitbreidingen van de simulatie methodiek hebben ons in staat gesteld om
de verschillende uitdagingen te overwinnen die zich voordoen bij het navigeren door
de vrije-energielandschappen van verschillende soorten biomoleculen. Wij hopen
dat de hier gepresenteerde vorderingen zullen bijdragen aan de lange-termijn doelstellingen van biomoleculaire simulatie; het mogelijk maken van atomistisch begrip
van steeds grotere, meer complexe en realistische levende systemen.
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L

os avances en la comprensión atomística de la estructura y la función
biomolecular suelen venir acompañados de amplias aplicaciones en medicina, farmacología y biomateriales, así como de descubrimientos sobre la naturaleza de los seres vivos. Este conocimiento puede ser alcanzado por simulaciones de
dinámica molecular (DM), que hoy en día pueden modelar una enorme variedad de
biosistemas, tales como proteínas, ácidos nucleicos, polisacáridos, etc. Sin embargo,
incluso con los vastos recursos computacionales actuales, las escalas de tiempo a las
que suelen acceder las simulaciones de DM estándar no pueden muestrear de forma
fiable muchos procesos biológicos relevantes, que ocurren con demasiada lentitud
o con muy poca frecuencia. A esto le llamamos el problema de los eventos raros.
Para superarlo, la comunidad de DM ha ideado un arsenal de técnicas de muestreo
mejorado. Una categoría específica de técnicas, conocida como métodos de energía
libre, funciona ejerciendo un potencial de sesgo en los grados de libertad clave que
describen a la molécula—es decir, variables colectivas (VCs)—que impulsan la transición de interés. Corrigiendo el sesgo a posteriori, se puede extraer información
en forma de superficies de energía libre—proyectadas sobre las VCs—con estados
estables, canales de transición y barreras que pueden relacionarse con los resultados experimentales. Sin embargo, el coste computacional de la convergencia de un
cálculo de energía libre aumenta exponencialmente con el número de VCs, lo que
significa que transiciones complejas que requieren muchos descriptores suelen estar
fuera de nuestro alcance. Los métodos basados en caminos de transición ofrecen
una solución a este reto y evitan la maldición de la dimensión. Esto se logra al realizar un sesgo en el parámetro de progreso unidimensional a lo largo de un camino
adaptativo que conecta dos estados conocidos en el espacio de las VCs, en lugar de
en las propias VCs. En esta tesis, introducimos nuevas estrategias para el muestreo
mejorado basado en caminos, y también las combinamos con otras potentes técnicas
de simulación; de este modo, aumentamos las capacidades para simular transiciones
moleculares complejas. Adicionalmente, evaluamos nuestras estrategias estudiando
intrincados cambios conformacionales y químicos en una variedad de biomoléculas,
incluyendo oligopéptidos, proteínas sensoras, ADN y polisacáridos.
La Parte I de esta tesis presenta una introducción general a la simulación
biomolecular y un capítulo de metodología. La Parte II trata de la combinación
de experimentos y simulaciones de polisacáridos. En el Capítulo 3, estudiamos el
efecto de los iones en la rigidez del ácido hialurónico, un polielectrolito natural que
regula las propiedades mecánicas de la matriz extracelular. Nuestro enfoque multimétodo emplea espectroscopía infrarroja 2D, espectroscopía de fuerza de cadena
única y simulaciones moleculares. La espectroscopía infrarroja y las simulaciones
de DM evidencian una unión específica de los iones Ca2+ a los grupos amida y carboxilato del ácido hialurónico, que no se produce para los iones Na+ . Para estudiar
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las implicaciones de esta unión, utilizamos cálculos de energía libre y espectroscopía
de fuerza. Ambos métodos encuentran que la presencia de iones Ca2+ desencadena una disminución drástica, de ∼50%, en la longitud de persistencia del ácido
hialurónico. Descubrimos que el origen mecanístico de esta flexibilidad responsiva es
el debilitamiento de los enlaces de hidrógeno intramoleculares del ácido hialurónico,
el cual ocurre debido a la unión específica de los iones Ca2+ . La comprensión de este
mecanismo de respuesta finamente ajustado puede aclarar cómo el ácido hialurónico
regula el comportamiento celular en la matriz extracelular. Esto significa que las
simulaciones podrían guiar el diseño de biopolímeros con combinaciones específicas
de monómeros, es decir, cadenas laterales para la unión de iones, para lograr respuestas de rigidez controlables. Este es el único capítulo que utiliza cálculos de
energía libre estándar, en lugar de los basados en caminos. Los métodos estándar
son perfectamente adecuados cuando: 1) una sóla VC puede describir el proceso
de interés (en este caso, la distancia de extremo a extremo de una cadena de ácido
hialurónico describe su flexión) y, 2) las escalas de tiempo computacionalmente accesibles son suficientes para muestrear las fluctuaciones relevantes, como demostramos
en un análisis de errores.
En la Parte III de esta tesis presentamos nuevos desarrollos en los métodos basados en caminos de transición, principalmente en lo que respecta a la paralelización.
Nuestros nuevos enfoques se prueban en oligopéptidos. En el Capítulo 4, analizamos
el rendimiento de la metadinámica de camino (MDC) con múltiples caminantes, nuestro propio método basado en caminos. Para evaluarlo, consideramos el cambio de
mano derecha a izquierda en hélices de poliprolina. Las cadenas de poliprolina, cuya
conformación puede describirse en términos de diedros 𝜔 alrededor de los enlaces
peptídicos, presentan un sistema de prueba ideal para la dimensionalidad de VCs.
Añadir un residuo más de prolina a una cadena equivale a añadir una VC más a
la descripción de la transición. Estudiamos cadenas de poliprolina descritas por
tres, cuatro y cinco VCs, es decir, un tetrámero, un pentámero y un hexámero. La
MDC con múltiples caminantes proporciona rutas y perfiles de energía libre con
un escalado de rendimiento subexponencial, e incluso sublineal; superando así las
limitaciones de las técnicas de muestreo estándar. El muestreo uniforme realizado
por las múltiples réplicas a lo largo del camino también ayuda a la optimización del
camino, lo que eleva el rendimiento por encima del paralelismo trivial. En cuanto a
la transición de las hélices de poliprolina, observamos una relación entre la dirección
y el orden de las rotaciones de los residuos. Al invertir la dirección de las rotaciones
de los residuos, el orden del mecanismo puede cambiar de un mecanismo de extremo
a extremo (tipo cremallera) a un mecanismo de centro a extremo. Esta observación
concilia los resultados experimentales y computacionales anteriores. Además, observamos que los espacios VCs de mayor dimensión tienden a contener más vías
posibles, lo cual sirve de motivación para el siguiente capítulo.
En el Capítulo 5, introducimos un novedoso método para realizar una búsqueda
paralela de canales de reacción. La metadinámica de caminos múltiples (MDCmulti)
utiliza múltiples caminos repulsivos y adaptativos para encontrar simultáneamente
mecanismos de transición, que compiten entre sí, y sus energías libres. El aspecto
crucial de esta técnica es el uso de caminantes especiales que inducen repulsión entre
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los caminos, es decir, repulsores, o que señalan distintos estados intermedios conocidos, es decir, atractores. Evaluamos el rendimiento de MDCmulti simulando las
transiciones conformacionales en un dipéptido alanina—para el que encontramos dos
caminos—y en la poliprolina tetramérica—para la que encontramos seis caminos.
También introducimos esquemas adicionales utilizando caminantes especiales para
manejar caminos cíclicos y cambios de camino, es decir, caminos que se encuentran
en algún lugar entre dos rutas encontradas previamente. Lo que es más importante,
también presentamos otro concepto novedoso: el Mapa de Caminos. Una vez localizados los múltiples caminos entre dos estados, un Mapa de Caminos proporciona
una visión interpretable de la energía libre a lo largo de cada camino, así como de
la fusión y bifurcación de los canales y las crestas de energía libre entre ellos. La
MDCmulti y los Mapas de Caminos ofrecen formas prometedoras de manejar eficientemente los mecanismos de transición que compiten entre sí o que son objeto de
debate. En particular, explotamos la versatilidad de MDCmulti en el Capítulo 7.
En la Parte IV de esta tesis, estudiamos las transiciones de apareamiento de
bases en ADN utilizando métodos basados en caminos de transición. En concreto,
estudiamos la transición entre los apareamientos de bases Watson-Crick-Franklin
(WCF) y Hoogsteen (HG). El apareamiento HG es una estructura alternativa, en el
que la purina gira 180° alrededor del enlace glucosídico con respecto a la conformación WCF. La rotación de la purina puede producirse ya sea permaneciendo dentro
de la doble hélice, o bien girando fuera y volviendo a entrar en la hélice. En los
últimos años, se ha descubierto que los pares de bases HG existen en un equilibrio
dinámico con los pares de bases WCF, y que la configuración HG es necesaria en
muchas funciones biológicas relevantes. En el Capítulo 6, presentamos un estudio
mecanístico de la transición de WCF a HG de un par A⋅T en una secuencia de ADN
previamente estudiada (A6 -ADN). Para mostrar la flexibilidad de nuestra técnica,
aplicamos el enfoque de caminos en combinación con varios métodos de muestreo
bien establecidos: DM dirigida y restringida, metadinámica, paraguas de muestreo,
y muestreo de caminos de transición. Esta flexibilidad podría ser de especial interés
para la comunidad de simulación. Además, el formalismo del camino también nos
permite estudiar muchas VCs para la transición. Consideramos la rotación de la
purina y su salida de la hélice, pero también las distancias clave de los enlaces de
hidrógeno, las distancias entre las bases vecinas y las distancias entre los átomos
de la columna vertebral del par A⋅T en transición. La relevancia de las VCs se
evalúa en el apéndice del capítulo. Utilizando las VCs más relevantes, encontramos
una preferencia por la transición fuera de la doble hélice e identificamos diferencias
mecánicas clave entre las vías interior y exterior. Por ejemplo, la vía interior induce
una apertura significativa entre las dos bases vecinas de la adenina, para acomodar
la rotación. Esta posible influencia de los vecinos motiva el siguiente capítulo.
En el Capítulo 7, empleamos el método MDCmulti presentado en el Capítulo 5.
La eficiencia de MDCmulti permite la primera investigación sistemática de la transición de apareamiento de bases WCF a HG en múltiples secuencias de ADN. Estudiamos siete cadenas de ADN diferentes, que son variaciones de la secuencia original
de A6 -ADN tratada en el Capítulo 6. En todas las secuencias, encontramos que la
vía exterior tiene la barrera de energía libre más baja. En cuanto a la relación entre
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la secuencia y la transición, observamos una débil influencia de los vecinos directos
en la rotación. En cambio, observamos una fuerte influencia de la dirección en la
que gira la purina, y si es hacia la sección larga o corta de la cadena de ADN. Este
hallazgo sugiere un papel clave de los cambios locales en la flexibilidad del ADN, los
cuales modulan el equilibrio dinámico entre pares de bases WCF y HG. Estos cambios locales en la flexibilidad podrían ser inducidos por interacciones de apilamiento
en secuencias de nucleótidos específicas, o por complejos proteína-ADN.
La Parte V de esta tesis combina técnicas de energía libre basadas en caminos
de transición con modelado híbrido de mecánica cuántica y mecánica molecular
(MC/MM). En el Capítulo 8, investigamos el mecanismo de recuperación del estado
oscuro en proteínas sensoras de luz azul que usan flavina (BLUF, por sus siglas en
inglés), conocidas por su cromóforo no unido covalentemente y por sus tiempos de
señalización ampliamente variables. Por ejemplo, el tiempo de recuperación de la
proteína BlrB BLUF es de 2 s, que es 750 veces más corto que el de la proteína
AppA BLUF (∼25 min). Mediante cálculos basados en caminos, muestreamos por
primera vez la dinámica de rotación y tautomerización de la Gln que conduce a la
recuperación del estado oscuro. Calculamos perfiles de energía libre para las proteínas BlrB y AppA que corroboran un mecanismo propuesto previamente. Nuestras
barreras de energía libre también evidencian el papel crucial de un Trp y una Met
cerca del cromóforo de flavina para modular la tasa de recuperación a través del
ajuste de interacciones de enlace de hidrógeno de la Gln en rotación. Este resultado
muestra cómo ligeros ajustes mecanísticos en las proteínas BLUF son capaces de
controlar grandes variaciones en los tiempos de señalización y, por tanto, afinar el
comportamiento de respuesta a la luz de los organismos. El modelado multiescala
y las simulaciones basadas en trayectorias tienen el potencial de evaluar eficientemente mutaciones dirigidas en los fotorreceptores BLUF, y así calibrar los tiempos
de señalización para aplicaciones optogenéticas o de biosensores.
En esta tesis, hemos ampliado las capacidades de los métodos de energía libre
basados en caminos de transición y los hemos puesto a prueba en varios biosistemas. Hemos incorporado técnicas bien establecidas—como las réplicas múltiples—
al marco basado en caminos. Lo que es más importante, también hemos desarrollado nuevos esquemas, como MDCmulti y Mapas de Caminos; y hemos combinado
el muestreo mejorado basado en caminos con el modelado multiescala, es decir,
MC/MM, para permitir cálculos aún más rentables. Estas diversas extensiones
del método nos han permitido superar diferentes retos encontrados al navegar por
las superficies de energía libre de varios tipos de biomoléculas. Esperamos que los
avances aquí presentados contribuyan a los objetivos a largo plazo de la simulación
biomolecular, permitiendo la comprensión atomística de sistemas vivos cada vez más
grandes, complejos y realistas.
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